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A YEAR IN THE GREAT REPUBLIC,

ClIAPTER L

9'ES WARD HO.

THE route from Pbiladelpbia, via, Baltimore and Wash-

ington to Cincinnati, goes over the AUeghany7ý nge

of mountains, whieh are rather disappointing Ïo the

tourist,ýwho has naturally been told that 11they are

the finest in America."

People who travel over here, putting implicit faith

in their 'Il Appleton," must expect some severe. shocks

of disappointment.

No bit of scenery or naüral. curiosity is ever men-

ýioned without soine authoritr being quoted to tell.

you that 41 it is one of the most stupendous scenes

nature and weU . worth. a voyage acrossl, the Atlantic
to witness."

Ilarpers Ferry, is decidedly picturesque, the situa.

tion being quité equal to many of the îhdérior Swiss
views., and the little town itself has the historical
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2 YEAR V THE GREAT REPUBLIC.

interest of having been the theatre of Lny engacre-

ments during the civil war, especially in connection

with the exploits of, the notorious ,'John Brown.e' * (

But the Alleghany mountains as a whole are

disappointing after the great -flourish of trumpets

with which. your guide-book prepares you for them.

Possibly *e were the less capable of due appreciation

from the extiýeme discomforts attending this first start.

Perhaps it was as well to get into training early for

what was to prove an alm'ost-cbxonic experience.

Having got through. some seven hours of the

journey fàirlv well, we came to a sudden halt at a

small wayside -%illage. about five p.m., and were then

for the first time told that we must remain there

indefinité.y, as the.country was inundated by floods,

the water being five feet-deep over the rails farther on.

Now, no faintest hint, of such'a state of things had

Èeen given to us before leaving Baltimore that morn-

ing. Tet the railway officials (Baltimore and Ohio

Une) must have been perfectly aware of it before they

allowed our train t stairt ; for a previois train whieh

had left some t' befare us had been stoppc.ld at, the

same place for Fany hours already, and this fact wôuld

of course be teleRraphed to head-quarters.

The utter impossibility of finding any one who bot-h
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could and would speàk the trûth wu the most trying

IxSt of the detention.

thé conductor told us such a thing hà-d n'týý'-Éappened

for seven years and then they wçe detained for three

or four days, a cheering pruspëçt,'-for us, es'ecially as

there was no dining car on board -, only som. è\, lighter

refreshments such as tea, bread and butter and eggs

were to be had,, all -of which would certainly shortly

give way under the great strain put upon the com-

missariat.

Most of the mèn went off to get such tough food as

was procurable in the village.

We had some eggs and coffée, and then, resigmng
ourselves to Fate, took a little walk in the wretched

squalid-looki1g town; afraid to, go beyond its limits

lest the summons to proceed might arrive during our

'absence. We need not have been anxious on this

scÛre.

.Next morning, at seven o'clock, wheu we ought to

have been -almost in Cincinnati, 1 woke to fi nd our car
stffi motionless, in front of the same depressing way-

side depôt. Conflictig rumours of a possible move

arrived fromltime to time ; but our fSst real consola-

tion wu the sight of an eastward bound train steaming
into the statign. This at least was a Sûre sign that
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one had got through the obstacles, whatever they

might be.

At ten oclock in the morniDg, after seventeen houre

detention,ý,we moved off very, very slowly. SUR it was

movement and a blessed relief after the enforced dead-

lock of the previous weary hours.

The necessity for travelling at such a slow pace

wherever the rails were supposed to be most sha«ky, and

insecure, lost us of course many more hours, and we

only arrived at our destination at four a.m. en the

Saturday morping instead of seven-forty-five a.m. the

previous'day.

Later experience taught us to- look very lig'àtly on

some twenty to thirty hours of unpunctuality in the

arrival. of trains, but I' give this one instance in' fall,

to show travellérs what they m-ust expect wheu once

Y, leave the eastern states and the beaten tr

across this continent.

The following note comes here in my journal: 'I'l I

must heîreý mention that in a considerable experience

of Americau railwa cars extendincr over six months

1 have never save once found the boasted dining car one

hears so much about, and that was on the train between

Boston and New Yor«k, about the only journey where

oue could have dispensed with it."
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Man ' y will question thÎs statement, but it is abso-

lutely true.

I do not meau to say tbat on one or two occasions

dinincr cars were not advertised on the lines we travelled

over; but either the trdin was late and bad no time to

stop and take on the car, or the provisions had been

exhausted and the car was left behind. in consequence.

Anvwav the result was the same.

Travelling over the Northern Pacifie Line some

months later, we always fouÈd a dining car attached

and the food very good, and I have no doubt that travel-

lers who have only crossed the continent by the direct-

line'from New York to San Francisco will. have had a

similar experience.

Referring to my list of American lines travelled over

during the first six months of our stay,_ L find tlie fol-

1ùwincr mentioned.

Canadian Pacifie," cc N'ew York Central," cg Pennsyl-

vaniae' Il Baltimore and Ohio,," Il Ohio aD(,A.,/"'_NI1*ssouri,

Chicago and Alton,'*ý Il Aitchison Topeka and-Santa Fël,"

Atlantic Pacifie'-' and Il Southern Paciýfic."

These are pretty well-known Americau lines, and in

spite of the incredulity of my Transatlantie friends, I

am obliged. to keep to my statement,

On the long journeys, teaand coffee were sometimes



to, be had, not very satisfactory, but better than nothing;

sometimes a little cold chiclSn. or tongue and a few

eggs; but these provisions were always liable to sudden

collapse and at best cannot compare for excellence with

the luhcheon baskets supplied on our own Englisli lines.

For the rest, you must turn out at the wayside

stations!, at most inconvenient hours, and be thankfui

to, gobble up whatever tough. messes of food happen ta'

be within reach during the very short time allo'ed

for meals.

On these occasions everythi-ng is heaped up on one

plate, for you-are never supplied with a second,

Eggs and bacon, tough mutton or stringy beef,
potatoes, tomatoes, Indiau corn, and squash pies must

be eaten ahke, off the one platter, or left alone.

At first you féel you would rather perish than

degrade yourself to, the level of a pig and its trough,
but hunger is a strong argument in the long run,

A traveller will be turned out for a breakfast of this

description at nine o'clock in the morning ; for another

heavy meal of the same kind at twelve-thirty, and

again at:âve or five-thirty p.m. for a third, which, von

have no i *on to eat after two such predecessors,
yet this is your only chance of food tiU nine o'clock

next morning, and that is not a certainty ; for a Il wash

6 A YEAR IN THE GREAT REPUBLIC.
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out " may arise at any moment and detain you for two

or three hours in the middle of the night..

A well-stocked luncheon basket is the only way of

meeting the difficulty, but after the first day, any food

you may take with you is apt to, get toug,ý4,,and dusty,

and distasteful.

Snow was lying thiék on the ground (April 3) when

we reached Cincinnati, cold, miserable and hungry,

after fifty hours of travelling and insufficient, bad food

on the way. An omnibus took -as to the hotel we had

selected, but there were no rooms to be had, and

,nothing for it but to deposit our luggàge jand walk

through the filthy, muddy streets, with sleet falling

overhead and damp raw fog enveloping us, to seek for

other, shelter. c 1

This fog and snow continued during the wliole of

our four or five days' stay, so I can say nothing of

Cincinnati, for the simple reason that 1 had no chance
of ever really seeing it. Through the fog and snow

we could dimly discern the form, of the surrounding

hills, which are said to form. such a pleasing entourage

to the city. Twice we attempted to drive there, but

were driven back by a tbick pea-soup atmosphere

varied by sleet and rain.

Of the town. itself ve saw much -more- -thaii-wé-
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wished. It is black and grimy and smoky, and t'ne

streets for dirt, béat any we have yet seen. A week

or so latér we moàified this opinion and t1iought- the

palm, should be_ giýen to Saint Louis.

A patriotie shopkeeper silenced our complaints of

the filthy condition of the streets at the latter place

by sayincr it showed what splendid agricultural pro-

perties the soil possessed

Everythiliz lies certainly in the point of view

Meanwhile, at Cincinnati the river went on rising

dav bv dav the snow fell likewise the rain, the mud

thickened if. possible, every oneý looked gloomy and

recalled the terrible floods of two years ago.

Weyrere only too glad to pack up and escape whilst

escapé was still possible.

Even then the water was over the wheels of our train

as we left the station. Next day the trains were

unable to run at all.

Having had a gentle introduction to the dangers by

flood, we were next to be initiated into the delights and

conveniences of the system, of Amerîcan 41 stageing

the very name of which inspires me still with a feeling

of most deadly repulsion.

Ilaving come to see the Mammoth caves of Ken-

tucky, theré was nothini for it but to sleep at
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Louisville and tak-e train next day for Cave City.

Hence we had to drive nine miles to the

Cave Hotel, over such a road as had never corne- -wi th-

in my travelling experiences.

Stones, rocks, boulders and ruts blôcl,--ed our way.;

our stage was an open vehicle, with canvas top and

slendeT iron rods to support it, to whiefi we'elung for

dear life as our four mules dragged us over the stony,

rutty and muddy track.

An Americau Il bacrman " sat opposite to me and a

young Americau with a lovely little-wife in the back
seat. Convièrsation wais phy.ýica11y impossible. You-

could Dot open your mouth without-- the chance of.the
teeth being shaken down your throat by the terrible

joiting. %

It was all one could do, to clutch either side of the
machine " alternately wit«h a convulsive grasp. No

one but the irrepressibly cheerful young bagman -even
attem ted to talk, and he got no further than au

occasional hopeful, Il Now we have struck the bully-
vard again," as sometimes a bit of road less horrible -
than the last was reached.

Alas ! two minutes landed-us on to a cc rock 55 or into
a rut bigger than ever. The -little-bride's- -most---
cherished novel was shaken out of the stage into, the
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muddy road, but she was quite- past caring, much

about it. 41 Perhaps I shall find it on my way back

to-morrow-" she whispered to her husband, who only

gave a compassionate smile in answer. As-if it would

not be buried feet deep in mud by that time 1

Poor little girl! She looked more Èt f6r bed than

a-nything else when we arrived at last, benumbed- with

cold and spe'echléss *from fatigue; but -she and her

husbançl were fb-rýý to take the eight a.m. stage back

next morning, -§o thére was nothing for it but for them

to visit the caves that night.

We took things more quietly, and revived sufficiently

during the evening to be entertained by some of the

experiences of our landlord, specially with reîerence to

the tiine - when he lived at Cave City, whence the

stages run.

There are two routes through. these caves, the long

and the short route. The former is only opened

during the two or three summer months, as the water

in theriver is too high at other times to allow visitors

ýo penetrate to, some parts of the cave. The long

route gives fourteen to sixteen miles of walking, and

entails- a nine hours"'expedition. The short route

goes over some seven or eight miles, and éan be done

in three or four hours.
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On one occasion an old gentleman of over sixty

came to Cave -City with a young wife of eighteen, who

had married him, doubtless, for his dollars, and our

friend (Gannett) 'had induced him to, take the long

route, whieh entails some heavy climbing, especially

through a part called 111 the Corkscrew."

When the old gentleman returned to Cave City

next morni'ng he had to, be lifted out of the stage,

vowing vengeance on the man who had given him

the advice.

Do you know where the fellow lives ? " he asked,

speakiDg to Gannett himself, but not recognizing his

enemy,

Yes,'sir. A long way from, here."

Well, if you see him, let me know. 1 would give

him a good thrashing if I could ouly lay hands upon

him."

The young wife was in convulsions of silent"laughter,

ha-ving recognized Gannett immediately upon their

return.

However, she wisely kept her own counsel, and the

train coming up soon after took them og, the -old

husband shaking his fist and uttering çurâès- both
deep and loud until he was fairly carried out of

sighti much to, Gannett's relie£ -
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There was no, choice in our case. In April the short

route alone is practicable. This includes most points

Li ' 0 interest, and you escape a great deal of monotonous

and aimless wandering, but you miss the river and a

short portion of gypsum. formation of flowers," said

313fi tD be tbe most beautiful in the cave, probably simply

because less defflèd by the smoke of the torches.

Bavard Taylor says that any one whà goes to the

Mammoth Caves and comes away disappointéd Il must

te either a'ool or a demi-god." It will save trouble to,

class myself at once undier the forper head, for I

eannot possibly belon to the latter, and the 31ammoth

Caves disappointed me greatly.

They are not to be compared for beauty with those
lie, at Adelsberer and many others- on a smaller- scale which

I have seen in Europe.

The caves are on an enormous scale, it is )true. The

chambers are lofty and -- finely proportioned, but the

whole place, with few exceptions, is ugly and black.
q The stalactites are few, and black-ened with smoke.

There is no profusion of the lovely alabaster and

crimson shades so univêrsal- in the caves of Adelsberg.

A few inches'of alabaster forudations hanging ý&om'

the tops were , pointed out w'ith great pride, and con-

sidered evidently very rich and rare.
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We went up an immense wide, avenue called

"Broadway," then came to, the "Rotunda," "The

Theatre,'-' "The, Methodist Cb:urch" (with a natural

pulpit), and then to, the natural altar, where a romantie

marriage took place some years ago.

A girl had promised under great pressure that she
cc would not m'arry any man on the face of the earth."

So she tcà her fiancé into the caves, and they

were married hére.

Three pillars, formed by the meeting of stalactites

and stalagmites, ma«ke a'-very natural-looking altar, and

many cards are left here, showing that other couples

have Ifollowed suit.

A rather pretty eustom -is adopted in t1ýèse cases of

dedicating cairns or heaps of stones to the diffèrent

states in America or foreign countries dear to, respec-

tive tourists. A card or piece of wood indicates the

state or country.

I put a stone on "Massachusetts" for the sake of

dear old Boston,

There was a very big heap for Il England," to which,

of course, we added., and another for Scotland. The
habit is useful as well as sentimeiltal, for it keeps the

tracks clear.

I need'not enumerate the various Il points" shown
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us by William, our excellent black guide. There are
one or two rèally very fineand almost overpowering

ravines of rock, which. he lighted for us by throwing

about bits of brown paper soaked in oil, and the
colourina here was very soft and beautiful. As a rule

howe'ver, the avenues and grottoes are dingy and black.
Th -usands of little black bats hibernate in- these caves

from October to May,-hanging by their legs from ' the

roof. At the latter date they wake up and kindly take'

up their summer quarters outside.

The chief interest of the caves lay after all in two

very good effects of William's own îngenuitý and skill.
The first was discovered, by him, accidentally. Two of
the passages -meet at a spécial angle, the light from the
openiner of the cave striking the walls at a particular
point.

Given these conditions, William found that when he

moved the lamps in thý&,distance 'IIýthere was an effect of
a beautiful white marble statue on a pedestal moving

slôw-ly backwards and forwaxds.

The other is still more wonderful.

At a place called the Il" Starry Dome " (on account of

the star-like formations on the roof) thère is a wooden

seat. Here we sat down; William took away aU our

lamps and disappeared, leaving us in total darkness.



Presently, by a clever manipulation of the artificial.

liglit, it seemed as though the stars were shining above

our hgads, illuminating the dense darkness in'which

we had been sitting. Then clouds, heavy and black,

seemed to pass over the, sky.

At length, to our left, the sun appeared to be slowly

risin - (a light thrown by him). Then came the lowing
/ 9 ý'

ofthe cattle, the crowing of the cocks, the quiýck sharp

bark of a dor.g, and the bleating of the lambs all the

sounds of coming dawn being most cleverly imitated in

turn by William, wb o is a first-rate -Nentrifloquist.

It was very clever, but after all it was William, not

Mammoth Cave.

Abqut a mile-and-a-half înside the caves from the

opening are the ruined remains of twelve stone huts

built here in the year eighteen hundred and forty-two

by a philanthropist who had heard that the beautiful

cave air was calculated to cure consumption, and

induced twelve poor victims to try the experiment of

living in total darkness. and laving their food brought

them from the outer world.

For -five months they endured this living death, but

at the end of that time all came out and none survived

the experiment. Light must of course be almost as
necessary to hIlman life as air.

'WESTWARD HO! 15
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Two of the cottages alone remain intact to tell the

Sad tale. One is filled up inside with stones, but the

other is still. habitable.' The w4ls are of stone, but:,ee-

there were no roofs, only êanvas covers. û

The railway strikes were in full force over here; as we-

steamed into Saint Louis we passed a miniature Alder-

shot Camp on the line. 4,1 Soldiers to guard thé property

and lives of the employers," was the answer given when

1 asked what it meant.

lc What chance is there of any settlement ? -" was

y next question.

111 Chance ? " re-echoed my informant, 'Il none at all

for the employers of labour; you see, there is no legis-

lation for them. These unions are rich enouà-- to, buy

up all the justice they want. There is not a court that

would decide against them.

That is simply clisgraceful,'.'I cried liotly.

Yes." he admitted slowly it is disgraceful, but it

is a -j'act."

I have nothing of interest to Say about the big

black manufàcturing smoky city of Saint Louis.

We spent a week there, it is true,,but t1iis was a

question of health. and rest.

The only briglit spot that remains in'my memory is

of the little toddling children wUo go about the streets



here in pretty white muslin drawn caps, trimmed witU

embroidery. 11%. is a quaint, pretty device, and must

keep their little heads much cooler than close hats or

bonnets would do 'in this oppressive dull heat. -

Another weary fifty hours' j oîrney VM*^ Kansas city où

the Aitchison, Topeka and Santa Fë line, whieh threads

through the Indian territory on the south and

Kansas State in the north,-býFýght us to Las Vegab]E[Ot

Springs, where we intended to break the journey to

Santa Fé.

We passed, through endless prairie and fields of

Indian corn.
lie;leSEP Not a building not a hill to break theý terrible

monoto Me
ny. The prai i fires were-our'only diversion,

and these came t1iick and fast as we moved heavily

aloncr througthis prairie ocean.

Our nic:rht-s were much-- alike, jolting and stopping,

sctoppinat and jolting.

Some of tne w eary hours might be got over b latey
risinar in the morning, but this is impossible. By six
a.m. every one is on the stir, and by six-thirty or seven

a.m. at latest, all the, berths have been put back and

the car trau-ý1ormed into it\ sittin&-room aspect.
Mie sleeping cars in the daytime are very diffeýent

fi-om the luxurious parlour car with its arin-chaha
Vol.. IL 20
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and footstools. The sea s are narrow and the backs

are straight; alas, we hav bidden a loiicr good-bye to,

the parlour car whieh is only suitable for the -shorter

day jour-neys.

A combination carriage is, of course more cou-

venient from the railway point of view, but travellers

must often long to, get away durin or the daytime from

the long,, stuffy carriacre. in which they have passed

the night, especially as it is most ditîlcult to, secure

anything li-e fresh air without the conviction that

you are putting some courteous but steam-heated

American to, real torture.

At Trinidad we first noticed the curious -Mexican

adobe house (called always le doby").

They remind oie of Irish mud huts, but are built

,of a brick made from the earth and called adobe."

They are square houses, generally without vindows,
and apparently- without any--roof but, doubtless, t1iis

last is lower than. the rest of the buildiii a and so,

cannot Ue seen from the Une. A ladder against the

Wall answers the purpose of a front door, the ingress

beiner from a hole 'in the top of the roof, wlience

" second ladder leads down into the hut, so that

" visitor enters not head, but heels foremQst.

A pleasant German gentleman in -the train, hearing



that we intended to visit Santa Fe' after staying

at Las Vegas, told me that he had ý lived for some

twenty-five years in the former city, a-nd begged to,

be allowed to do the honours of it to us on our

arrival. After fifty hours' travelling we arrived at

Las Vegas, whance a branch Eue tak-es vou some five
nl-les on to the Hot Springs Hotel.

Tne manager of the hotel had come down to, meet

the train, and as soon as we were seated in itA
and well off, kindly told us that there were no rooms

to be had, as ýa party of thirty-five excursionists
Nvere in the house.

This was pleasant news for us, weary, supperless,
exhausted, and at nine o'clock in the evening. It
micrht have been possible to secure rooms in Las Vegas
itseln but we were really too iired to be -very

indi-amant with the man for startin us on such a wild9
goose chase.

Las Vegmts Hot Springs is a picturesque littie
M

village. perched in a caÛon between high, hills, and
srce six thousand five hundred. feet above the sea.

There are severai cot'tages belonging to the hotel,
-ma whera people are boarded when the house is full,

one or two little shops fuU of Mexican workmanship,
and finally the bath houses.

20-2
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A loncr low two-storied. house of dark red sandstone

with verandah all round, forms the present hotel,

which is also the on*ginal one.

A new one was built in 1884 and opened for one

year, beincr then burnt down.

In 1885 a second was built, entirely fire-proof as

they fondly hoped, and was opened in ',\Iay of that

year. Within three months this shared the -fate

of its predecessor.

Thev are actually building it up for the third time,

now on a'différent site, a little higher up on the hill.

Such perseverance deserves to be rewarded.

My friend found a refuge in the billiard-room. that

night, whilst I 'was put into a tiny cabin of a room,

on the ground. floor, over all the hot-water pipes, and

was parboiled in consequence by next morning.

Numbers of people are stayinor here for months

at - a time for the benefit of the springs, and,

consequently, there are many children in the house.

It was typical of the importance given to children

in this country that all we grown-up people sat

mee«Lly round the drawing-room for some two hours

one eveninor hilst several small children of ages

varying from six to teu entertained. the company.

wev acted a very duU little play' written by



themselves, but sang really very fairly, and g-dve us

some airs from the '"Mikado " ivvithout any trace

of shyness.

The play itself, which seemed to be au emblem

of eternity (having no perceptible beginning or

ending), dragged its weary lengtli alonor for some

two hours, much to the satisfaction of the children

themselves and their respective parents no donbt.

The rest, by far the larger portion of the company,

looked intensely bored as time went on, but submitted

to the infliction with a very good grace, and applauqyd

with a vehement good nature.

A day or two at such a place is quite enougli

for people who are happily independent of any medical

necessity for staying there, and on the third day

we had cheerfully decided to push ou to Santa

having literally Il reckoned without our host." On

applying to him for some'detail of the journey, we

heard to our horror that the river, w1iieh had been

steadily rising for the last few days, liad washed away

some half-dozen bridges between Las Vegas and Santa

Fé.-and also the railway bridge between the ]Rot

Spring and Las Vegas itself.

We had a glimmering hope ihat the story might be

untrue, or at least exaggerated ;'ýbut next moming, alas
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it was confirmed on most unprejudiced authority, and

the state of the rail on this side was only too patent

to any one who walked along it for'half a mile.

A week or fortnight might be îequired for repairs

of course we could ford the river,, by carriage as soon

as it went down sufficiently to bé at all safe for suc«h a

purpose; but we were still confrouted by the impos-

sibility of rsetting- further wést until these other

bridges were built up again.

Fortunately after several days of -incessant downpour,

the heavens had cleared and burro " (donkey ride

up the Eills behind the house and later for some miles

up the éan-on, gave us some" fine views and made life

seem a little more tolerable.

It was, as ùsual, impossible to get any «,definit.e

information, and the -hotel manager tUrew every

obstacle in the way of our doing so.

The kindly little postmistress of the place gave-us

our ouly ray of comfort, ,by saying that she heard the

bridges weré being teiÉporarily repaired, aud-Mhat if

we could only get a vehicle of some sort to take us to,

Las Vegas, we should have a chance of getting on-from

there.

We interviewed a man on the subject of a carriage.

He put a reserve price of a pound sterliiag on the hour's

pz-
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drive, and we could not make out if it were really safe

to ford the river or not, but determined to make the

experiment unless this man absolutely refused to go.,

At four o'clock in the afternoon we were reàdy

packed, our three boxes having gone on with a team,

and we followinom in a very light carriage, with only

hand-baas and ruus.

Fording that river was a very nasty five minutes'

experience. It had swolleu very much, and the carriage

was thrown violently against the stream and seemed

bendin or so much to the right-«hand side, that one felt

it must soon go over and deposit us in the middle of

the waters.

The'real danger is that at the time of these Il wash-

outs "the bed of the river also îs washed away, and

becomes consequently full of holés, and there is always

the chance that one of the horses may put his feet

into these.

However, all things come to, an end, and we were

landed at length on the opposite bank, safe and dry

and with a fairly good road before us to Las Vegas.

Here another unpleasant surprise awaited us. Having

some hours to dispose of, we had wandered aimlessly

round the town until about 6.30 p.m., intending then

to have some sort of meal at the station before our
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1

start. To our horror we fouind that no less than 300

eastwar, bound travellers had been detained here for

two days as three bridges and more thau a mile of rail

had been washed away on that side.

The railway was feeding all these people duriDg the

detention, an unusual piece of generosity and much to

the credit of the Aitchison, Topeka and Sante Fé Une.

It was done at a cost of S450 a day, and at present

there seemed to be no hope of getting the passengers

The provisions meanwhile were naturall being

exhausted, and the crowds were so gréat as fresh trains

from the west came -in, that we were only allowed to

enter the dining-room by detachments. We were

almost lifted. off our feet as our turn came and the

rush to the door grew more frantic. Onl some very

tough meat and a few eggs were left, but we"were

thankful for that. Going up to pay for our, scanty

meal, the man asked to see our tickbts and then -to my

surprise refusedto take any money. Atthesame'timè

he told us that we could not possibly leave Las Vegas

that night, as news'had. come that two more bridges

had been washed away. We were prepared for a-ny

misfortune by this time. Mercifully, however, it turned

out that he had mistý-aken- our tickets for eastward

L7
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bound ones, so we really escaped at last, leavi-ng by this

time some 450 -poor creatüres to their uncertain fate.

A change at Lamy to the local Santa F e' line and

a midnight crawl of soraething over an hour broucrht

us to, -the eurious old New Mexico capital.

Santa Fé, as every one knows, is the oldest'ýtown in

the United States, having been -a, strongUold even

before the days of the Spa-nish Conquest.

We woke up next morning- to a glorious day of

brilliant sunshine that no Good Friday influence

Could dim.

Such a sky! Such mountains all round us! Such

billows of cloud of every conceivable shape and shade

of pearl and opal

The air is deliciously bracing, but a little difficult, to

breathe owing to the, altitude (over 7-,000 feet", and

many complain- that it is impossible to walk far with

aiiy comfort. %,
I had no wish. to walk; 1oo-iýîg seemed quite plea-

sure enough with- such a glorious landscape before me.

Santa,,/Fé' itself îs a quaint straggling town, full of

low, squre Il doby " houses and sandhills covered with

,s pa rs e tuf t s ic7-g ýras,'s .

All round you are the snow-clad peaks of the ýpanish

mountains. On this gorgeous , Good Friday morning
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with its brilliant sky and billowy white elouds---it was

impossible to tell where mountain ended an-'d clouds

b egan.

There are a few brick houses here, but, as a ruleY
doby " - reigams supreme. Many of these doby " -

buildings are unpretentious mud huts, but others are

on a grand scale and very well furnished inside with

curtains, éarpets and every luxury. In these latter case's.

the original doby " has generally recelved a coat of

whitewash. Even the governors palazzo is a el doby

building.

The Il Plaza " is a quaint little peaceful square, sur-

roundéd bv, Il stores " most of which are under cover.

Jn the middle is a -very diminutive public crarden, and

here the band "plays in the'afternoon, for there is a

small military depôt in Santa Fé 0 - 0 1

We have not yet escaped from, the inconveniences of

the 111 wash-ýôut.? It appears that ail supplies of meat

come from, Kansà 'Cit (800 miles away). These

supplies were of course nowstopped, and we lived upon

the coarse, fough local meat, which is almost uneatable.

Our Germau friend called, bringiDg a nice young

daughter with him, and took us later for a delightful

drive in a ligbt T-cart with a fine pair of horses, ail

over the surrounding prairie country. We saw numbers
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of the pretty little prairie dogs, a sort. of cross between

squirrc.,l and a rabbit. The are not vicious, and can

be ^ easily tamed, but will bite in self-deiénce and

pretty sharply, too. Driving over the prairie, we bad

a grand view of the line of mountains some 7 0 miles

distant-but lookiDg in is clear atmosphere quite

close upon us-where rich iùetal exists in such large

quantities., Mr. Staab told me that some of tlie most

valuable gold mines are to be found here; the only

trouble is to get enough water for washiýg out the gold.
On Easter.Monda we engaged a teain -(as a carriage"

y f..i 'ýj
and pair is called in this country) and drove soine -nine

miles over the grand ridge of mountains called Il Theý

Divide " to the Indian villacre of Il Tisuki on the other

side. It was a glorious drive over a plain covered with

sand and tiny green -bushes of pignone (a sort of dwarf

pine, bearing a very excellent little pignone Il nut

Ascending the ridge of Il The Divide " we had a grand

view of distant blue mountai-ns on the other side of the

Jýio Grande.

The purple tinge of the sand-covered plains and the

green bushes of pine formed a striking contrast to the

two blues of the mountain and, the sky line.

The village is built in tierîý of houses, most..of whîch

are of one story ouly,
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Some of the largest Indian villages have six or seven

tiers of mud huts and rise up in a pinnacle: ladders

placed against the sides of the huts land you on the

various elevations.

I have already referred-to the curious method of

entering these Mexican Indian huts, by climbing- up a'

laddér inside the wall and then crawling down a

ladder which emerges through a hole in the mud

roof.

The first house we visited in this way was wonder-

full clean. It had, of course, a bare mud floor' but

coo-ing utensils, Indian jars,, -c., were very neatly

arranged on the ground, and the father, mother and

child'were squattingý together in one corner.

The father was a mild-lookiiig Iàîian with copper-

coloured face, long black hair and 4ery small feet in

white mocassins made from tanned skins. The mother,
wider in face and witli cheeks painted a bright red

over the natural bronze, a coloured blanket confined

by a belt round the waist and mocassins on her tiny

feet coming high up to the knees, completed her

simple costume.

A replica of the mother was the little nine-year-old

daughter, who was similarly dressed.

Both wore silver bracelets and aaily-coloured beads.C
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They had a few little bits of pottery to sell, which we

bought as a matter of courtesy.

They seemed gentlekindly people, and the mother

gave a little pottery shoe to the little child of our

driver who bad come in with us, in a very pretty

motherly way.-

They talked a sort of mongrel Spanish which tbey

call Il Indian,"' but I could understand most of the

sentences from having some knowledge of Italian.

We went into another house which was not nearly

so clean.

Here some four or five generations seemed to chum

togelther, from the old great-grandfather of eighty-three

lying in the corner to the tiny Incliau children of three

or four years à1d. who stumbled over him wîth their

little, dusty bare feet. The old man, who looked

almost too old to be alive at all, told our driver that he

had, in his yýh, seen both New York and Washington.

This I can scarcely believe. He seemed to be sank -in

a.sort of melaneholy'grandeur, and I should never have

dreamed of diýturbing 4is meditations or insulting him

by the offer of a vulgar Il tip," but the driver said it

was customary, and certainly the effect, of a Il quarter

was miraculous.

The old fellow flew up as straight as a dart, jabber-
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ing out profuse thanks, and we left Iiim beaming with'

pleasure.
Even ten cents gave great sat isfaction to a poor old

blind Indian, who sat -in the court outside, and seemed
almost too old and infirm for 41 filthy lucre,."

The day had elouded over as we drove back-, and the
view was less beautiful in consequence. Our driver
amused us en route with 'stories of wild Western lifel,

and seemed amused to find that I was quite up in the
history of 14 Billy the Kid," a young New 31exican

desperado who was shot five years ago, after murder-
ing nineteen men at various times in his short Iifé of

twenty-one years. Our Griver declared that "I the Kid"

had some very fine qualities, an opinion Wn'ieli has been
endorsed by others who knew him.

Our great ajul.;Lt-I*on, since planningthis Western

trip, had been to include in it a visit to the Grand
Caîion of Colorado.

This name is very misleadi-ng to the uninitiated. It

suggests at -tuce the neighbourhood of Denver and
Colorado springs, whereas this famous caîion is in
reality ma-ny'hundreds bf miles from either one or

other, and is situàted to the south of Arizona, between

-,iew'ýlexico and South Califorinia.
The great difficulty-lay in the utter impossibility of
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getting any reliable information as to thê place or the

means of reaching it. Appleton, as usual, é'ontented

himself with quoting two or three authorities as to

the magnificence of the scenery wlien one got, there,

and showed a lordly contempt for any sort of detail.

Wé could not even find out whether the ca'on would

be open to travellers so early in the year as April. In

valn we ýhad asked this question aU along the route, or

tried to discover how to send a letter or telegram. to

any head-quarters from whieh a trustworthy ans-w-er

inight be expected.

Even- in Santa Fé we were assured, over and over

again, that the caÛon. would certainly be closed at that

early -eason, and our German friends were quite horri-

fied thàt we- should even dream of making such an

expedition. 'Il so far from. the beaten track, and we-two

ladies travelling alone! Ach Hummel und so weiter."

Another practical difficulty was the overcrowded

state of the trains,, owing to the number of travellers

flock-ing vestward, now that the lines had been put

înto something like order.

-Meanwhile we spent au interesting morning at the

Indiau schooll, close to Santa Fé.

A certain Professor Ladd has started this, and

watches over it- witli anxious interest.
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Just now the school is much reduéed, owiYag to the

fact that some thirtv-five scholars have been carried off

by the priests. LIany of the Indians are devout

Catholics-a survival of the Spanish mission.

For some time the priests had tried to get these

c'hildren away from, the schools, and at length they

have induced the parents to, insist upon their being

returned to their respective tribes. It seems a sad bit

of Il dog in the manger " p1àlosophy on the part of the

Catholics, who have no educational advantaues to offer

them 1ýi exchange.

Only about ten pupils remained ; but the authorities

-were hoping that the numbers might soon be increased.

A very pretty girl, of twenty-two, or twenty-three,
was teaching them ; a most determined young lady,

w ho declared that she -was " not a bit afraid of them,"

but Il shook them. well around " when they weré tire-

some or disobedient
Both sexes were , represented, and aU ages. Some

of them were boys of nine or ten yeus old ; others

grown-up you-n cr men, one of whom -was married.

The young mistress ýpointed, witn some pride,- to a

strong- young fellow of nineteen, and ealmly said, 14 1

had to send him to bed the other day.*' As some of

Ahese Indians beloDg to the fierce Apache.*tribe, 1 -was



anTious to learn the secret of her influence, which I
still believe lay to a great extent in her extreme pretti-

ness, altlio'ugU- slie denied this vehemently, and declared

that-no, element of chivalry or admiration entered into

the question at all.
She seemed to think it was entirely a matter of

strong will and determination, and the fact of feeling

no physical feax of them. Il Once let them see youhave
that and it is all over with any hope of discipline."

Her theory and practice seemed very much those of

a lion tamer, and lay in the triumph of mind over
matter. Perhaps the Christian Scientists might have

a word to say on the subj ect, as béïng a side -illustra-
tion of their cardinal doctrine.

This young girl told us that the inspector's wife is

very much ai-aid of ' her fierce-looking classes, and

consequently can do nothing with them. On one
occasion, when the mistress and a very determined

young Apache man were at issue over some disputed
point in discipline, the poor lady inspector looked on
tremblingljy and implored the young girl to give in
and not infuriate ' the dangerous pupil,,.--

'Il Not a bit of -it,11 said this determined youDg

person. Il I knew what gîving in would mean. Il.-
raight as well maké tracks at once."

VOL* He
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Well, how did you manage him?

I said to him: Now, look here, if you don't dc>

what I tell you, one of us two has got to die, for 1

don7t leave this room till you obey me, and you don't,

leave it either."'

Fortunately r her, the man succumbed to moral

suasion. 'Mith all due defèrence for the triumph of

will-power, I am still inclined to think that a very

pretty face is no meau factor in discipline, even

amongst Apache Indians.

We saw a nice cleau wooden dormitory where so'e

of the pupils sleep, and a Il doby " house where their

food is tidily cooked and served.

We also spent au hour chatti'g with the superin-

tendent and his wife, intelligent Eastern Americans,
who seemed glad to see new faces and exchange a few

ideas.

Having received a vague teleorram from some un-

Imown source, to say that the Grand CaRon was open,

and having spent a last pleasant evening with our

kindly_ (iermaii friends, we packed up once more and

left ' Santa Fé' late one night, about ten p.m., trusting

to find the sleeping eàrriage in which our -berths were

engaged at Lamy Junctionî

We arrived. there soon after midnigtt to hear that



as usual the traîýn was not el in time," and would be at

least tb-ree hours late.

One wretched, hot, stuffy, and unventilated room,

with bare floor and ditto walls, was our only refuge
from thefierce wind blowing oûtside; a smaU portion

of a dirty wooden be-neh with no back to it affording

our only chance of repose.

Alternately I went out to be froze-n, and returned

inside to be boiled.

At three o'clock in the morning our train came in

at last, and soon àfterwards we were safély on board

and in our sleepers," a short-lived luxury as it

proved.

Soon after leaving the Albuquerke Junetîon at

six a.m., we were hustled out of the car, literally at
a moment's notice, as th-e wheels had caughtfire, and

it was to be left on the road in consequence.

I 'had that moment begun to dress, after waiting

patiently for some hý1f-hour for the chance of washing

my hands, bute, the railway officials would not hear of
a moment's delay.

Throwing on a dressing-gown and thrusting my
feet into slippers, I gather'ed together as much of my
property as my arms would hold, leaving the rest of

ýiny things to be pushed helter-skelter into the
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crowded carriage that received us, in addition to its

own previous freight of passengers.

Breakfast at Coolidge somewhat smoothed over our

ruffled feelings, and we had sufficiently recovered our

tempers to. be amused by the Navalio Indians who

surrounded the carriages, selling their pottery, ex-

hibiting t4eir hideous little babies at five cents 'Il a

peep," an d looking extremely picturesque in tlieir

gaily-colou'red rags.

A dull dreary waste of sandy desert came next, to

be enlivened shortly by the very curious rock forma-

tions whieh stand out against tlie sky4ine at intervals

aU through the Arizona country.

These rocks axe most fantastic in shape, towers,

castles, minarets in turn rising up in the midst of the,

plain; and the colouring is ' very beautiful, deepest

crimson, brow-n, yellow, and grey in turn.

It was weU to have some fresh interest in these

beautiful rýock formations, for we had left the pic-

turesque Nýew Mexico country behind us now, with its

doby huts, and groups of Indians with their fierce

black eyesý swarthy complexions' and long, matted

horseliair lýcks.

Ear1y-ýýiý landed us, some hours.after time, at the

miserable littlé- collection of 'wooden shanties, con-



taining some- hundred inhabitants and honoured by

the title of city kno'u as Peach Springs.

Poor as the place looked, it was stiR divided from our

eager hopes by a quarter, of a milè of sandy desert, and

at, four o'clock in the morning we were landed on the

line, with no perceptible means of conveying ourselves

and baggage across the intervening space.

Meanwhile our train had steamed slowly off, so there

was no possibility of escape for us; at length, after a

good deal of difficulty, we persuaded a boy to show us

the way to Mr. Farlie's Il house," as we called it in our

ignorance, that being the name of the man who was sup-

posed to run 41 the stage " from Peach Spring to the

Cafion of the Colorado.

Crossing the sandy desert with rather crestfallen,

faces, we found that Mr. Farlie's boasted Il hotel " was

simply a small wooden shanty, but any refuge was wel-

come. We discovered that he had not yet received thé

telegram explaining a éhauge of day in our arrival,

necessitated by the overcrowded staté of the trains.

However, he bustled up, showed us into two primi-

tive but perfectly cleau rooms, and volunteered to

fêteh our hand-bags from the depôt, much to our
relie£

A few hours, later we were up amýd dressed, and then
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found that the Farlie mansion did not attempt to

provide food for its inmates.

You were expécted to walk across the sand to. the

depôt for breakfast, and a very fair one we got, but

were very much Il liurried up " in eating it by Mr.

Farlie, w«hose impatience ingetti*ng us under weigh

was inexplicable to me.

Appleton says, Il The road to the can-on from the line

is eighteen miles, and a good one."

It turned out' to be a good twenty-three miles and

over a thoroughly bad route, althougli certainly never

quite so intolerable as the road to the Mammoth Caves.

We t'houglit we had already'reduced our baggage to

the very lightest Il marching order," but found that

even so the capabilities'of the ýrams hack1e Il buck-

board " honoured by the name of Il stage " were over-

strain , ed, especially as the provisions for our stay had

also to find room, as well as the Il cook,55 who was to be,
left with us up-the canÛon.

The " stage" consisted of a bare bit of boarding,
slung on wheels with a couple of primitive seats capable

of holding two people each by a little squeezing and

both facing forwards. 
11ý -The Il cook " appeared to, be a sulky-looking fellow

of eighteen- or nineteen, who sat in front with Mr.



Farlie and declined to be drawn into any sort of

conversation..

Later wé learnt to appreciate the very excellent

qualities of 'Il Billy " at theîr true value, and to, preîer

him infinitely to our more talkative but less satisfactory

host.

Bill' told me afterwards that he, was twent seven

years old, and he had certainly lived thýrough experi-

ences enough to have beèn -seventy-seven, but his sli gýt

:figure and smooth boyish face made it difficult to

realize that he was even a full-grown man.

He was not only ýo be our cook, but our housemaid

parlour-mald, guide, companion, and friend for the

next three days, during which we were thrown com-

pletely on his hands and at his mercy.

Our stage had no covering from the fierce sun beat-

ing down at eleven O'eloc«k in full force upon our heads,

but the drive was sufficientlybeautiful to, atone for

much discomfort.

The first two or three miles over the sandy plains

were rough and interesting, but then the road im-

proved and we soon entered the valley leading up the

canon.

Mountains of granite and old red sandstone rose on

,eitlier side of us to a height varying from five to seven

-Ae
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thousand feet. The sun shiniing fiercely on the deep

crimsons and glowing yellows at the rocky canon sides,

gave us a splendid panorama of colour effect.

At length we reached a sort of rocky Il divide," called

41 Inspiration Point," at the bottom of which the worst

part of the road begins, and pretty bad it is for some

eiglit miles. y

Still t«he grand rocks on either side and the peaceful

-green valley through whic«h we drove, made up by their

beauty for all discomfort and weariness.

The wild flowers were coming out in great profusion

after the laté snows ha.d disappeared. Cactus and aloe

lined our path. The bowl-like 11, barrow cactus," said to,

_,,contain water for the weary traveller, grows here very

freely, also a pretty shru«b called the ocatero. This

has long dark green stems, w1iich. rise up from, its

centre waving in the air, and at the end of each stem is

a bright red blossom composed of numberless small

buds, which. blossom. into ti-ny star-like red flowers. It-

takes a w«hole bunch of these latter to form, what looks

like one good-sized blo§som.

The ocatero grows from four to ten feet high, and

the larger specimens have some thiýt-y or more of these
waving Ér

Ion., green arms.

A so of large yellow primrose grows here in great

4q
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profusion5 and in the sand, nearer the river, a lovely

white blossom of the primrose family, but reminding

one more, in shape, of the wild rose.

We passed many willow trees and several specimens

of the acacia on our road.

The heat grew fiercer as the day advanced. At
length, about 3 p.m., coming over a hill, with eyes

still straining right and left towards the grand moun-
tain pea«ks on either side of us, we saw a tiny wooden
hut in the distance, looking like a child's toy house,
and I said laughingly to our guide:

I suppose that is the sort of place you are going
to take us to at last ? 5

It looks very like it," he answered quietly, and to
my dismay I found that I hàd unwittingly hit upon.
the dismal truth.,

SUR, matters might have been worse. Anyway, I
knew we had some meat and potatoes under the seat,
if they had not been shaken out en mute.

And nothing - could deprive us of the glorious
mountains and thé, heavenly blue sky, which were

important factors in our happ'n*ess, although, I am
bound to place them on this occasion after the beef-
steak and potatoes. Is this not a veracious history ?
And had we not traýýe11ed -now for, some forty hours or
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more with mucli fatigue and discomfort and with little

rest or food ?

Having seen us safely deposited in our palatial

abode and shared our meal tliere, Mr. Farlie told

Bill to look up the horses (which had, be-en turned out

loose) wit«h a view to returning to, Peach Springs.

We had not hitherto, freely appreciated the fact that

we were to be left entirely alone with one wild

,11 Western boy," so many miles fiom a-ny habitation,

and with no means of gettinor away until our host

chose to make another fifty mile journey on our behalf.

It was now Friday afternoon. We drank a last

stirrup cup " with Farlie in the form of some

excellent Californiau port, a bottle of whieh he had

brought up with Uim; and he promised to return for

us on the Sunday at latest, when a "gentleman "

would be coming to take some views, and would wish

to stay at the wooden shanty for this purpose.

This would mean that we must turn out, as there

were only two small rooms in the place and no division
4

between them. wortli mentioning. .
Still, we thought that two days would probably give

us ample time to explore the neighbourhood, and we

never doubted that sufficient provisions had been left

for us, or that we should be released on the day specified.



Our confidence on both these points proved to be

ill-founded; but this is anticipating events.-

Our tiny little wooden boxof a house had doors

back andjraut whieh ývere kept constantly open, so,

Itbat it -%vas almost like living in the open air, and the

heat, was much too great for any question of draughts.

Two or three chairs (one a Il rocker") and an old

sofa bed completed the downstairs furniture; a little

room being partitioned off from, one corner to serve as

a kitchen.

Up a narrow ladder stair were our two primitive

rooms, one of which was approached without any sort

of landing, straight from, the ladder.

A wooden partition, not reaching by any mearis to

the rafters above, divided this from the other room,
which had a white sheet hung over its exit on to the

stair ladder.

L ly room rej oiced in no such luxury as looking-glass

nor wash-§tand of any kind, but a tiny tin bowl on the

ouly chair in tlie room served for the latter.

The first evening we felt too sick and weary from the

great héat and fatigue combined to do anything but

sit quiet in the èntrance to our hut, watching the

glorious mou-Ptains of glowing granite around us and

making a desultory plan for goinZ up the valley to

eý 
;ýrÀ
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Diamond Crick early next day, when Billy assured us

we should be in the shade nearly all the tin6e.
tt

el May day " dawned upon us in aU briglitness and
la

beauty.

Billy, wlio had spent his night on the soâ-bedstead

below, was up betimes, and cooked us an éxceUent

breakfast èf bacon, tomatoes, , Indian corn, brown

bread, coffee, -c., and by nine o"elock we were under

weigh for our expedition, having been somewhat

detained by the necessity for allowing our cook to, do

his -1 house and parlour maid "work before he joined us.

The plan was for' Billy to walk some three or four

miles up the crick (a narrow mountain stream) with

us, leave us there, and return 44 home " in case 1 Mr.

Farlie should bri'ng any other visitors up.

Meanwhile we could amuse o selves as we chose,
"us 

0 s
and Billy would start to me us- again in the cool of

the afternoon, wheu his c king labours (in case 31r.

Farlie did arriveý would be ver.

We had taken some food in a small tin cm, and

should therefore bé independent for some tours to

comeO

It was a hot, weary tramp, constantly qrossing amýd

recrossing the little stream or Il crick " whiebL- lower

down goes to join the.Colorado River'.
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We passed buslies of willows and acacias of various

Idnds, the cats claw specimens amongst thélatter,

The walk seemed endless, owing to tff*e"burning

heat, but the views of the dark granite mountains

around us were magnificent. The gorge became by

degrees so narrow that tliese mountain tops seemed

towering far into the sky and quite beyond our

powers of vision at, such close quarters.

Presently we came upon some very large rocks

the centre of the road and had to climb over these

with,111 Billy's " assistance, and so, reaehed on the other

side a pretty little waterfaU whieh faUs for ihe distance

of a few feet only, but in a very strong volume of water.

A stonyçàvè near herè seemed a good shelter from,

the sun, ýàd here our friend left us to eat our lunch,

whilst he returned up the valley to our starting point.

The "lunch," consisting of very inferior cold bacon,

was quite uneatable, viewed by our happy standard of

that day, so, we tôok ýhe bits of bread round it and ate

them with some curious preserve that had been placed

at the bottom of the can, and we made some excellent

lemonade from the crick water and two lemons which

Billy had thoughtfülly put in for us at - the làst
moment.

We then walked some mile or tw4 further up the
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tlie gorge becoming at, lengtli so narrow that

Lld almost spau it witli outstretched arms, and

)uutain tops appearing more inaccessible than

46

valley,

we cou.

the mo

ever.

After a Ettle more dabbling in the water by the fall,

on our return to the cave we tidied up the remains of

our very frugal meal, picked up the tin can oncè more

and began the homeward journey in good earnest.

Now came the tug of war. ,

It was impossible to scale the boulders of rock again

-- ,,without Billy's help, yet the choice lay between that

and going some two feet deep into the stream, which

had no Il landing here at the other side, only steep

walls of rock rising sheer out of its depths.

In despair we chose the certain wetting to the'

possible risk-of -breaking our necks and plunged boldly

in, the water being up to our knees.

A few moments' walking braught us to some step-

ping-ýstones and -here our troubles for the moment

ended.

We were much relie-ved to.meet our faithful Billy,

n tte way home. He had made a fruitless journe-y-

-7,,ý-havîng found our little shanty as empty as when we

left it9b

It was now To-ur o'clock in the afternoon. The sun%



heat was becoming intolerable and I begau to-féar sun-

stroke for one or other of us. Moreover we were

much exhausted by the long tramp, ratter hungry

after a very meagre meal, and our feet were blistered

by the sharp stones over whieà we had so often

crossed the stream. Added to all of which we were

now wet through by our plunge înto the crick.

At last we reached the blessed'haven of our little

wooden hýuse and got some supper, and bettèr still,
the intense luxury of a bath, for I had brought my

india-rubber bath with me as a positive necessity of

life, and Billy was always ready to, get me a pail of

water from the crick behind the shanty.

One of the finest peaks hefore our eyes as we sat
in the front of our most primitive abode was called

1-1 Prospect Point," and the view from this over the

surrounding caùon was said to be magnificent.

Mr. Farlie had spoken of the ascent as a little half-
hour's run, that might be taken at any odd time.

My experience of it was very différent to this, but the

view certainly repays aliy one for the exertion of
reaching it, which in the case of an ordinary lady is
very considerable,

- Billy admitted that severàl men had got half-way
and returned. Doubtless this was laziness, but a -verY
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rough and in many places almost perpendicular
l'fi'Uý1.Iý scramble up the bed of a mountain torrent covered

with loose stones and with nothing to hold by, to a

height of over .92,500 feet eau scarcely be called au

easy little walk," except for a lady well accustomed

to. mountaineering.

We were both thankful that a sliglitly strained foot

prevented my friend from making the attempt on the

strength of this delusive description. Slie would cer-

tainly never have arrived at the top, and might in all

human probability have had a very nasty faU in

making the attempt.

it was arranged overnig«ht that Billy should make

me an early cup of coffée and that he and I should

sally forth as near 5 a.m. as possible, to, see the river,

which lies Some mile and a half below our shanty, and

then make tlie ascent of Pros ect Point.
.A' p

Walking in the opposite direction to Diamond Crick,

ýPi by the pretty willow-bordered stream, and with lovely

wild flowers greeting us on, every side, we reac«hed an

open plateau with a regular panorama of grand moun

tains all round us.

Beyond la a field of fine white sand, and on

reaching this we first heard the sound of the rushing

river which flows at riglit angles to the crick and is



hidden by the shelvinor bank of sand until you are

within a few yards of it.

This Colorado River is 150 feet deep by 300 feet wide,

and is full of strong currents, the snow waters from

the mountains giving it a very muddy look.

These mountains stand up grandly from the oppo-

site shore, and on this occasion we saw them. to the

greatest advantage, with the rising sun just warming

into glowing beauty their rugged sides.

Two of the finest peaks are called Solomon's

Temple" and "The Tower of Babel." After a little

rest, sittM*-g on the white sand's. and drinking in this

peaceful yet magnificent view, we retraced ouïr steps

a short way until we came to, the very precipitous

mountain torrent bed which begins the ascent to,

Prospect Point.

Thirty minutes of very stiff climbing brought us

on to the first saddle of the mountain, and already we

were repaid by the view over thechain of mountains

wit«h the Colorado river winding at their base, which
had been hidden from. us below. -,

Anothergood half-hour's scramble brought us on to

some'undulating slopes covered with cactus and wild

flowers; ocatera bushes grew in great profusion
here.

Îj
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This walking was a pleasant reliefbefore elimbing

the last peak of all to the real Prospect---Point,

whicli lies at the bottom of the Pyramid Ro ý;ý
and eau only be approached in this round-about

fashion. It was now 8.30 a.m;,and I was completely

tired out by the heavy élimb.

Billy Seemed equally disposed for a rest, so after

féasting our eyes on the glorious views all round us,

we threw ourselves down on the little rock plateau

and theu, to his great dismay, our Il guide, philosopher

and friend " made the ternible discovery that, he had

brought no matches and would be cheated out of his 7ýj

smoke after all.

I could only express profound sympatliy. Ladies as

a rule are not expected Il to have a light about them,"

especially wheu clambering up the sides of a mountain,

but I felt conscious, from Billy's point of view> I had

failed ignominiously as a Il good pal."

In another minute his brow cleared. There are

more ways thau one of getting a light," he said, and

forthwith pulled out his Il six-shooter " pistol and one

of the cartridges from his leather belt.

He undid the cartridge with some difficulty and the

help of a sliarp pebble, filled up the space next to the

gunpowder with a bit of paper and fired it off, puttirig



bis ciorar instantýy to the bur-Ding mouth of the pistol

to catch the fire.

The experiment was most successful when it finally

came off, but the preparations were lengthy and rather

fâghtening to me, I must- confess.

i knew---this- -wild Western Il boy " had been picked

up at random from---a-gamblina saloon about six weeks

before.

We were some twenty-five miles -up -an absolutely

uninhabited ca'on entirely at his mercy* to add to-which

I personally had climbed another 2,000 or 3,000 feet

and so eut myself off even from. the possible assistance

of the ouly other human being within miles. Quick as

thought it flashed through my. mind, why should he

not giveï me a knock over the head, anyway, take my

watch-make off to the shanty, and there do the

same kind office for my friend ?

What would be simpler ? She had a very valuable

wateh a-nd of course it, was impossible for us to

-dispense with a fair amount of ready money, all of

which would have been at Billy's absolute disposal.

A mountain walk of twenty-five miles eut us off com-

pletely from the outer world, but would form no

insuperable difficulty to men.

He could easily make his way over the mou-atains
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to, some wayside station further up or lower down than

Peach Spri-ngs and be off before any human being

could stop him, leaving us----:-if alive-to fare as best

we might until Mr. Farlie chose to, return for us.

Looking at the matter from this point of view, I

am inclined to think that our Western friends were

perhaps justified in calling the expedition a foolhardy

one for ladies to undertake alone.

-- However all is well that ends well."

As Billy fired off the pistol, he uttered a loud sort

of triumphant gliriek which echoed and re-echoed

through all the mountain sides, and reached my
Oit.

friend ýas I feared it would) in her solitary watch

below.

What did you think w«hen you heard it ? I said

anxiously on my return. Did you think 13illy had

shot me

Well, yes, I did think so at first," was the quiet

answer-ee but afterwards I fancied that you must have

fallen over the precipice, for the shriek seemed to be

a manes voice. If neit«her of you had returned and my

foot had got better, bya-a'n'd-by I should have gone

out to look for. you, but of course I should never have

found you as I have not the least notion where you

took the track."



This common-sense view of matters was. a great

relief to my mind after undergoing some hours of real

distress,. picturing my poor companion a prey to every

sort oi nervous horror.

The descent from Prospect Point was terribly rough

and stony and the heat overpowering, with the ther-

mometer at 1051 in the shade.

By eleven o'clock we were once more safély at home

-and longing for a good meal; having had nothing but

a small cup of coffée since the previous evening.

Alasi our real troubles were now to begin. Billy

was at length forced to, tell us that the meat had

given in! It seemed that IvIr. Farlie haci ouly left

enough for one day, having declared at the last he

should return on the Saturday, whîch he had failed
to do.

AU our hopes now rested on the 11 photographing

gentleman"' who was confidently expected this day

(Sunday). So we sat down to a very small piece of
bacon and some weak coffée and tried to féel that we

were not hungry after it. Billy no doubt was accus-

tomed to fasting, and my ffiend had been quietly
restiiig all the- morming, but a six hours' expedition

had given me a most inconvenient appetite under the
_ýcircumstances.
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-The afternoon passed, no Mr. Farlie; evening

came on. It was tôo late now to expect him. Supper

was aDother shock to our feelings. The bacon had

given in now, likewise the coffée, tomatoes, sugar and

lemons. A little Indian corn'. some very weak

sugarless tea and some dry bread formed a very

insufficient evening meal, but poor Billy looked so,

unfeignedly distressed by thé position of affairs that

we tried to make as light of it as possible for his sake.

He evideutly looked upon Mi,ý,,Farlie's failure to

appear and our CC short cornTn on s " as in some way a

slur upon nis own'honour and hospitality and put

clown the hard bread and weak tea with an apparent;

sulkiness that was really intended to, conceal his

w9unded pride.

He did his best to clieer us up in the evening

by stories of his own wild life, with its many incidents.

He has been Il held up (robbed) four times, on one'

occasion losing over 1,800 dollars, which hâd been paid

over to him as bis share of a mine whict he and some,

comrades had owned and worked -for many months.

I asked whyhe travelled with so much money about

him; but of course, in these wild régions, he could not

lodgý it in a bank witllout travelling many miles over

the mountains in order to do so.

qi



Another time he was fortunate in saving most of his

money by holding it up in his hand (in paper bills)

when told to Il hold up " and be searched.

Another ghastly story he -told us of a friend of . his,

another BiR, who had a quarrel with some five or six men

in a drinking and gambling saloon. It arose as usual

from the most trifling cause. This hero had shouldered

his way up to the bar for le a drink," and had deelîned to
CG clear out" when told to do so. - It was agreed that

the quarrel, should be decided by adj ournin outside the1 9
saloon with pistýls. I cannot remember the exact

conditions of the 14 Eeeeting," but the result was, that

one of the other men firedfirst., disabling Bill's right

arm. Instantly he changed his pistol, and firing with

the left hand, CI picked out"' Iiis men one afterý the

other in such quick successïon, and with such sure aim,

that he killed them all.

Our Billy had been present, and described the scene

with much enthusiasm.

I must confess I had some doubts about it, but some

time afterwards, coming across a life of t1iis, special

gentleman, I found tlie matter described exactly as it

had been told to us ; so it was, at any rate, no effort of

Billy's unaided imagination,

Such scenes' were common enough some four or five
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years ago, and are far from unusual now. Mr. Farlie

told us that this man Bill (the best friend he ever

had) was eventually killed himself in a most dastardly
way.

He was ta«king a hand at cards, in a saloon, and for

the only time in his life sat with his bac- to the bar;

his invariable rule being tô sit facing every one in

the room.

On this occasioD. a man who had ý some grudgeý-,J

against him crept up and meanly shot him in theý

back.

I have alread referred to a biography of 14 Billy the

Kid," whieh 11 read at Santa Fé, and whieh rather

tended to whitewash the memory of this New Mexico

desperado.

I hear, however, that he was guilty of one great piece

of cowardice, namely, the shooting of his own wife.

She liad married him, it seems, in ignorance of his

desperate character and deeds, and he thought she was

inclined to Il go back upon him," in eloquent, Yankee

phrase. He therefore decoyed lier into a drinking

saloon, got her into a good temper and then taking her

unawares, quietly shot her. She was a very handsome

Mexican woman, and this occurred within a yeareof

theïr married life.
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Our next morning brought a change of meal, no

tomatoes, no Indiau corn, I might have said no- teaY
for our beverage by this time had almost axrived at

hot water, pur et simple. A very hard piece of fossi.

lized bread, some two inches square and baked the

previous Thursday, was put down by Billy in front of

us with a -rueful Éace and a dismal attempt at a joke:

'-II You twé ladies had better settle with a six-shooter

which of you is to have that. There is not enough to

divide."

Matters now were really becoming serious. We

were absolutely without food, and there was no sign

of our deliverance being at hand. Mr. Farlie having-

failed to conje Saturday or Sunday, might leave us ety
another day if the photographer did not chance to

arrive.

We discovered afterwards this was nearly being the
case, for the expected guest did not come at - all, and
Mr. Farlie said, " he was in ever so many minds about

coming, as it would have suited him better to come
next day, and he thought we should get along pretty

well."

Fortunately for us he reconsidered this first conclu-
sion, and by half-past one, when our hopes weÏe grow.

ing fainter, and we were prepari-ng for another twenty-
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four hours of absolute fasting, the welcome sound of

wheels was lieard andMr. Farlie arrived.

There arrived also some tougli but most acceptable

bacon.

Billy made us a farewell cup of tea, and presented us

with two, stringy bacon sandwiches for the road, and

by five o'clock we were once more en route, leaving our

most kind and faithfül young Il cook " to keep house

alone, with many sincere regrets.

We had been told to, bring pleu:ty of warm wraps
te c ~on. Possibl this, may be good advice in

,t o t. an
February or March, but in late April the heat was

overpowering, and 1 believe the place is quite * in-

tolerable to the ordinary traveller in July and August.

The dryness and lightness of the atmosphere, how-

ever, help one very muet in bearing a degree of heat,

there which would unfit one for any exertion else-

where.

The drive back to Peach Springs was very much

more trying than our former experience of the road.

To begin with, it takes some six hours instead'of

four, as it is very muet steeper going back. Darkness

soon came on, 4. There was nothing -more to be seen

after that,, and we were faint and weak from vant of

proper and sufficient food.
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Poor Billy's coarse bacon sandwiches were almost un-

eatable, simply because we could not get our teeth

through them, and we had not a drop of water or

liquid of any kind, Mr., Farlie did not encourage any

loitering by the way tofind anything to drink, and we

were too muet exhausted. to insist upon his dôing so.

AU things, 'however, come to an end, and so at'

length did this weary drive, but'not until eleven cklock

at night, by which time the one small 111 store " in the

-village was shut up, and our dream of finding some

bread. or biscuits'proved. hopeless.

Our train on West was two hours late as usual, so

we lay down in our old quarters, dressed as we were,

31r. Farlie promising to wa«ke us up in time to catch

the train when it was telegraphed.

We were waked up all too soon from a heavy sleep

and'hurried across the sandy common to the station at

4 am.

Sick and faint from ' fatigue and want of food, we

soon lay down in our upper berths, the only ones prom-

curable, for the train was crowéled.

We had not left Peaeh Springs much over halfram-

hour when two tremendous concussions came, one close

upon the other, and then we ýwere at a dead standstill.

1 thought, of course, we must be off the rails, but
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mercifully it was not so, or we should have been over

the steep embankment, at the edge of which, we were

running at the time.

Every one in the car took matters very quietl asýy
Americansa1tways do on such occasions, bein g a curious

mixture of the excitable and pblegmatic temperament.

At length one man got up and guessed he would

look around " and see what had -happened. The mat-

ter eventuall turned out to be as follows:y
The previous evening a heavy freight train, having

to go down a declivity to take in water, put-on the

brake so strongly that the coupling pegs were torn

away, thereby releasing the engine and one or 'two

carriages, which promptly went over- t embankment

and were dashed to pieces. Some eighteen or tweiity
_A

freight carriacres were thus left blocking up the line,

until another engine could be sent to take them. off.

Meanwhile it was the duty of the freight train

brakesman to warn our train of the obstruction., ToOS;
do this he would have had té walk a quarter of a mile,

J and he was a coward, afraid of the Indians and the

prame wolves! Knomngthatwehadbeentelegraphed

as two hoiiis late, he chose to ýLink we might be

still late and that, by trusting to the ehapter of acci-
tî

-dents the line migUt be cleared before we arrived.



Meanwhile we had been, on the- contrary, making up

some of our lwt time.

A stroiag éurve in the line prevented our seeing the

freiglit train until within a few yards of it. The situ-

ation, therefore, was this: A fresh engine from the

West was coming up to take away the freiglit carriages

at the same moment that we, in ignorance of any

danger, were steaming up ftom, the East straight on t6

the obstruction. -»".

Fortunately we were running,-slowly at the time of

the collision, having been warned that a bridge had

been burnt somèwhere near-, and was only temporarily

restored. _Had we been ýoiiig at full speed there

must have been great loss of life. As it was, we

smashed into the first few fmighf carriages, driving the

rest of them.down the line with such force that- about

a mile further on tliey c e into strong collision with

the engine and tender that were coming to their

rescue.

This second engine was completely smashed up, and

all the remaining freight carriages also. This second

wreck "' was a terrible sig-ht. Twenty carriages lay

telescoped "in, dovetailed with each other by force

of the shoek. Tomato tins, canned fruits.,' oranges,

every sort of comestible, farniture, &c., &c., îçre lying
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about in thousands of pieces a grand piano was being

conveyed in this freight train., and was so completely
4C wrecked that only a few consecutive notes of it held

together, the rest being a shapeless mass of wood and

metal

The loss to our own train was that the engine,

tender and one car went over the embankment and

were smashed to pieces; but mercifully no lives were

lost no severe injuries eve-n being sustained.

-Certainly for a double collision and on such an ex-

tensive scale, the escapes were miraculous. Our englue
z '-'ýtime to reverse the enginedriver and firemen had just

and jump for their lives down the embankmént, wliere,

the earth being soft, they escaped with severe bruises.

More wonderful still, the two men who were travel-

ling on the second engine also escaped, although just

the moment before that collision their legs were haug-

ing over the engine which, was travelling in reverse.

Stili, there we were, in the midst of tÉe prairies,

without food, with no meaus of transit, and no chance

of getting along for an indefinite time, for the rails had

been torn up and must be first repaired.

At length, after some hours, it was decided to take

us back to Peach Springs, where at least we could get
Il some food, such as it was. By eleven o'clock we were
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once more in the miserable little depôt that we h ad

left at four o'clock that morning, certainly without

any idea of such a speedy return.

I need not go through all the detail of this weary

day. As usual, no one knew in the least how long the

delay might last. A number of workmen with -every

sort of implement and material necessary had been

dispatched to the scene of the wrecks, and we heard it

would be n'ecessary to build a loop line round one, as

the débris was so great that it could not possibly be

removed for several days.

Fortunately, an American line is soon run up."

By eight in the evening a rumýour spread that we were

shortly to be Il sent on." After three hours of- the most

exasperating de1,aýys and shuntings we were fairly off by

eleven o'clock at night, but moving of course at a snail's

pace.

Great fires were kindled along where the men haël

béen working at the line and thre" a lurid light over

the scene of destruction. It . was a ghastly sight, and

far ftom a comfortable experience to be crawling along

with our hearts in our mouths, not knowing what fresh

.disaster might await us at any moment,

By six o'clock in the morning we, had reached the

beautiful pinnacles of rock called Il The Needles "-one

63
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of the most striking points on the route. They re-

mind one of our own famous Il Needles," but are very,
ri 1 very big brothers to our small rock babies.

1 have said so much already of the discomforts of

Americau travel on these journeys where no dining

cars are provided, that it seems unnecessary to làeap up

the agony. If I do so, it is only because so much mis-

conception exists on the subject, and in all my travels

I never met but one family of Americans who were

honest enougÈ to admit that travelling in this countryJIL
can be anything but a paradise of comfort and con-

venience.

1 would willingly go through it all again rather than

have missed.,so much of interest that could only be

bouglit at such a price; but it is far better to let other

Jj Po; people know what they must expect on any but the

most direct routes from, East to West.

It is not so much the question of the food itself,

thougli that is bad enough and tough, enough, in allIL
conscience, but the way in which it is served, even in

the larger depôts, beggars all powers of description.

On oneplate are heaped promiscuously eggs and

ham tough beefsteak, stringy mutton, ýauces, beansý

tomatoes and corn. You eat all together, just as you

may manage to get your teeth through one or other in



turn, and this at railway speed. Hurried, degraded

and miserable, you rush back into, your carnage after

paying some t1iree shillings for the revolting meal, and

probably find that you are kept 111 on the shunt

and out of that same station for the best part of an

hour, during whieh tîme you mig«ht at least have made

some struggle in the cause ýôf decency and digestion.

It has been the saine through all ourjourneys. Bad

food, hurry, worry and- one dirty plate: that sums up

the, charms of American travel over many roads.

When we complained of ' any -arrangements in the

East, the invariable answer was., "Ah, it is not worth

while to make such perfect arrangements here. Wait

until you get to the West. There you will find the

most delightful accommodation of every kind."

Now that we axe here, the equally invariable remark

is, Il Well what can you expect so far West ? Think of

the thousands of miles of prairie all round you. Re-
member you are not in the East."

On ao-ain, t1i7rough more dreary country of the usual

type, sand varied by small bushes of pignone, until
we reached Dagomette and the climax of desolate heat

and dreariness.

At Barstow Junetion we were quietly kept waiting for
three houri as au excursion party was Il coming along

ý VOL. Il* 23
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and it did not seem w6rth while to send us on alone

when one engine would do the lot," our train being

the one reg-ýlar1y advertised for arrival ait a certain hour!
lit

This and the culpable caxelessness that led to our

accident have toned down any enthusiastie admiration

we might have liad for the Il Atlantic Pacifie " line.

We heard that this accident was the seventh in sixty

days, and as it cost them over S50,000 that must be

an expensive amusement.

The brakesman who did all the mischief had been

dischar ed for incompetence three weeks before, but9
haci been taken on again to this responsible post. 'So

one cannot sympathize very deeply with the company's

money loss, seeing how many, lives were placed n
Al! jeopardy.

On this second day's travel wehad some pleasant

companions in our car. Amongst them, two ' retty

girls making a little tour in California before going to,

stay with a San Francisco aunt. Also two young men

who were not of the party, but who played cards with

them. aU day long.

One of these young men dividéd his attentions

between the pretty girls and a note book in which b-eq
was making notes in the interest of some local news-

paper as he confided to me later in the day.



He was very painstaking, but apt to be imposed

upon. I delivered him from. the error of mistaking a

very large aloe for the soap root ; but the idea was so,

firmly fixed in his mind that I fear the extraction was

a wrench.

He aud au old man, who seemed rather given to

tippling, had a great discussion later on about the

Indians.

The former maintained that where they had been

civilized and educated, excellent results had been

obtained. The latter, who had lived amongst them for

years, declared that this was all sentimental nonsense,

that education only placed fresh weapons in thèir

hands, that Indians were born cruel and treacherous

and would remain so, to, the end of the chapter: and

that extermination, not education, was the only possible

treatment for them.

I féar there must be some truth in this, for every

United States officer, every man who has had any

close dealing with the Indians, says the same thing.

Yet it seems wrong for indîviduals to give in to such

a pessimistic doctrine.

Mrs. 11elen Hunt Jackson H.H.") has W- ritten

charming stories on the virtues and wrongs of the

noble savage, and doubtless there is truth also, in her
1 23-2 -
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view of the question. But probably no one belongipg

to her ever sufféred from. their treachery or got scalped

by them.

We had a most exquisite sunset on our way to Los

Angeles. Such colouring! Gold as deep as the Cali-

forn lan, metal itself, faint greens and ýlues -and greys

and purples, rose and flame colour, all in -the sky at

the same time and ranging over such a continent,'of

space !

We did not reach Colton until nine o'clock at night,
when we were turned out without any warning, to find

that we had more than a quarter of a mile to walk

in deep sand and deeper darkness to the refreshment

room, which is far removed fiom, the railway.

No one knew the way, and some time elapsed before

we could make it out, which we did by guessi-ng at the

direction of à beII5 which. was sounded from time to

time in the darkness.

One dish of uneatable tough mutton and the Nm'akest

dilution of coffée barely repaid us for the half-mile

scramble there and back ; but our troubles now were

drawing to a close. A few hours of disturbed slumber,

fearing that the black boy might fail to wake us in due

time,, brought us at two o'clock in the morning to Los

Angeles, and we reached the Pico House by two-t1iirty
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a.m., just twenty-nine hours, late, and to be greeted by

the staggering announcement that a Raymond excursion

party had arrived and that there was not a bed to be

had in the house.

We had written for rooms days before and all our

letters had bêen sent to this house, but Raymond in

America is as omnipotent a name as Cook in Palestine.

There was nothing for it but to carry off our pile of

letters and go elsewhere.

By four o'clock in the morning we were safély housed

in two, small roo*ms, about as big and airy as a dog

kennel or a rabbit huteh Still they were rooms and

there were beds, a luxury unknown to us since we had

left our liffle caîioný Il shakedowns " more than' three,

days before,

WESTWARD HO -!
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CHAPTER II.

SOUTH CALIFORNIA AND THE -YO-SE-MITE VALLEY.

Los ANGELES is beautifully situated amidst undulating

green hills, with the snow-capped Bernardino range in

the distance. The town itself has some excellent

stores, but is flat, dusty and uninteresting. The

surroundings, however, are very beautiful.

Once leave the town behind you and you come upon

roads lined with large, handsome.,,feathery pepper trees

and groves of the tall, blue shaded eucalyptus. The

various proprietors act most kindly in allowing the

publie to drive into their grounds, and two private

houses, surrounded by exquisite, gardens, have remained

specially in my iiiemory. One called Il Long Street "

belongs to a widow of that name ; the other, 14 Boyle

Illeights,"' commands a beautiful view and is owned by

a Mr. Rellabeck. The flowers in both were gorgeous,,

far surpassing any I have seen on the Riviera.

There were beds of white arum Mies, geraniums and

heli otrope growing as large -trees many feet in. height.
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Passion flowers, plumbago, mauve-coloured geraniuiiis

and every variety of exquisite rose grow here in wildest

profusion. The climate, however, is treacherous, and

the water so bad that any one easily affected by the

latter had better give Los Angeles a wide berth. 1

can speak féelingly, having sufféred from. it during the

whole three weeks of my stay, and hàving -here laid

the seeds of much ill-healtli in the future.

The sun is very hot and the wind most cold and

piercing. A heavy cold and chronic s6re throat are

not cheerful çompanions, and I should not recommend

long stay in this place to any one not already accli-

mated " as the Americans say-
The cable rail cars take you up hill and down dale,

and up hill again to Ellis College, au institution of two

years growth, for the education of girls. Here the air

is much fresher than down below and you get a perfect

view.

The Bernardino moùntains seem close around you.

Below lie East and West Los Angeles, dotting the

valley all over with house« s and villas, whilst the orange

and lemon groves stretch far away for miles, and miles

towards the Sierra Madre range, a continuation of the

Bernardino mountains.

After much difficulty in getting accurate information
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as to the best time for visiting the Yo-Semite Valley,

l o we concluded to put it off till towards the third week
in May, and foundthat we had been wise in doing so.
Eaxlier than this the snow may still be lylng and the
wild flowers are hardly in their prime should the season

be late. Later, the short-lived flowers that "end
so much beauty to the valley are gone, the heat grows

intense, the dust is suffocating, and the waterfalls are,
beginning to dry up-a very serious consideration,

'P for these Yo-Semite waterfalls form, one of the cliief
elements of interest in the valley. So we elected to

wait on at Los Angeles in spite of climate and bad
water.

Some weary days spent "on' the sick list" were
enlivened by th -fact thatmy bedroom. windôws (at th-e
Pico House, wliere we had finally found refuge) gave
upon the Publie Square.

There came7 every afternoon a wonderful lady doctor
Who was staying at Los Angeles, and who appeared in
a gorgeous chariot, with a band of seven men perched
at the back, a husband somewhere attached to the

Party, and a young English and Mexican interpreter
chosen from the town.ï

She was a Madame Duflot, an Italian by birth,
but married to a Frenchman, Who is also a doctor.
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Monsieur and Madame Duflot both claim. to be duly

61 quahfied," and exhibit honours taken at all sorts of

examinations, as well as medals presented to them, by

the various European courts.

The lady, who is a bright, tiny, energetic little

woman, pulls out teeth and doctors rich. and -poor

alike gratis, relying,- appaýently, on the sale of her

medicines for her income. These medicines were

three in number, and were said to be manufactured

from Ecryptiau herbs, the special preparation being, a

family secret. There-was a green liquid in a small

bottle, a green salve and a box of powder which, when

mixed with water, made a strohg and sweet vegetable

tonîe, whic«h tasted uncommonly like the Gregory

powder of our childhood.

AU these specifics were to be had for one dollar, and

she was said to take over $1,000 daily by the sale of

them; hats, bonnets, -and even boxes and baskets

being handed up in quick succession to be filled to the

brim. during the few minutes wlien the sale was carried

on at tlie end of the afternoon's proceedings.

She, began by pulling out the teeth of grown-up

people and children alike î î the latter a quarter

apiece for submitting to the operation.'.
This was performed so quickly that the pain must
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have been infinitesîmal, and even 'the tiniest children

went through it unflinchiùgly, submitting to the ex-

traction of some four or five teeth without a murmur

although some of them looked too young to be

ughly alive to thQ consolations of money.

Sevé al wonderful, Il cures " were supposed to be

effected two of paralysis, in one case the man having

been unable to walk for fourteen years. I can testify

to the fact that he was lifted into the-chariot by three

men, rubbed by 31oùsieur Duflot for about half an

hourthen the vegetable tonic was administered, and

Màdame Duflot came to the fôre. She insisted upon

the poor old fellow totterincr to his feet,,-which -he did

witli evident alarm; but he finallly zained confidence

and, climbing down the chariot unaideýwalked slowly

round the square as the throngs divided before him.

-Ie clambered up evéntually on the other side of the

carriage, and lookeà very much relieved to come once

more to anchorage.

3-loreover, two well-k-nown townsmen, a doctor and a

lawyer, testi-fied to this old man's previous condition

à of helplessness.

All.this I saw and 'heard, but should be sorry to give

any opinion as to the cure itself. So mueli would

depend upon the exact nature of the disease, as also on
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the credibility and powers of accurate judgment and

reasoning on the part of these local magnates, always

supposing that they were thoroughly honest men.

The medical entertainment went on each afternoon

from 4 to 7 p.m., when, having sold her medicines to

an eager crowd, Madame Duflot would gather up all

odds and ends, shut up- the medicine chests, put away

the formidable array of pincers and tweezers, put on

her cloak whi' off the white apron, and standing up in

her chariot with its three strong horses, drive the

whole cortège back to the hotel at the other end of the

town.

.Meanwhile, we had determined to spend a few- days

at the famous Sierra Madre Villa, a* drive of some

seventeen miles from Los Angeles, through the,,iýorange

and lemon groves of Passadena and Lamanda, and

which would also give us the opportunity of y, isiting

the old Spanish mission of San Gabriele and --the San

Gabriel valley-, 'o often referred to by Mrs«. Hunt

Jackson in her elig'htful romance of 41 Ramona;."'-,'
plain whiýe plastet church, builet of brick under-

neath, al&%remains of the once- famous missioný. Six

or seven handsome bells, arranged high up ý-on the

outside in. / irregular dove-cot 'fashion, -make ',the only

picturesq-ýé point in the otherwise ugly littlè building.
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Inside the roof is modeým, and the walls are hung

with some old-fashioned pictures of the saints.

The orange groves through which we drove were on
an immense scale, some of the trees beinom quite young,

others from six to eight years old. The drive was
terribly hot and dusty, lying all the way along the

plains of the valley.

The orange, pepper, and eucalyptus trees linincr the
S. road were in man places ýcoiii letely hidden by dust,

and reduced to'a uniform, shade of brownish grey.

The villa is a long, low, white gable-roofed house

with wide verandahs, nestling on a pretty hill close

under the Sierra Madre range.

The grounds belonging to it are beautifully arrangred,
and the whole place reminded nie- very much of some

Riviera health resort.
0 -nge trees grow freely in the ga

ra rdens, and palms

a -nd india-rubber plants are all of out-door growth in

this pretty sheltered winter home. The season wasFil
v, already over when we arrived, and the heat becoming

daily too great for pleasure or health for although the

thermometer only registered 961 in the shade we
found the damp, oppressi e heat far more trying than

the light, bright air of th Arizona Caîlon had been

even at 11050 in the shade. -
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Dr. Phillips Brooks from. Boston had arrived un-

expectedly during our stay in Los Angeles, having ï,
joined a Raymond party for the trip to California.

'ýhis is a ood opportunity for saying a few words9
on the subject of Raymond excursions in America,,

These are got up on much the same lines, as Cook's

parties, but are rather more expensive and decidedly

more exclusive. Every one spoke with much enthusiasm

of the comfortable arrangements and the saving of

trouble-and such excursions offer great advantages to

people who are limiied for time, or unable to face the

trouble of making personal arrangements and who do

not object to some little loss of freedom, or to travelling

in a large and somewhat mixed corapany.

Dr. Brooks, who is an old and experienced traveller,

expressed himself as more thau satisfied with all the

arrangements; but theà he was certainly -iiite inde-

pendent of general , compaÈionship, being -%ne ofa SMP11

party of chosen Boston friends who had a railway car

to themselves, and could always fill up a table at the

hotels and one or two separate carriages on any driving

excursions. -,S-o perhaps it is hardly fair to take such

an exceptionally pleasant experience as au average.

ie talked, however, to many Il Raymond " travellers

from, fiýst to, last and all expressed their satisfaction,
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WiDding up invariably with the triumphant words, And

then all the tickets for meals cars or carriages are

bound up together in real Russia leather."

Very pretty . these Russia leather books were the

name of the traveller, dates of the start and finish of

the tour, being engraved in golden letters outside.

I néver spoke to any Il Raymondiau " wto did not

mention this fact of the Il real Russia leather " within

five minutes, generally pulliiig out the book in question

to be inspected.

It seemed to be the ne plus ultra of derght and

satisfaction, and to give a cachet to the wÈole affair.

I offer the Iiint to, Mr. Cook and believe i t would

amply repay him to adopt it.

Sometimeg, finding what magie the name of

14 Raymond worked with hotel and railway companies,

as we watched the merry faces of some of the tourists,

my friend and I were inclined to regret our independ-

ence; but I think on the whole we did better as we

wereý, For women, at any rate, I think independence

of movement in such travelling is a necessity. The

very fact o) feeling that you mu8t keep up and on

for a certain number of weeks would be enoug«h to

make some of us ill from slieer nervousness. Only

me those wl-io are very strong and very sure of their own

lit
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health under the strain of great fatigue should join

such -expeditions. It is, of course, always possible to

leave the party and rejoin it at some further point;

but the temptation to overtax one's strength must be
'1ýmuc«h greater when the alternative is a question of

considerable arrangement and inconvenience.

The Suuday we spent at Sierra Madre-Villa was

a day of stifling heat, one of those days when move-

ment is impossible and life becomes à question of

simple endurance. Towards evening matters improved-,

A slig«ht breeze sprang up, there was a prospect of a

brilliant full moon, and last, not least, Dr. Brooks had

promised to preach in the little 'wooden c«hurch at

Passadena, about five miles distant.

The 6nly question was, how to get there ?

He was to be driven down by a pair of 41 high

steppers " belonging to a young doctoli, living in the

hotel, and there seemed to be no possibility of convey-

ance for any oné else, as the two Il stages were both

out. Fortunately I had, all unwittingly, cast bread

upon the water " in tbe afternoon by haviing a long

talk with the wife of, the proprietor. He and she are

both great singers and received their musical education

at Milan, where they first met each other. Music

had formed a strong bond between us, aiid she had
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told me much of her early life and studies in

Italy. V,

Such a friend at court was invaluable now. 1 went

to her in my despair and she promised that -somehow

she would fix matters for us."

Sure enough, at a quarter before 'é p.m., a small

buggy, drawn by two frisky horses, drove up to the

door. The proprietor and bis wife sat in front, my,

frieiid and I at the back, and a most glorious drive we

had, coming in as usual for a real Californian'sunset.

I will spare my readers the sermon, beautiful as it

was and made still more impressive by the surround-,

ings. The little churchyard was full of bùggies and

carriages of every kind, for_ the fame of the,,ýgreat

Boston preacher, had spread qùickly in the small- place.V 
ý--we and e indow in the-The heat was still int-ens éry

little church had been left wide open. A bright mooin

had risen and shed her rays through the open windows

on our siide, putti-ng to shame the few poor lamps in

the place.

Perfect, stillness reigned, broken only now and then

by the champ of a bit or the stamp of a horse's foot
.j for the people had, with perfect confidence,

left their animals and carriages to, freedom in the

cliurchyard.
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It was now the third week in May, and time for

«ar start to the Yo-Semite Valley; so, we returned to

os Angeles for one day to, m'ke final preparations,

secure tickets for rail and stage and finally to buy and

pack a luncheou basket, having concluded that this

was an absolute necessity, althougli we had put off the

evil day as -long as possible, for every additional parcel

is a nuisance where no porters are to be found.

Thýe Yo-Semite Valley has been described so oftén

and so graphically that I shall pass lightly over it,

trusting only to, be able -to give a few hints to other

ladies contemplating the excursion, by a truthful

account of the difficulties and fatigues for whieh 'they

must be prepared.

One hears-- -th-is -và11-ýy excursion spoken of as Il such

,---býUàën track, such well-known ground," &c., tliat I

think we had, quite failèd to appreciate the great

fatigue that it would entail.

However, we profitÉd by sad experience, and later on,

in the Yellowstone Park, insisted upon doing our

stageing at our own convenience, instead of being

dragged througli.. sick and weary, and utterly incapable

of appreéiating or enjoying anytliing.

Yet we'spent a week iii, the Yo-Semite valley; a

much longer stay than is usual, and I do not even now
VOL. Il. 24
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see how we could have insured greater comfort in

stagelDg. The distances there are much greater than

in the National Park and the driving is far more

dangerous, on both of -which grounds a private con-
ý.î veyance with. an unknoWn driver is undesirable.

Naen really too ill to, move, on our return from the

valley, my friend urged me to spend an extra day at

the halfway hoùse instead, of pushing on, but this

proved to be impracticable.

Having once agreed to, leave the valley on a certain

day (of whicli notice must be given beforehand) your

Places in the various stages are booked.

Once cha-nge the programme by one da 's delay and

all the arrangements for the next week are put out.
1

The following day brings its own complement of

travellers, and having forfeited your chance, it may

be necessary to, wait for a week or more for fresh

vacaiicies.

The preseùt arrangements seem to have been bued

upon the assumption that men and women ïvho, visit

the Yo-Semite Valley have muscles of brass and nerves

of cast-iron, and that although you should be compelled

to ',pay rail and stagei companies -any amount -ofýý:î r
dollars for the -privilege of seeing the beauties of

-Nature, it is quite unnecessary to bring anything but

pý'
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weary limbs and breaking backs and swimmiiig heads

to the contemplation of these wonders in -order to

extract the fullest possible enjoyment from. them.

On thé day of our start from. Los Angeles we were

up at 5 a.m., and after a hurried breakfast caught the

7 _a.m. train for Barstow Junction.'The day, even at that early hour, was very hot; but

the route through the Bernardino range of mountains

vas very interesting and we were delighted by passing

masses of meskel, a species of jucca, now out in full

bloom. The flowers are like a white bell and grow

close and thick all up the long stem, waving in the air

like showers of snow. They grow in such profusion as

to line each side of the val1eyýthrough which we were

passing.

Even the loveliness -of the mountains could hardly

tempt -our eyes from. the view of these exquisite

columns of pure white bell-like flowers.

At'Barstow thé connecting train was two liours late

as usual ; but having settled ourselves down for that

amount of time, it suddenly arrived (also as usual)

just wÉen least expected.

.We had engaged Il sleepers " on board one of the

good San Francisco* cars and we were due at Berenda next

morning at 3 a.m. There we had to change cars for a
le 24-~9
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new piece of line lately opéned. as far as Raymond,

some 30 miles further up the valley..
W We had been assured that the second train would be

in readiness, and that the transfer would be made

wittoutthe slightest inconvenience from one sleeping
el

car to the other,

Fortunately for us we did not reaebL Berenda till

-D clock (two hours late), for on arrival. there we were

î î. turned. literally out on to the rails and spent half-an-

hour standing there before the train for Raymond

came up,

A There was no attempt at any station at Berenda,

not even a shed for shelter. The onlyII sleepers " we

found awaiting us were the sleepers on the Une

itself.,

As a matter of fact, even when the train clid at

length appear, jwe were not allowed -- to enter the

sleeping carriage, although there were unoccupied.

berths in it, 41 for fear we might wa«ke up the otheý

passengers. We were in for a ood bumping and

shaking over t1iis desolate prairie-land of some 30 miles

ouly ust reclaimed by the railway,
î

An hour and a half brought -us,,to Raymond, where

we breakfasted in a tent, completely covered by flies:

flies in your tea, flies in the sugar, Èes on yôur
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bread and butter, flies in the eggs, flies on your hair,

flies in the air flies everywhere, a perfect Egyptian

plague of them.

We were too tired to eat the fly%-blown food, and

it was a relief to clamber up into one of the Il re&

stages, with a cover overhead and six horses to

carry us over the long road to "Clark's," our resting

point for the night.

From Raymond to 111 Clark's," the drive, occupying

eleven hours in all (allowing one hour for a mid-day

rest), is most glorlous.

Splendid mountains stretched far away into a

sort of misty blue eternity; forests of pine and fir

'trees grew ever loftier as we went further on, a«nd

carpets of lovely fldwers surrounded us on all sides.

First and foremost came -the exquisite mariposa

(butterfly) jily, a yellow flower of very delicate

colouring and about the size of a large convolvulus

the Californian silene, a beautiful crimson anemone-
âz

shaped flower, then the Indian pink, or Ilpaint

brue," also deep red and of the form its name,

suggests. There were bushes also of a lovely mauve

flower, the name of which we could not discover.

Here and there in a patch of late snow, rose up

the glorious flame-coloured snow plant, somewhat
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like a crimson hyacinth, whieh is sufficiently rare
Obi,

to attract admiration apart from its own great
Îz.el beauty of glowing colour.

The dogwood, trees are most beautiful in the valley

during spring. 'They are a perfect masý of exquisite

white flowers something like our winter rose some

are pure white, and others a delicate lemou shade.

The wild. Californiau lilac grows here profusely

also, but is more like spirSa than our Mac.

Next came the pines and cedars. A pine covered

with bark like au alligat&'s skin is called, the yeUow

pine. A corrugated but more evenly mark-ed bark

is distinguislied as the 41 sugar pine," and the arbor

vitS (a cedar) grows to a great height ou this

magnificent approach to the valley. Having heard

only of the valley itself, I had no conception of the

grandeur of scener for the eighty or ninety miles

that lead.into it,

From eight a.m. tiU two p.m. we drove through

these magnificent scenes, and -then paused for one

hour at a little neat white house, called Il Grant's.
where we dismounted with great joy from our high

perches, to'stretch our weary limbs, to get a most

necessary "Idusting," and some still more necessary

food,
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xrant gave us an excellent ---dinner, _fàr -botter
t'han W- e had had in many large -towns.

Another four hours' hard driving brought 'us to
our haven for the night at the famous Il Clark9s.ey

,a- pretty picturesque clearing, with a low two-storied
inu, a verandah running all along it, and several
adjacent cottages; one of these latter is the studio
of Mr. Hill whose dauahter is wife to, Mr. Washbourne,

the present proprietor of Il Clark's " establishment.

She had come out in our stage, bringing with

her a baby of four months old, the very best baby

without any exception that I ever saw. It was

wide awalze during the whole weary day's drive and

perfectly ïnt-Cilligent, but never made a sound, except

one faint, whimper (instantly checked by the mother),
in spite of the great heat, dust and general discomfort.

When we arrived at 11-Grant's " the babyç!as put on

the bed with a child of the house to, look after it,
whilst the young mother had her dinner downstairs.

Even these trying conditions were not too severe
for ý this sweet-tempered little baby philosopher.

There it lay, crowing and smiling in the bravest

way, although the poor wee thing must have felt

excessively hot and extremely uncomfortable.

Great confusion reigned at Clark's."
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The w,-ý.iiters were noisy and diçzagreeable; stages

kept drivincr up with dusty travellèrs, aU vociferating

for food anl water and lodgings. The verandah

was a scene of general noise and discomfort, a great

contrast to the peaeefal surroundings.

Next morning by seven o'clock we were once more

en voyage. The drive this second day was ex-
iîý tremelly picturesque, but less grand and imposing

an the previous one had been. Moreover, the road

ircom Raymond to Il Clark7s " had been a new one,

only open for three weeks when we passed over it

and was in very tolerable condition[; whereas on, this

second day we were bumped, thumped, jolted andMI
jogged past all endurance.

We were not allowed to stop for Any food, and

were most thankful for our crackers and wine in the

newly started luncheon basket, for we did -not reach

the valley until three p.m., after an -eight hours'

drive without any stqppage except twice, for a few

moments to change horses,

Inspiration Point " was reached at one p.m. This

is the famous valley view, but personally, I prefer

61 Artist's Point," a little earlier in the road. From

either you command a glorious-, view of the vaRey.

The grand old rock of El Capitan stands up bleak
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and bare, towering three -thousand feet to your left,.

and mounting guard over the valley; beneath, it,

ànd a little farther off, is the rôck called Il Washington's

Monument." On this side of - El Capitan is the

,beautiful Il Ribbon Fall," just the height of the

Capitan rock itself.

We must remember that the valley is 4,600 feet above

the sea, so, this would give a heigýt of nearly 8,000

feet both to, rock and fall.

On the other side of the valley we have first a small

fall, called cynically Il The Widow's Tears," because it

is said to, dry up in six weeks! then the exquisite

Bridal Veil Fall," which is lower, but far wider and

more iuaposing than the Ribbon Fall. All these valley

falls have the graceful spray, whieh gives them a very

lacy look. The spray of the Bridal Fall rises up again,
above the fall, which, produces a very uncommon and

beautiful effect. Beyond the Bridal Veil (on the same

side) is the Sentinel Rock, covered with fir trees ; then

a curious rock, shaped like an enormous Brazil nut and

called the Sentinel Dome or Half Dome and be ond

agýain, the snow-tipped crests of the mountain called

Il Clouds Rest," which rises over 4,000 feet above the

valley.

Behind the Bridal Fall rise three curiously-shaped
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lz mountains at varied intervals, called the

Three Graces.

The magnificent'sharplagged peaks we first passed.

on descendincr from. "Il Inspiration Point " on the right-

hand side are called the Cathedral Peaks and are most

characterîstic of the name.

The splendid Castle Rock lies next to, them., ust

before reaching the Bridal Fall; here we dismounted

to have a good look at. the beautiful effects of spray

seen mth a background of setting sun.

On our way into, the vaHey we found a large specimen
,.ip of the king snake some two, feet long and ringed with

îL brialit scarlet and black. One of our, passengers had

dismounted and was, about to, kill it, but the driver

assured us that it is a most useful a as it kills

t 'he rattlesnake which abounds here.

The Yo-Semîte traveller has on reaching the valley,

the choice between several hotels, aU of which lie

within half a mile of each other.

Leidigs," a small German housse, is said to, have

thebestcuigine; but the accommodation is limited, and-'

the situation inferior to Il Barnard7s where we elected

to, stay and which. commands a splendid view of the -

grand Yo-Semite Fall just opposite the house. Some

fellow-travellers haïd insisted upon stoppincr at Cooks
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Hotel " and tried hard to persuade us to do the same ;

as the whole party came meekly on to Il Barnard's " next

day, I conclude that they were not entirely satisfied

with their first choice.

I may here mention that Yo-Semite is an Indian

word signifying Il Big Grisly Bear." This valley has

only been, explored by white men during the last

thirty%-six years, but for many years previous to that Ît

had been a noted and inaccessible stronahold for -the

Inclians, who fled there to lie perdu when hunted into

the - mountàins by the Il white men." The stageing

into the Yo-Semite Valley is far from being the safé-

and easy expedition that it is often -made out to be.
. During the fortnight of our stay in and about the

place, no less than three stage accidents occurred, two

of whieh were really severe ones. The authorities, of

course, make lightof such matters and hush them, up

so far as is practicable, but one of these accidents. said

to be 1,1-entirely without injury to any of the passengers."

proved to have been quite severe enough, for later, at

Monterey, we came upon some of the sufférers with

bandaged arms and legs, whilst one or two who had

been in the really bad- Il upset " were passed on to a

hospital near San Francisco and seemed likely to

remain there for some months.
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I heard afterwards tliat an old gentleman who had

been in our railway cars ate,,the time of the Peach

Springs collision aneWhi5:ehad then escaped injury,

had his thigh broken, a few weeks later on, in the

-Semite Valley, which probably points to a fourtli

upset, as we did not-hear his name mentioned in

connection with any of the easualties durin our stay.9
The very sharp curves of the road taken by a stage

le with six horses are serious matters.

Everything depends upon the temper and behaviour

of the Il leaders," who are generally round a corner- and.
leout qf the coachman s sight. The road is narrow and

a deep precipice yawns on the far ske.;

Then again, as three regular stages start every day

from, either end of the valley all these six coaches must

pýass each other en route.

This look8 impossible, but in eome miraculous manner

Je it is achieved,

Fortunately, our experience was always to be on the

inside of the road on such occasions. The passengers

lis who have to pass on the ouiside invariably dismount in
.V case of disaster.
41,

Should the horses become restive and an accident be

unminent, the only chance is to Il bank the éoach,"

that is to say, to run it violently up against- the near
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side of the road, whieh ig always a hill ; of course the

stage upsets, but at least you avoid the precipice.

A, Young married woman saved many lives and cov-

ered herself with gléry by doing this - under the dri-vrer's

orders one day, during our vîsit to the valley. We had

watched this special coach starting off from Il Barnard's

at 5 a.m. on its return to, Raymond, little thinking what

an adventure was in store for the passengers. At one

of the worst bits of the road the leaders became restive,

and an accident was imminent. The driver had to dô

64 aU he knew " to look aftêr his horses on the precipice

side. A gentleman was sitting next to him, and the'

this Young woman, whose husband was inside the stage.

The gentleman, alas lost his head and became

absolutely paralyzed with fear when the driver shouted

to 'h im to take the ribbons on the near side and Il bank

the coach."

This plucky Young lày, however, heard ihe inistrue-

tions, and -seeing that theï must all go over next

-moment if something was not done, she bent wn

over the Ègh box-seat, got at the reins, and . did exa ly

as she was told, forcing the horses up against the hill,

where the staze ulpset and the passengers escaped with%-f .3. Ip
nothing, worse than a few strains, dislocations and

bruises.
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Our rooms atII Barnard's were two little dens on the

ground floor, a most, inconvenient arrangement, for a

erandah runs aU round the house and to insure

privacy it was necessary to, pull the blinds down ý and

dress in absolute darkness. Next day I serambled right

up to, the base of the Yo-Semite Falls (2,600 feet high),

in spite of having brought no waterproof.

Gown and dust-eloak were alike wet through and

throu but I had a glorious view of the boiling,

seett*ga waters of the faR, forming a giant cauldron

at its base.

We then drove all down the other side of the valley,

past the point where we had,, first entered it, to the

Cascade Falls," w1iieh form. its boundary at one end;

the Mirror Lake being the otlier extreme point of

the Yo-Semite VaLley proper (which occupies eight or

nine miles).

This drive was very beautiful, but rougli and joiting

as aU American roads appear to be.

We returned to the Bridal Veil Fall in time to get

another beautiful rainbow effect from the shiming of

tlie setting sun through the fairy-like waters.

Next day we took the opposite end of the valley,

paying a visit to the exquisite little Mirror Lake, about

a mile and a half from Bamard's Illotël. It is necessary
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to arrive there about 8 a.m. to watch the reflections of

the rising sun as he tops the mounta*n heights, whieh

stand sheer out from the lake.

This laýe is a beautiful little piece of water at the

upper end' of the valley, fringed on three sides by

waving trees and on the east by these grand rugged

mountains, behind which the sun rises in slow maj esty,

throwiiig the most beautiful reflections of the trees into

the bosom of the lake.

One eurious effect - was that after watclîing these

glorious shadows for some time, evérything seemed

be turned to gold. The moùntains, the trees, ourý

élothes, our hair, our very faces looked bright yellow

for some ten minutes after we had turned our backs

upon the sight.

Returning to the point where we had left our car-

riage, we found horses awaiting us to make the ascent

to theVernal and Nevada Falls. --'À picturesque moun-

tain trail leads over the Merced River and up tIn-ough

beautiful trees and shady woods, first -tô the Vernal FaU.

This reminded me very much of the Central Fall on

the- American side of Niagara, 1

A natural parapet of granite overlooking the V ernal

Falls seems to have been specially d -3signed for the

safety and cenvenience of travallers.
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On Èhese mountain expeditl'ons in the Yo-se ite

Valley all tourists join forces and form, one long

string of riders, horses and mules.
z%There are ' only one or two vell-known guides, and

the horses are all 14 bossed " by one man, so the trave1-ý

lers from. various inns order their respective steeds

overnight and find' themselves members of one large

cavalcade next day.

The 'objection to this plan ie that one is apt

to be 1 delayed , very much wàÏting for lagging

members.

This was invariably my fate, as I bad a very willing

and Il free " white horse called Il Jack," who would be%
second to none.

As we came -in sight of 19 Snow's," the little inn near

the Nevada Fall, we all burst simultaneousiv into

exclamations of delight at the glorious panorama

spread out before us.

Mount Broderick, The Cap of Liberty, and the Haff

Dome in front ef us, a gorgeous blue sky overhead, and

close at haùd'the beautiful Nevada Fall of 600- feet

high. It is a great volume'- f water but as graceful, in

it s fall as the S taubbach, aà a ledge of rock j uttin cr out

in the midst of the fall,'gives it a peéuliar and very
beautiful tivîst, sendUi9-11/ the waters up a second time
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beforè their finat disappearance into the seething foam1
below.

We had been told to take luncheon with ui onthis

expedition, as the fbod provided ýf#as said, to be very bad,

and we did so; a mistake, I think. I believe the food

was very tolerable and the proprietors were most Îndie

nant with ns for rejecting it. Moreover 1 sustained a

really inconvenient, loss in having the leather straps

taken ont of my basket en reva'che.

Orre gentleman of the jýarty, however, had a great

piece of good luck on this occasion. He c1ropped a

pockèt book close to the Nevada Falls containing $900.

He discovered the loss only on his return and sent

one guide back some six -or seven miles,,but in vain.

Our special guide, Phillips," then volunteered to go

and set outlate at night,

Wonderful to relate, the book was found untouched

on some rocks between the house and the fall.

A mischievous young puppy hâd been careering

round all the afternoon, and the marvel is tbat he had

not found it and eaten up the paper notes, or thrown

the whole concern into the waters.

This guide, by-thé-way, had accompanied Dr. Brooks

up to Glacier Point a few days before,,, and spoke with

much admiration à his physical weight and* appéar---
VOL. Il. 25

j
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ance: Well, guess he weighs as'much as .300

pounds." All weight is compute d here by pounds,

not stones; and men and women in America seem as

eager to put on flesh as we English are to reduce it.

A San Francisco paper, speaki-ng of Dr. Brooks' visit

to the valley, had rather an amusing stqiry in connec-

tion with it. %,

It is said that he ordered a special mule over night

for this Glacier Point expedition, but in the morning

no mule appeared. A good, strong horse had been

substituted. 44 Ilow about that mule? " said the

doctor. Ah well ! I guess that mule got wind of it

in the night, that you were going to nide him. Any-

way he had made tracks by this morning so we're

obliged to -bring -a horse instead.'*' Se IW91 é Vero *' ben

trovato.

People visitiûg.the yalley whose time is limited are

apt to inquire anxiously which, is the best mountain

-excursion to make; that to Nevada Falls, or the one to

Glacier Point ? As,, in the case of Niagara, I can only

ýy, 'Il do both.'*ý

if this is absolutely impossible, I should suggest

Glacier Point. It is a steeper trail and more fatiguing,

the only expédition that gives you a really

fine view of both ends of the valley.
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At the top of Union Rock, scîme two-thir-ds of tb:e

way is a delightfal plateau where the weary traveller

can dismount and rest,*- and the last part of the trail is

very beautiful, passing amongst foresCs of pine with

patches of snow Iying round; most cool and refreshing

after the great heat of the ascent.
- There is, moreover, a cleau little inn at the point

itself, not much recommended below, of course, but

where we found, clean beds and simple, good food. It

is well worthwhile to stay one night on tnese moun-

tain tops for the sàke of the sunrise next morning.

Moreover, I would urge ladies in particular not to,

be frightèrà ont of these monntain excursions by the

terrible tales they hear of difficulties and dangers. Just

as the difficulties and fatigues of the road into- the

valley have been underrated, so we found, thedangers

of these mountain excursions immensélv exagLyerated..

If I had néver been on a mountain ponybefore, 1

should not choose Glacier Point fôr my maiden atte

but to any W'Oraan who has had even a small exper'lience

of Swiss mountaineering, theÉe mountain tracks present

no iDsuperable difficulty.

From the valley, it is true, the tracks look like a

mere perpendicular t1iread; but we all know how decep-

tive are such appearances.
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When 3rou are fairly launehed, upon the trail, it wM
7

be found quite broad enough for auybody who is fit to

4r go up a mountain at all.

I make -special mention of this, because many people

painted the horrors of the ascent in suct glowing

-colours that I was quite prepared to find the expe-

dition most dangerous. In fact we shoulël not have

-attempted either of them had we listened to the Job's

Comforters at various hotels. One lady, hearing that I

'int'euded to go next day to Glacier Point, came u-Dand

introducecl herself with the express object of endeav

in to shake my resolution.9
She said to me, 111 1 have travelled all over thil, i,,orld

and gone up mountains in every part of it, a, can

ýoii1y tell you that I have never, in the whole course of

ylife, made such a terrible ascent as the one to

Glacier Point. 1 am a strong, active woman, but it has

completely unnerved me, and nothing on earth would

induce me to undertake anvt1iinz so dan'gerous again."

aving persevered, in spite of all these horrible tales,

I am in a position to assert that these mountain trails

compare very favourably " with man in Switzerland

whieh are ascended by ladies who have no pretensions

to Alpine Club celebrity.

The Glacier Point ascent took us jue three. hours,
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Iwhen we reached the little inu and secured rooms for

the night. There are only four rooms, but very few

people knew of the accommodation, so we had our

choice.

There was, however, still more work to be done, V-iZ.19
to ascend the Sentinel Dome at our,rbacks, in order

to, see the sun set from. this extreme point. The

horses, therefore, after a good meal and rest, were

brought up again for us at six-thirty p.m. and a stiff

ascent of three-quarters of au hour, - through a pine

forest, landed us at the foot of the granite dome,

now several feet deep in snow.

The guide and landlord got us off our horses, and

wanted us to creep like flies along the ridge dividing

the granite and snow, until we reached a place where

we could scale the mountain top and get away from

the snow aitogethen

To crawl along a ledge of almost perpendicular

granite, wet and slippery, with several feet of snow

on one side, leading to a sheer precipice, was by no

means a pleasant proceeding at the end of a long

and tiring day's work. We both protested at first

that the féat was impossible. At length the young

guide got me across and up the peak, and the !and-

lord remainéd behind to, look after my friend, who
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appeared at long last, haviing had a fall and a good

fright, but not otherwise the worse for the scramble.

The view was---magnificent and really repaid one for

what was the o-nly--positively dangerous bit of the

expedition. When the sun had set and the' last

gorgeous colours had disappeared we turned to, go

homewards, for it was now getting both dark and cold.

Mir. Macaulay, the landlord, insisted upon trying

to, 41 toboggan" us down. the mountain on the saddle

cloth of one of the horses, an attempt that ended of

course in disaster, for the surfaée was much too small

for the three of us, and the snow too soft for the

purpose. After one or two bad starts, and rolling

over and over for some yards, I struck, and insisted

upon getting up and walking through the snow up to

my knees, sooner thau trust again, -either to, Mr.

Macaulay's mode of conveyance or to, the very

dangerous way by which, we had come.. My friend.

elected to, remain faithful to, the saddle cloth. After

all., Phillips and I arrived first at the bottom. and

thýere laughed almost to, suffocation over the remark-

able appearance of the tobogganing dueL
ý Feet stuck well out, a convulsive cluteh roun'd Mr.,

Macaulay's neck, bonnet very much on one side and

a most scared and despa*r*:ng expression of counten-
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ance. Could aDy one resist it ? C ertainly Phillips

could not.- though he must have known that dollars
4 - 1

trembled in the bala-nee!

I was long past any possibility of polite self-con'trol,

and on the principle that l'one might as well -- be

hung for a horse as a sheep," relieved my pent-up

feelings of fatigue, nervousness and cold by peals of

laughter.

Phillips, meanwhile, was rolling_- on the ground in

convulsions of merriment, only rising up -to gasp out

a-few inèoherent words and then t1irow hins-,elf down

once more fýLil,,length upou the snow,

It was to-lbâd, but I would defy any human, being

with the smallest sense of humour to have donýe

otherwise.

Fortunately my friend was too thankful to reach

the bottom safély to be very angry, although naturally

slie missed the exquisite point of the joke. One

could only echo the wish of the Irishman when he-

saw a tyro on horseback Faith thin 1 If the geùtle-

man could just git down and look at himself!

The two days spent in leaving the valley are to me

a remembrau ce. of purgatory pur, çt simple.

Too ill really to be moved, I was yet forced to go

on; for, as I have already said, it was impossible to,
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insure getting awaý at all if one forfeited the seats

for the special days on which they were available.

We were off soon after five 6'élock the first morning,

in a most uncomfortable stage, the cover of whic«h was

so low that it was impossible to sit without èrouching

down at an intolerable angle and bending almost

double. A gentleman at the back of the stage, wheré

the cover was higher, most kindly gave up his seat to

us, which we took in turns « . '- The ingenuity of making

a permanent - roof overheàd just two inches too low for

any one but -a small child to ât under without"pwi-

tive torture, sgemed to, me worthy of the days -of the

Spanish Inquisition.

But 1 suppose that stage has gone into the valley

for months or years and will continue to, crick the

necks and break the backs of harmless travellers till

it goés the way of the famous '14 One -Horse Shay."

A noisy old Yankee was cracking stupid jokes all

the way, which clid not relieve onè's sufférings,

especially as he turned from time to time to, Il" clieer

me up-" by saying, "I,£&,-uy remarks that the lady by

my sidé may choose to, make -will be considered quite

in order2ý

The man wa s too utterly self-absorbed and tactless

to notice that I was really too ill to speak., but a Idind
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his best to shield me -from the unwelcome attentions

of this very objectionable old man.

An elderly couple £rom Kansas City were kindly and

pleasant. They held each other's bands all the way,

and were as - sentimental as if they had been twenty

instead of some fifty vears old. 1 thought it must be

a case of a marriage late in life and a Yo-Semite

honeymoon, but they spoke of some child of theirs

who had died eight or nine years before.

By two o'clock we were once more in Clark's noisy

room, discussing a very bad luncheon. To our de-

spair, we found that this could not be eaten in peace.

Hot, dusty'and tired as we were by the nine hours'

stageing already done, we were to be sent off at once-

to seè the Mariposa grove of big trees. % -
Instead of the easy diive of 31- miles described by

Appleton, we fouùd to, our cost that this expedition is

a question of eigh-teen m, ile8 there and back, over one

of the very worst.roads-we had yet seen, running the

-MiMmoth Cave route very close indeed.

In vain we sent two telegrams back to the valle-Y-
endeavour to arrange a delay of a few days at Claik's»

clearing-once give up our seats and nothing could be
à

promised for ten days ahead. Moreover, we might not
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get to the trees at all if we gave up the expedition

that day, even had we stayed on at the place ; for

arrangremêÉts were only made to send on to the grove

those traveilers who arrived each day by the coaches,

which were ùow invariably full.

Several- people gave in, saying that if the treeswere

fifty times the size they could not and would not

stage one mile more-to see them.

Miserably ill, in addition to ordinary fatigue, I felt

much inclined o do the same ; at course strongly urged

upon me by my companion, who was getting nervous

'now thinking that I must soon break dowh and

perhaps, be kept for weeks in this miserable, noisy

house.

Stili to come to the valley and go away without

seeing the 14 Big Trees " seemed- a-bsolutely impossible.

AU my life I had heard and read about, and longed to

see t-hese self-same trees, but'in the innocence of MY"
heart had had'a vague notion thàt I should find theMý
in the valley itself, not miles and miles away from, it.-

It ended of course by my climbing into another stage

and jolting off to the Mariposa Grove, about 9 miIes

-from, Il Clarks."

1 had also imagined thèse gligantie trees in a grove

by themselves, but they are scattered amongst pines
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and firs o1ý every description, ..many of -which, are

themselves gigantie, but éoýmplètely-dwarfed-by-41ese fl
monsters.

Most readers'will know that the I& Big Trees " are a

species of cedar, called the Il Sequoia," after an Indian

chief who ' once lived in this valley,

The highest of these trees range from 250 to, 300

feet, with diame ers varvinzy from. 15 to 35 feet; the

inner bark alone measuriDg from 15 to 18 inches in

width. Maný of them -branch out only towards the

top, looking more like m ' onuments than trees from

below. This is specially the case with thýe Il Grisly

Giant," which is one of the biggest in girth and

height; but a very ugly old tree.

The cover to, the stage prevented our seei-99 the

trees as well as we ought to have dône; but where the

height is so enormous, it is difficult to, get any concep-

tion of them, eve' from the ground itsel£ You can

only peer far, far away into, the sky at one-at a time,

and so, lose anythïng like a general effect. As it -was

we were always stiaining our necks into, position,

the vain attempt Il to, see the top." As a rule, we had

to content ourselves with a sight of the enormous roots

-and trunks; being told, 111 that is so-and-so,ý' as we

drove hurriedly past, too sick and tired to, care much
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for anythine. So far as mere fatigue went, most of

my companions were in a similar case, and I do not

think one solitary individual out of the three or

four carriages on that expedition could have derived

any reàI enjoyment from. it., although of -course

we were in- a state of perpetual wonder and - ad-

mîration.

Surely this is the result of gross mismanagement

and a greedy eagerness to, takie as many dollars and

give as little câàort as is possible.-

Such journies cannot of course be undertaken with-

,out much fatigue and some sufféring, but it . is ùn-

necessary to heap up the agony by insisting that the

wretched traveller, male or female,, should take this

terribly rough drive of 18 miles to, and from one of

the most interesting points in the whole tour, with an

early morning start and eight hours' hard sta geing as- a

preparation for it. Of course, our carriage.-with the

rot rest drove right through a hole made in the 41 Crisly

Giant," and there was ample space left on both sides

which could. only be touched by outstretched fingers.

Twenty _people dismounted, from the stages and, je oining

fiiager tips, managed just to span one of the larger

trees. The "Diamond Group" impressed me most..

AU the larger trees are distinguished by names, sueh
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Grant" &c., &c.

We clambered on to one enormous fâUen trunk, and

my young Philadelphian fHend nearly got, a bad fall

in trying to come once more to my rescue. The bark

was so slippery that, he was forced to, tàke a flying leap

from a very considerable height to avoid a worse fall.

He alighted fortunately upon his feet, and without

injury. We picked up some pieces of the bark, which

makes exceHent pincushions, until it splits, up utterly.

More dead than alive, we reached home after this

expedition at eight, o'c1ock-ý having been more than

fourteen hours on the road a1together, and th-is over
the most rough and jolting tracks that can, be con-

ceived.

To bed, but alas! not to sleep. I lay awake in

agonies of pain until three o'clock, when we had to

get up again, pack and eat, a wretched candle-light

breakfast with other victims, and by four am. we were

once more en r"te for Raymond.

The drive going back was chiefly 4own hill, but the

shaking was more terrifié in consequence, and the

driver spared us nothing of the road.

The flowers weïe almost over now, and the moun-

tain sides, wererburnt and brown compared with the

SOUTH C--ILIFOR.NIA ANM THE YO-SEMITE VALLEY. «
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beautiful fresh green of only a week or ten days

before.

To see the valley in absolute pgrfection is evidently

a question of days: le elle a sesjours," as the French-

men say of a beautiful woman.

The intense misery of that drive out of the valley

remains in my memory as a whiff from the 11 Inferno."

By half-past eleven we were once more at Raymond

and in the-- Il sl eeper " of an Il accommodation " train

which. runs to San Francisco for the special con-

venience of people coming from, the valley.

No one ever saw such à set of-dirty, dusty wretches

as we all looked.

Through dint of much scrubbing and brushing, we

became a shade more respectable by slow degrees,

and finally settled down to our six » hours' railway

drive,

By this týme the tortures and sufferings of the last

few days were beginninor to tell upon me. A cold

perspiration broke out in spite of the- intense beat,

accompanied by a feeling of deadly sickness, and 1

lay back on the hard, -apright, railway seat, thinking

really that my last tour had arrived, and not much

carin-g if it were so. Fortunately one of our Com-

panions chanced'1-o be a doctor, and more fortunately



still had a little very excellent French brandy, which

he poured dow-n my throat with magical effecte

He also kindly'improvised. a sort of couch from all

the available eushions, and there I lay till seven P-M.,,
wheu we 'first sighted the San Francisco Bay, Mount

Diablo, and the Golden Gate, and by eight o'clock

were on board the ýferry whieh plies between San

Francisco and the Oaklan'd suburb on the other side'

of the bay, where7 aU trains run into the depôt.

BeinÊr. as usual, over an hour late, we lost niùeh of

the beauty of the approach to the city, but had many

opportunities of seeing it là-terwhen crossl*ng'over by

the various ferrîes during a lengthy stay'in the Cali-

fornian capital.

A comfortable carriage took us from- the steam

fe to the Il Palace Hotel which seem'ed indeed a

paradise of good beds, comfort, cleanliness and

peace, after the dirt; discomf6rt and real sufféring

of the few days which had just elapsed.
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CHAPTER III.

MO'.NTEREYý SANTA CRUZ AND SAN FRA-NCISCO.

H,&viNc- gone throùgh so much fatigue since our

-arrival ifi California, early in 1Nfay, my friend and I

too«k counsel together, and d ' etermined to spend a

quiet wee«k or two, at Monterey, one 'of -the m't-

famous Californiau watering places, before settlilig

down for a time in San Francisco,

We spent, therefore, ouly one iiight in that -c4ty

on coming out of the Yo-Semite Valley, and next day

took the morning train at 10.40 for Monterey, passing

through the fertile Santa Clara Valley, and reaching

our -destination at four o'clock in the afternooli.

The distance from. San Francisco is only 100 miles'..

and the express trains go in 91- hours, but are less con-

veniently timed than the one we chose.

If it is true to say, Il La France c'est Paris," it is

equally true to say, Il.ilionterey c'et l'hôtel del

M o-nte," for this is literally the case.

Havîng heard much of the delights of -this paradise
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we thougUt of spending several weeks there, and did

actually remain nearly a fortnigbLt ; but this was partly

a question of health, and I should not advise other

travellers to do the same.

,The hotel, which stands in 140 acres of Most

exquisitely cultivated grounds, is indeed a paradise of

beauty, cleanliness and comfort. The gardens are

hke fairyland. Every conceivable plant and tree

and flower flourish here in luxuriant profusion, kept

well within bo-rands by the artistîc taste of a celebrated

German landscape gardener, Mr. UlÏieh, who devotes

his entire life to the cultivation of this lovely spot.

Thýre are acres of flower beds glowing with every

conceivable colour lovely walks bordered with varie-

gated shrubs a tropical gardei' full of palms and

cacti and other tropical plants and trees, white and

purple clematis creeping round the verandahs, measur-

ing from ten to twelve inches in diameter foxglove

and snapdragons of immense size, glorious poppies of

every shade, shrubs of verbena and trees of geranium,

every variety of passion-flower, and last not least, the

deep crimson taxonia winding its lovely trails amongst

the purples and pinks and lemon colours of many

other creepers-what more of beauty could heart

desire, or imagination -conceive ?
VOL. H. 26 1 ýjj 1
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Then the house itself is scrupulously clean and -well

kept, and the reception rooms are handsome and lofty.

The men, of course, are well looked after as regards

smoking and billiard rooms, ça va sans dire; «but in

this paradise even the poor women are allowed to

amuse themselves in a special billiard room of their

ovm, some 40 by 3ýO feet. There is a magnificent ball

room of 40 by 70 feet, and salons and reading rooms

ad, libitum.

All this can be said for Monterey without indulging

in one word of exazze-ration. In fact I have under-

stated rather than overstated the beauty of the hotel

and its surroundings, whic«à cannot be adequatêly

described at second hand.

This being the case it may seem strange that I

'should not advise a lengthened stay there. The fact

is that Monterey as a seasidelresort is disappointing

to those who go f-here expeétiiig a fine coast and good

sea view. To stroll amongst the flower beds and

winding paths of the hotel grounds is happiness

enough for a few days, but having done this there is

absolutely nothing left to do, and even Edens are apt

to become monotonous under such conditions.

-You are com-pletely shut in b the extensive grounas

of the hotel. There is no view of the sea to be had
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from the grounds, and the coast is most disappoint-

ing when vou do see it. Once free from the hotel

grounds there are still, low-lying hills all around Ï
which must be climbed before the view of the bay J 1

breaks upon you, auci there is not very much Il to

break."

Monterey itself is a pretty scattered little village,

lying back from. the bay, whieh latter is surrounded

by these low hills and a sandy shore covered with small

bushes of a pretty purple wild sweet-pea, but other-

wise reminding one very muc«h of the Waterloo sand-
2!1hills in the neighbourhood of our own British Liverponl.

It is a dusty half-mile or more to et down to the

sea, and theu again there is no bathing from the shore.

There is a grand bathin establishment for ladies and

gentlemen, where the tanks are graduated in depth

and kept very clean, the whole building being beauti-

fully, decorated by sbmbs and palms and hanging

baskets of flowers. But after all this is o-nly a sort of

glorified Il swimming bath," and most >,people prefer

taking a dip in the open sea. On this account alone I

should much prefer making a lengthy stay at Santa

Cruz, where the shore is far more beautiful, as also the

natural scenery, although the accommodation is de-

cidedly inférior. Moreover, at Santa Cruz there is no
26-2
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artificial beauty that can rival the 'exquisitely-kept
grounds and drives of the Hotel del Monte estate,
wliie'h'covers some 7,000 acres in all, and is in the

hands of tberailway company, who have not only

built the hotel, but who keep all the roads within

their domains in excellent order for driving.

Monterey mll establish its reputation chiefly,, I

think as a winter resort, w4en pèople escapincr from

the rigours of an Eastern winter will not be too

exigeant on the score of sea vi*ews'eor sea bathing,
but will be thankful to find sucli a beautiful resting

place and refuge from, the snowýand ice of Boston,

New York, or Washington.

In winter I believe the climate is excellent. In

June we found itdull, grey and chilly during the

fortniortt, we spent there. The early mornings were

usually fogay, about noon -the sun would deign to

come out for au -hour or two, and later in the afternoon

the mists would once more descend and close around

us till evening drew on.

There is one very beautiful drive of seventeen miles

to be taken from Monterey, but it may be judicio-usly

stýetched into three by beiug taken in homSopathic

doses.

The road having been made by the company is an
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excellent one and leads first through Pacifie Grove.

This is quite a settlement skirting the sea, and-has

been sold off in tiny lots to enterprising people, who

have run up timber houses to, receive the summer

visitors who prefer this Bohemian life to the grandeur

and expense of afirst-class hotel.

In some cases -th-esle summer quarters are mere tents

put over a foundation of plank flooring. - Some 2,000

to 3,000 visitors are said to, find accommodation in this

way, and within a fé'w weeks of our visit a number of

stores had been opened, providing a local butcher,

baker, grocer, &c,,' for the little colony. Some of the

houses are more/pretentious, and many of them. are

covered by bea-âtifal flowering creepers. This settle-

ment is only two and a half miles from. the Hotel del

Monte. On àgain we went through a lovely park or

wood covered with wild flowers, especially with a sort

of dwarf azaléa buff-coloured, whieh grows all round

here in, g-reet ýprofusion. Out of these woods and on

to the high cl*ffs by the shore brought us in sight of

the Seal Rocký a worthy rival of the still more famous

one near -San Francisco.

Hundreds of seals and sea lions were arouped to-

gether on this ý'one piece of rock and must crowd each

other there as much as the summer visitors to Pacifie
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Grove. Fortunately the latter do not keep up the

same deafening noise of perpetual howling and barking.

The curious thing is that although there are many

other equally convenient rocks close by, all the seals

and sea-lions determinedly patronize this special one.

Are they sociable or merely jealouS .9 Perhaps' no one

seal likes to -leave the others in possession ! Human

beings have been known to, aêt in much the same way.

On acrain past a promontory called Cypress Grove and

covered with cedars of Lebanon; we came to a narrow

strip of sand, Pebbly Beach', wheré rare stones are said

to be' found polished by the natural action of the

waters. We groped about these for some time, finding

plenty of pebbles of an ordinary kind and a few pretty

bits of iridescent sheR.

Soon after this the company's road, alas ! came to

an end, to bc, succeeded by the 44 county " road-a very

différent matter. The latter is shamefully kept and

has great gullies in it, down whiell th e -horses slippýd

from time to time, making the carriage sway over in)

most uncomfortable fashion. Fortunately our springs

were good, so the Joltine was not very severe.

A mile or two of this bad road brought us round
1

again to Monterey, having made the complete circuit.

We had two excellent horses, one a three-year old and
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the other twenty%-three years old and Èàr the more

skittis1à of the two.

Another day we drove to the Carmel 4 Mission, where

the celebratéd father Junippro Serra, who founded the

Spanis«h missions in this country, was buried in 1784,ý

Little remains now but tlie sentiment and a lôw buff-
Iz

coloured ission house, very plain inside, with rough

wÉitewashed roof, a tablet -wit-h Latin 'inscription over

the resting-place of the good old priest and a fine bell

hanging outside, similar to one of those at the San

Gabriel Mission.

The little chapel is prettily situated amidst the

undulating hills which surround the Carmel Bay and

the beautiful promontory of Point Lobas.

We climbed a hill behind the mission to get a view

of the sea, but a thick grove of eucalyptus trees inter-

féred with this - chance. It was wortli the trouble,

however, to see the stretch of lovely hiUs covered by'

groves of mustard ' flower which grows here to a

height of several feet, reminding one of the beautiful

picture drawn by Mrs. Hunt Jackson in her Il Ramona,"

where the voune zirl goes through the graceful golden

waves of swaying mustard trees, to meet the kind

old p- riest and seek his sympathy and counsel.

Next day* we went on to Santa Cruz, a short but
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tiresome cross journey by train of some three hours.

A carriage was in waiting for us here and we drove at

once some five mfles up a glorîous gorge to the Big

Trees, which, though smaller, are far more beautifui

than those in the Mariposa Grove of the Yo-Semite

district.

This Santa- Cruz road is an excellent one on the whole

and winds high up on one sidé-of a-v éry- beautiful valley

and is lined ou either side by buckeye trees (a sort

of dwarf Spanish chestnut in full bloom now), cedars,

firs, wild roses and clematis,

The Big Trees are aU in one grove, where there is a

nice little inn and fair accommodation.

Some people were evidently staying in this sliady

grove, and a whole set of merry younggirls and boys had

4, come over for the day and were wandering about with

flower and ivy decked straw hats and bonnets. Our

driver maintained that. the trees, were similar to,

those we had seen in the' Mariposa Grove, but they

quite différent. The Santa Cruz trees are

small.er, ]ýut, far more gracefal. The'Mariposa trees are

usually"qaitè bare up to some three-fourths of the

colossal trunk where the branches grow out stiff and

straight. The Santa Crâz trees on the contrary have

much finer branches,which. wave gracefally downwards
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to within 6 or 7 feet of the ground, and ' the foliage is

also finer and more like that of the pitch pine. The

bark, bowever, is similar to that of the Mariposa trees

and both are of the red-wood species. One 'curious

thing we remarked about these moDster trees, namely,

that tlieir- c6nes are extremely small, only about the

size of an ordinary hên's eà, whereas the common.

sized sugar pipes have enormous ones, some 18 to 20

inches in length. , These smaller cones grow straight

from the bark of the trees and the branches, instead of

growing at the end of the foliage as they do in England

and Scotland.

The coast scenery at Santa Cruz is much finer and

more varied than at Monterey, and here yoù find every

appliance for bathing in the sea in addition to the

ofdinary bath-house arrangements. At Santa Cruz

there are floating barges at anchor with plauks and

sliding ladders for enterprising dippérs and every

possible convenience for taking a good Il header " into

the open sea.

In addition to, the Big Tree Grove there is another

magnificient. drive along the coast to be taken at Santa

Cruz. This beautiful cliff road " leads over the

undulatiDg éliff close to the shore, through many

natural arches in the rock and one most -urlous

lk
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natural bridae " formed b a tongue of land between

two, points of the cliff. We drove over this. Our
61

horses were fortunately steady ones, otherwise it would

have been too narrow to be absolutely pleasant.

Coming back' inland to, Sauta Cruz we drove five

miles further in the opposite direction and once more

struck the shore at a pretty little sea-side, place caUed

Camp Capitolo, a settlement much on the lines of

Pacifie Grove near Monterey.

Here we saw many porpoises close to land, and

several whales spouting up further '0 - ut to sea.

The time having now arrive- for a return to San

Francisco, we determined to make au early start from.

Santa Cruzý and so allow ourselves a few hours en

routé at Menlo Park, the famous horse-brapding es-

tablishment of Governor Staiiford, wi&4_1 an hour by

train of the cityl" as San Francisco is- invariably

called in Calïforùia.

Governor Stanford (as most -people know) is a sena-

tor of California, bu. lives almost ýentirely at Wash-

ington, coming only occasionally to pass a 'few days

in his house- herel, which is surrounded by beautifal

grounds, kept in perfect order, in spite of being so

rarely ùnder the master's eye.

The breeding grounds, stables, paddocks, and exer-
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cising grounds occupy over seven thousand acres, and

are devoted to the production of Il trotters and runners."

The paddocks, railed in by white railings, are from,

one hundred to one hunIred and fifty feet square,

and extend for a very considérable distance.

The stables are fitfêd up with every possible con---
venience, and the saddle-rooms, with their rows of

bits, bridles, bandages, and leather shoes of various

shapes and kinds, remind one of the daintily-

kept bedroom of some young dandy or fashionable

beauty.

We went first over the stables of the' Il trotters," thé

inost characteristie of American'korses.

The ideal Americau cl trotter" is a short, well-knit

horse, he has a good depth, and strength of shoulder,

is very high in the hind quarters, and has strong-not

over fine-legs.

The 111 trotters"' best records " are made as two-

year-olds. Some of these are as high as 2.21 and

Iraving once made a high record, the horse is dis-

qualified from running with the same horses again.

Trotting seems to be dying out veýy much now

favour of running," or what we should call flat

racing,

4
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never saw- more friendly horses, though some of

them looked fiery enough, too, to judge by theïr eyes.

They came up and poked their noses in my face, and

into the very folds of my gown, looking for the sugar

which we had'stupidly* forgotten to bring with. us on

this journey.

They are kept,, of course, in splendid condition,

being exercised every day in a sulky," a sort of in-

fernal machine used for trotting matches. This has a

Most uncomfortable seat, not much bigger than one on

a tricycle, which is attached to two long side s1lafts,

on ývhic«à rest the feet of the unfortunate victim who

is driving, and who, having absolutely no back-rest,

-be shaken ierribl all the time.

One man is expected to exercise from. ten to twelve

horses daily in-this manner.

The yearlings were specially fascinating, more phrtieu-

larly a little chestnut, éhild of a famous sire, who was so,

well bred, strong and cleanin the legs that I longed

A"I to carry it off with me. It followed me about like a

dear dog, and could not be made to understand that to

open my little leather travelling bag with its teeth,
19à

although,,,ýý_,çjçyçT., eijough trick, was absolutely hope-

less as far as sugar was concerned.

A magnificent dark bay, perfect in shape, colour and
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temper, also, struck me with deep àdmiration, and
P made it possible to, conceive the enormeus sums

w'hich, Governor Stanford gets for some of his"most

valuable torses. Many are worth $30,000, S40,000,

and $50,000, and even the-yearlings fetch fabulous

SUMS.

Some of the mares have been imported from Eng-

land, and the colts foaled over here in California.

There was one horse in this trotting stable of an

absolute bronze colour, which I had never before seen,
and admired immensely.

The trotters always run with a sort of leather boot

over the fore feet, and 111-shoes " of leather over their

hind legs, to prevent their hitting and wounding iheir

hoofs during the race. Rows of these boots'and shoes

hang up M the stable, side by side with the bandages,
which. are put on as soon as they return from their

dail exercise.

About a mile from the trotting stables axe the

stables for tbe flat racers whieh are quite as interest-

ing. 'The' latter'are, of course, more finely bui14,
loiiger in fine body, and less compact thau the

trotters*

We had had some coffée before starting for the

stables, in a dirty little inn recommended by our

71
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driver, but did not like it, so had gone for luncheon to,

the 111 Menlo Hotel," whieh we found NçýÎs kept by a

Captain Swetnam, formerly of the 16th Foot, and now

in the Diplomatie service. Ile is a nephew of Lord

Grantley, is a thorough gentleman and man of the

world, but not a bit above doiug the work he has

undertaken. Ile brought us our Milwaukie bee-r him.-

self, and begged in most professionalmanner, that we

would recommend the hotel. Ip
It seems that he had invested money out here, and

finding that he vas in a fair way to lose it, he con-

cluded very seinsibly that he would come out and look

after tbings himself, and finding that he could &I run

the hotel at aý,profit, he determined to, do so.

A good appointment in India had just been offéred

to Iiim, but after somehesitation he had declined

it, intending to remain in his present quaxters

for a time. Later we saw in a San Francisco paper

that Sir Anthony Musgrave and General Fremantle,

from. Australia, 111 had gone down to Menlo Park during

their stay in San Francisco, to give a surpri«së party to,

their old comrade, Captain Swetnam."

After luneli we drove over the beautiful grounds of

the rich banker, Mr. Flood, whose life was so recently

threatened in the San -Francisco Opera Ilouse, ýwhen
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Adelina Patti was also in danger from the attempt to

explode a bomb upon the stage.

The same evening found us once more happily

estabÎished in the comfortable Palace Hotel.

Oakland, the great San Francisco suburb, reached by

ferry, is too large and straggling to be beautiful, and I

should much prefer living in the city mysel£ A train

runs through it, stopping at many small stations,

whièh all belong practically to the one suburb. One

of these, Il Oak Station," was in great request at the

time of our visit, omng to the fact that a great
ec * itualistie camp meeting " was being held close by,

which lasted for a month.

We went -éver one Sunday morning to hear an

address given by a youlig Ènglishman, Mr. Colville,

-who seems to be one of the leading spiritualistie lights

just Dow.

The camp was held on sibine pretty shady ground,

sloping down to a peaceful lake, and it would - have

been difficult to choose a more lovely spot for the

purpose. It reminded me very much of à volunteer

camp out for a week's practice, only- instead of the

usual inscriptions over the tent door-s' of Il Cèlonel,"

Il Adjutant," Il Qý-Larter'aster," &c., you read here such

notices as the following: Il Mrs. Miller, clairvoyante'"'
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I&s. Bennett, crystal seer," Mrs. Sawyer, inspira-

tional and trance medium Mr. J. K. Marshall

maznetie healer &C., &ce

The large central tent, where the general meetings

and services were held, was prettily decorated with

flowèrs, and a cool eeze came in through. the fiapping

canvas sides, mue to our relief, for the day was

intensely hot. A quiet, sensible-looking maD spoke in

the morning on the higher phases of spiritualism, in

well chosen language; but the great gun, Mr.very

Colville, was only fired off at 2 p.m., so we were forced

to get some luncheon between the services, and re

turned in time to find a corner amongst the crowds

who flocked to hear him.

He is a young, delicate-looking man of about thirty,

with a fine head and very clear enunciation. He spoke

with much enthusiasm, and a considerable amount of

eloquence, his great performance, however, being the

improvisation of a really fine poem, on a subject chosen

fiom. the audience by vote. Mr. Colville sat quiet and

-tly uninterested as several subjects were sug-apparén

Yested in turn, the show of hands being taken by
.7ï, Iý
Mil 9

another gentleman on the platform.
ji "Pentecost," 'III-Iarmony," "Heaven," "'The Floral

Tribute to General Grant," and'several other themes
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were proposed in turn. The show of hands was in

favour of Il Harmony," which, had been my own choice.

Mr. -Colville was, therefore, bound only to speak on the

one subject, but lie wove very gracefully into it an

allusion to General Grant.

After the subject was indicated to him, he remained

seated some sixty seconds, then rose and came straight

to the front, beginning at once to improvise, and never

hesitating for a single word or misplaci-ng one. Some

of the lines were really extremely fine, and all were

well above tb.e ordinary level of poetical effusion. The

perfor:àlance lasted about fifteen minutes.

Several weeks of my stay in San Francisco were

spent, alas ! in the doctor's * hands, but this sad expe-

rience was brig«htened by the- kindness of some old

friends w«ho had come to live in t1iis city from New

York, and whom, 1 had known previously in England.

They insisted upon my leaving the Palace Hotel, to go

and be nursed 'in their own deliglitful, house in one of

the pleasantest parts of the city, and were unfailing in

kindness and hospitality during my stay tliere.

In spite of bad health, and much consequent con-

finement to the house, I managed to see a good deal of

beautiful San Francisco, and came to the conclusion

itjiat I would rather ]Àve here than in any other city of
VOL. IU. -62 7
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the United States _'àlways providing that one could

transport a few chosen friends. 1 think a j udicious selec-

tion from Boston, New York and Washington, conveyed

across the continent, and planted down in San Fran-

cisco, would make that city au ideal place ofresidence.

We were there in June and July, and summer is

supposed to be the worst time of year for San Francisco.

The mornings were certainly hot, but never oppres-

sively sa during those two months, and every afternoon

a delicio'us breeze arose from the bay and blew all over

the city for an hour or two.

In winter there is no wind, and the climate is said

to be perfect. Many people object to t1iis summer

wind, whic«h is certainýy rather, strong at times, but

most refýeshing after a hot morning in July.

One of the best views over the Bay and Golden Gate

is obtained from the Observatory on Telegraph Hill.

Personally, I prefer this to the famous Quebec view, as

being more poetical and dreamlike.

Another beautiful view is to be had from the Presidio,

the San Francisco barracks, which, overlook the Golden

rate. These militâry quarters consist of lovely little i4

wooden cottages, covered with flowers and creepers,

most picturesque and very unlike'the cold formality of

our English barracks. ïï
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U-nfortunately there is often a sea fou hangiiag over

the bay in summer, which sliuts out the view, but we

were very happy in making these expéditions on bril-

liantly-fine days.

The beautiful Il Cliff House " diÏve is the one best

known to the ordiuary tourist. This leads through the

Golden C-Tate Park, with its beautiful conservatories

and beddi-ng-out gardens, where the band plays upon

Saturday and Sunday afternoons.

The Cliff House is some six miles from the cit , and

on the extreme edge of the cliffs, whieh rise sliarply

from the, océan at this point. The el Seal Rock" is

very close to the shore, and much like the one we had

already seen at Monterey, only the San Francisco seals

take up a little more room and bark ànd howl on one

or two oints of rock,

Behind the Cliff House and higher up still are the

pretty luxuriant grounds of Sutro Heights, where a

benevolent old gentleman of fliat name lives. The day

we drove up there he was just sitting down to dinner

with a number of cliildren from a 1-lebrew orphanage,

whom he had invited to spend a happy holiday in his

lovely gardens.

There are many other beautiful expéditions to be

made by those who allow themselves enough time to
29 7 --')d
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see San Francisco in comfort. One or two pretty

islands in the ba invite a visit and the environs- of

Oakland are far more interesting than Oakland itself.
Piedmont and Alameda are two of the places best -

worth seeing, but these should be taken oik separate
days to be thoroughly enjoyed.

San Francisco has some capital cIubsý One of these,
The Olympie" has a splendidly arranged gymnasium

attached to it and pretty homelike rooms above, with.
piano, books and magamnes of every description, where
we spent one pleasant afternoon devouring illustrated
English papers after our long fast from English news.

The one great drawback, to a peaeeful life in San
Francisco is t«he terrible amount of fires which take
place there. These are, of cour..Ie, more common. all
over the United States thau with us on account of the
large number of wooden houses; but the plague seems
to have culminated at San Francisco, and this doubt-
less accounts for the great perfection to whicli the- Fire -
Patrol of the city has-been brought.

During the few weeks spent in a private house with
my friends, I do not think we ever went to bed without
being disturbed at least once in the nighrby the ringlng
of the fire-bells. By-the-way, I would advise people who
stay with friends in this city to make sure beforehand
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that the 111:fire card " has not been left in their bedroom,
otherwise théy will be disturbed at least once, possibly

twice, in the night by some one rushing in to identify,

the quarter of the town where the fire has broken ouf

by the number' of'times the bell rings Each division

of the toWn has. its spécial number, and when' the fire

breaks out this number is rung by the bells to warn

the intabitants li'ving in or near the same street.

My friends told me that When they first came to live

in San Francisco those constant alarms of fire were

most agitating and distracting. On more than one

occasion the fire had broken out on, their own avenue

and within a few doors of their housé. But thé' arrange-

ments are so perfect and the fire, as a rule, is subdued

so quîckly, that by dégrées they have learnt to take

things quietly, even when the fatal numbà of their
4 own district is pealed forth.

One of the San Francisco sights is to go down to the

fire brigade in a back street near thé Palace Hotel to

see the parade, whieh takes place every day on the stroke

of twelve o'clock noon.

At that instant the trap doors from, above are let

down, the men come tearing through the roof on the

waggons, the horses rush out from their stalls to take

their special places, the horse collars are suapped on by
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springs, and the harness, which has been all suspended-

from the ceiling, faUs down on them as they get between

the shafts. AU these latter contrivances are managed

by trap-doors, which liberate the supporting cords, and

which are them'elves set in motion by one touch of au

electric bell, which gives warni-ng of the fire to men and

horses alike. The clever thi-ng is that the horses never

mîstake the sound of this bell. for the electric bell in

the same place used by the superintendent for private

business, althoug«â to us the two seemed almost

identical. 1 1

The whole performance takes just eight seconds, and

passes before your eyes like a lightning flash.

The tbree trap-doors are in the flooring of the room

above whereý five or sîx firemen are lodged.

They sleep in a flanneljersey with boots and trousers

combined,;%t the foot, of the bed. - A string attached to

the bed-elothes tears them off when the alarm is given.

One bound out of bed sees them arrayed in boots and

trousers at the same instant; another, and they slide

down the stout brass pole in the middle of the room or

through another trap-door on' to the fire-engine itself,

where tarpaiilin cloàks and hats are let down upon their

lieads, and the toilette lis complete.

It must be au ardnous life where fires are so constant,
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but the men seem, very happy and cheerfÙ15 and one of

them. showéà us with much pride the billiard-room,

piano, reading-room, &-c., where any spare moments

can be pleasantly spent.

No- doubt the excitement keeps them. up and the

active life makes them, contented. Moreover they

must frequently receive han'dsome gifts from. grateful

hôuseliolders. The billiard-table had been a recent

donation of this kind.

The man who showed us over the place and spent

much time and trouble in explaining all the details,

expected no Il tip " although we had taken up more

than an hour of his time.

Had I gone alone I should most certainly have con-

sidered that he had earned his dollar nobly, but my

American fiiends would not hear of such a thing.'

The-y pointed out to me with much pride how différent

this was from. our extortionate English ways where a

man expected payment for the slightest civility. This

is true, but these axe isolated cases in my ex-

perience.

So far as hotel life is concerned the system. of ti ipping
in Amerie:a obtaïns quite as widell and on a far / moré

ruinous s'cale than in any English hotel where it has

been my fate to stay.
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I shall, hoivever, have more to say upon this sub ect,

later and will therefore reserve my remarks.

Of course we made the usual expedition -to China

Town, where the fortv thousand Chinese of San Fran-

cisco congregate, living in a regular township of their

OWD, but amidst the most crowded portion of the City.

The streets are narrow and winding and dark, and the

opium dens crowded and oppressive; but t-Lere are one

or two picturesque buildings sucli as the Joss House,

Theatre, Restaurant &c., and the Chinese lanterns

hanging all down the streets from the walls and roofs

of such places give a quaint uncommon look and a dash

of romance to the squalid surroundings.

The Chinese restaurant is quite an imposing edifice,

and is very prettily decorated, with carved and gilded

wood-work.

Rather a superior class of Chinese were lounging about

here, with tiny plates before them, and glasses the size of

a walnut to hold the rice whisky whieh seems to be their

"Il patticular vanity." Beetle nut and cocoa nut made up

into diminutive rolls with a sort of cabbage leaf lay on

the tiny plates for chewing. This no doubt accounts

for the Chinamen having such -beautifully white teeth.

The lodging houses are miserable places, tier upon

tier of wretched rooms where two or more Chinamen
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lay huddled, toge ther smoking opium. This. is doue

through thick, long bamboo pipes; the opium be'ng

smeared over a little hole at the side and smoked close

to a tiny lamp, clouds of the smoke envelopincr the

head of the snfoifér.

The performance was far morelprosaie than one would

expect from the descriptions so often given of the pro-

cess. I saw no comatose or stupefied victims to'opium.

On the contrary, the men seemed cheerful and happy,

but utterly common-place and by no means eestatie.

The dense crowding and want of air in some of these

dens made the atmosphere most overpowering to any

chance visitor, and we were glad to move on to the
tjý

theatre, which we approached through the green room,

in the most *anceremonious manner, pushing past

actors and actresses in various stages of dishabille,

their grotesque garments and highly-rouged cheeks

offéring a curious contrast to the -peaceful occupation of
> sipping rice whisky or plying chop-sticks in some un-

savoury looking mes% of soup and cabbage in which all

were indulging during the few moments of relaxation.

The theatre itself was packed with delighted spectators.

An interminable historical tragedy seemed to be going

on drums were beaten and metal plates clanged

together during the whole performance.
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The noise was deaféning, and the poor actors grew

purple in the face with the exertion of screaming down

drums, cymbals and one anotber for all talk Àt the

same moment and naturally at the very top of theit

voices. Thé hideoiis effect ma be more easily

imagined than described.

The stage properties were of the simplest kind and

chiefly conspjeuous by their absence, but some of the

dresses were magnificent.

Then we wandered througgh more of ,ýhe closely-

p acked opium dens and several of the lodging-houses.

One miserable little room was in perfect darkness. A

poor paralyzed woman ow-ned it and bad turned in for

the night, but she got up and struck a light on hearing

our guide at the lateh of the door and seemed delighted,.

poor old soul, with the véry modest ten-c t piece that

he gave her to make up for the int on.

Everything in China Town wor seeing is either up

three flights of steps or apparen ly down in the very

bowels of the earth, and the expedition is consequently
jit

one of no small fatigue.

Much'gambling goes on here and large fortunes are

-RW lost and won, sometimes at a single sitting. Dominoes

V seem to form a special attraction, but a good deal of

money passes in the more simple gambling process of
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odd or even 'a handful of coppcr coin being em-

ployed, but the real amount at stake dependinom of

course on the betting, which is fast and furious.

Numbers of eager faces line the sides of the long

tables where the gambling goes on, à lighted candle

being invariably placed underneath to keep off the

devil or to propitiate him if he arrives.

Every dwelling-house has -its little altar with a

painted god presiding (generally Confucius), and below

lights are burned in honour of the devil.

The Joss -House is small but very ha-ndsome, and

decorated with fine carvings and beautiful embroideries.

On the altar are three or four large metal bowls, full

of the ash-es,,of'the tiny sticks of incense burnt here.

Outside is the little altar to* the devil. The Chinese

--- devil must be very easily deceived, for on the altar

in the Joss House itself were some slips of paper whieh

were 41 Money for the Devil 1 "

Very few women are to be seen in China Town. In

general the Chinamen come over only for a few years,

leaving their wives and families in China.

When they have made S100, they return to live as

gentlemen of property in their -own country,

There is much slave trafficsub rosa in China Town.

In fact the women are all slaves, and are valued at
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from $1500 to $1,600 a head. A landing tax of some

$400 has to be paid, whieh has been started of late

years to discourage the enormous migration of Chinese

to, California.

-Mén., however who traffic in these women slaves

import them from China, pay the capitation tax and

sell tliem privately for a sum sufficient to cover all

expenses and allow a good commission.

Thýe squalor and misery and dirt were very distress- v

ing, and impressed one with au idea of the hopeless-

ness of trying to raise such people from, this purely

ardmal life to any higher existence,

My San Francisco friend assures me that the Chinese

domestic servants do n(j-t come from this lowest class

in China Town, and are better housed when they

return to their native quarter during the intervals of

service. She has -Chinamen in her own house, and
these- Ily depart for a fort

casiona night without rhyme

or reason,, saying they,11wanted to.-go, to, sleep," and

retire to Chi-na Tovm, generally being sufficiently con-

siderate to provide a substitute until some fine morn-

ing the original," Gow Dow " or 111 Ling Chee " returns,

liav-ing had 111 his slee (sleep meaning opium, no

doubt) and bei'ng prepared for another spell of

!Fil
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The vexed question of Chinese labour îs a diffièûIt one

to understand, one hears such diametricýHy opposite

opinions from different people. With,,ý"'ome of these,

there is no word bad enough to deséribe the Chinese.

They are cruel, rapacious, possessed of every vice and

no single virtue. They corrupt the American youth.

They take money from the natives and carry it out of

the country, paupérm**ng those who could work, but

w«ho are forestalled by these abandoned wretches."

That is one side of the picture.

On the other, hand, the ladies who' have Chipese

servants. assert that they are the most childlike, tract-

able, faithfal creatures in the world, capable of great

devotion and self-sacrifice,, and infinitely pleasanter to

dear with than the Irish,- who'they assert will leave

you without scruple at a moment's notice and are most

unbearably rude whilst they remain.

These latter partisans affirm that the whole Chinese

crusade is -simply jealousy on the part of the Irisb,

who won't work themselves and who cannot bear to see

others working and making money., According to

thém, the Irish resent Dot having a monopoly able to

command, the market and to be as lazy and insolent

as they c'hoose, knowing that their services are indis-

pensable.
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Probably the truth lies as usual between these two

extreme views of the question. It seems to be a

matter of supply and demand. If the Chinese servan-'-s

prove more eligible than the Irish, they will be pre-

ferred, to the latter in spite of any patriotic scruples.

A hastily and very hazily formed idea that it might

be worth while to include Vancouver's Island in our

trip haël been very much nipped in the bud during

our Yo-Semîte Valley expedition. Cariously enough

no less than three indepenident travellers on the same

coach had strongly advised us against the step.

There is nothing on eartà to be seen there," they

said. Why do you want to go ? Puget Sound is

just a liuge sheet of water. Victoria might be

interesting if you were in the lumber trade, but from,

the tourist's point of view you will be wofully

disappointed."

This was certainly discouraging, and coming in

pretty much the same words from thr'ee distinct

sources, it seemed foolish to cli-ng to the scheme,

especially as time was now becoming an object.

The Yellowstone Park and the Rocky Mountains

still remained upou' our programme, and my friend

was anxioüs to pay a long promised visit to, Australia

without much further delay.
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Fortunately for us we chose as usual to j udge for

ourselves, otherwise we should- have missed one of

the most beautiful and interesting bits of our journey.

My only regret is that we allowed so little time for

the expedition, but- this was as much a question of

health as of listening to the counsels of the unwise.

It is difficult to imagine what would satisfy those

who condemn Victoria and Puget Sound as being

without beauty or interest. Probably the celestial

regions would strike them in the same light and prove

equally disappointing.

On July 9th we left, San Francisco with many

regrets and sailed for Victoria, Vancouver's Island, on

board the S.S. 1,1 Queen of the Pacifie."



CHAPTER IV.

VANCOUVERS ISLAND-YELLOWSTONE PARK5, WYOMING.

VI

THE voyage from, San Francisco to, Victoria occupies
Aý4

three days and is generall fairly rough. Good sailors

would have thought our experience a favourable one,

no doubt, but to an extremely bad sailor thereare no

degrees of maritime misery.

If tlie sea is not as smooth as a duck pond you are

bound to, remain in your berth, and a little tossing

more or less does not seem. to make much différence.

There is generall a good. deal of swell on duringy
this special voyage,' which, is more trying than the

rolling and pitching of a heavy sea.

Many of our fellow-passengers were> bound for Port

Townsend on Puget Sound, where they would changeaV

steamers -and make the,, Înteresting Alaska expedition,
n -days.

so, much in vogue' ow-a

I have been assured-that the Alaska icebergs and

snow mountains are far grander than anything to be

1 confess to some scepticism on thisseen in Norway.
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point, not having yet met any one person who knows

both countries,

K-nowi-ng Norway myself, I. was all the more anxious

to make the Alaska trip, especially as we were going

to the very starting point, but it would bave required

another three, weeks at least and we were reluctantly

obliged to give up the idea. We met many people

'later in the Yel1qý7stone Park who had made the

expedition and all spoke of it with much en-

ihusiasm.

It -is in fact quite a pleasure trip and offers no

dîfficulties, and therefore not much adventure. A

steamer, well fitted and well provisioned, takes up,

passengers at Port Townsend and for some two or

three weeks cruises round the inland seas of Alaska,

touýting àt the various points of interest en, route.

There is, no accommodation for travellers on the

mainland, but as all the finest mountains, glaciers and

icebergs may be seen close to the, coast, people are

not tempted to leave their floating home for more

than a few hours at a, time. Sea-sickness is unknown,

ancito crown all, the expedition, when you have once

arrived aý Port Townsend, is far from an extravagant

one. I cannot remembér the exact calculations I

madê at the time of the probable cost, but- believe
VOL. Il*' 28
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that a pound a day would nearly cover all expenses,

exclusive, of course, of wine.
1 We reached Victoria on the morning of the third

day at about-half-past five, but did not land till after

six O'clock. ..................

For the last hour we had been on deck,, watching

the lovely coast line to our right, the snow mountains

in the dim line of the horizon and the exquisite little

bays formed by arms of the land stretchiiag out

towards the open sea.

Victoria is one of the-most beautiful places that

é an be'-*magi-ned. The town itself is small, scattered

-ý1ý and dusty-looking, but the situation is magnificent.

It lies at the extreme end. of Vancouver's Island,
1stretching all over these beautiful knolls and curves

of green land covered witli firs; low hills lie all around

and it faces the gulf of San Juan de Fuca, b"i d

which rise the magnificent mountains of the Olympian

range in the Washington Territory, on the mainland

of North America.

These Olympian Mountains are more beautiful than

I can describe ; such an endless -vista of palest blue,

purple and azure!

They are all snow-capped, often almost enveloped

in, cloud and just rise above the fleecy clouds their
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-q, till whitbr heads, looking as though they belonged in

reality to the skies, from which. they would seem. to,

have dropped.

l This, îs- the view south of Victoria and facing Êuget
ound. On the eastern mainland is another glorious

range of snow mountains, beginning with Mount Baker

and the famous Mount Shoshonish.

MTe had the very greatest difficulty in finding rooms,
owing to the rush of visitors to Alaska, a week

4 sea from, Victoria. This has given a temporary
,11 season" to the. latter plac e during the summer
montlis.

There is only one decent hotel in the place, the
Driade " and our first day was spent more or less in the

passages, waiting for the chance of sonié rooms be-
coming vacant and not able to open evena Gladstone
bag after the- misery and discomfort of the sea

voyage.

The day was brilliantly fine and it seemed quite
wicked to lose any more time, more especially as our
frequent meSsages and even visits to the hotel office
were utterly vain so far as gettiDg any accommodation

was concerned.

Having sat upon our boxes in the corridorSor some
hours, we determined to trust to the chapter of acci-

28-2
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dents and leave our night's lodging a still unsolved
problem. 1

We therefore éhartered a carriage about two p.m.

and had a glorious three hours' drive.

Our"first point was the NavalYard, where we were

not allowed to enter, much to our indignation, as

British subjects, at present under the British flag.

Our driver tried to console us by suggesting a visit

to the big man-of-war, lying just thé-n in the har-

bour; but we had seen men-of-war befor'e and we had

never seen the Naval Yard of British Columbia. How-

ever, they could not prevent our notici-ng a fine stone-

lined dry dock close at hand, which was in course of

building, and evidently a matter of great pride to the

British Columbian subjects, as it might well be.

I was still more interested in a wonderful old

wooden craft with five masts lying in the harbour. It

is the very first ship that sailed on the Pacifie Ocean

more than fifty years ago.

Further ou we saw a, most primitive old mill and a

few tumble,-down houses, exquisitely situated on an

arm. of the sea. These were the first mill and the'first

settlement of the Hudson's Ba Company, which ap-

pears to bave appropriated all the best -of the land here.

The trees on the island are not very large but most
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àbundant; firs, cedars, sycamores and a great number

of the manzanita trees with their mahogany-coloured

stems whieli ' we- had seen so constantly in the Yo

Semite valley.

Honeysuckle and sweetbriar abound in these lovely

Victoria lanes, and the whole landscape is smiling and

green and dotted over with pretty white cottages.

We drove past the goveînor's house, a quaint low

stone castellated building where royalty is housed when

it visits the island.

The late governor, Sir James Douglas, married an

Indian squaw, who- is -now a much respected widow,

living in the town of Victoria and called always Il Lady

Douglas."

We drove over a promontory called Beacon Hill,
which. commands a grand view.

To our left lay the mountain range of Tacoma, facing

us were the beautiful snow-capped Olympian Moun-

tains and, stretching far behind, the exquisite coast line

intersected by tiny arms of land and inlets of the sea

nestling'amongst which lies Victona.

It would be hard to conceivé any scene more ex-

quisite in form and colour. It is the very essence of

poetical feeling and imagination.

The heat in Victoria during the summer months is
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very great from ten a.m. till five p.m.; ' on the other

hand, the daylight lasts till quite nine O'clock and the

last four hours are delightfully cool and refreshing for

riding or driving.

We féel ourselves quite upon British ground once

more - and something in the looks and ways of 'the

people reminded one constantly of Canada, only that

British Columbia is so much more beautifal.

The winter 'here is ý"'p, but not very cold, more

like au ordinary Engli Winter than a severe New

York season.

The best time to visit Victoria is from. June to Sep-

tember. This is also the chosen time for Alaska, which

can be combined with a few weeks in British Columbia.

Jaly and August would be the best months for that

trip, as June is still foggy and the air very cold in

these northerly regions. e

Another day, to avoid the heat, we made an early

start on féot, for a second view from. Beacon Hill.

It was quite a long tramp, but fully repaid us for the

exertion. The r'oad led through some beautifal woods,

emerging at length on to the green sward of the cliffs.

We returned by the Government buildings, some low

red bungalow-shaped, houses, and au old drill hall

conta**ng some pleces of artillery,
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Another lovely drive took us through Lover's

Laue to a park where the trotting matches take

Place, but which is not otherwise interesting nor

beautiful. Victoria has a- pretty little cemetery on

sloping- ground, facinom the straits one quarter of

this is devoted to the Chinese graves. The day

before we drove there a grand Chinése funeral had

taken place. A rich Chinamau had died, and the

whole Chinese population had turned out in carriages

of every description to partake of the great féast

which is prepared on such occasions, "dressed pig'e

forming one of the favourite dishes.

In this case the poor man had not been absolutely

buried in the cemetery, for his body was embalmed

to be sent back to China. They had, however,

couve-ved the body ý in its three caskets -to this

pretty, peaceful. spot, where their funeral service

took place and the funeral bake-meats were dis-

eussed. The body was then taken back and shipped

off at once.

Wisliing to see Pagét Sound thoroughly, we had

arranged to go by steamer from Victoria to Tacoma,

on the opposite mainland, wliieh would take us right

through the sound in about seventeen hours,

The weather was unfortunately rough, and after
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watching the beautiful scenery for ovet an hour, we

were glad to lie down in our cabin until we reached

Port Townsend (in four hours) and had our first view of

snow.;peaked Mount Tacoma, whieh is tli chief féature

of the sound scenery. Mount B,%ker, with its beautiful
î snowyraDge, was still visible, bathed in glorious pink

tinges from, the after-glow of the setting sun.

.-P At five o'clock next morning we were up,-watching

the beautiful--morning tints and amusing ourselves

with the numerous sea-urchins whieh -abound in these
Ai waters. Some are gaily-coloured sea anemones of

orange enmson and brown others again looked
s

like slices of lemon in sliape and coloure

At six a.m. we reached Tacoma a flourishing little

town high up on the cliffs.

We had passed various villa'e settlements on the9
sound, our steamer putting in at most of them, to,

land pa ýengers or goods.

The' numerous islands in the sound are very

beautiful covered with fir'trees and rising up so,

golden green from the dark blue waters.

Unfortunately in many cases, the trees on the

shore have been terribly burnt, and their blackened Mr

trunks and branches look very melancholy and detract

much from the otherwise beautiful scenery.
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At seven o'clock wé'were once more in a train on

the mainland, and bound for Portland in Oregon.

The heat by this time was intense, and the scenery,

although pretty, rather monotonous, consisting of

emdless woods with short undergrowth of brack, and

every now and then small clearinors for farm-houses

and cottages.

The chief interest lay in crossing the Columbia

river in our train by an enormous ferry."' The whole

train, engine and all, was run on to this huge boat,

which was êomposed of a double line of rails, and

when we were safély Il on bpard " she steamed slowly

aeross the river with her heavy-load.

Many of the passengers got out of their carriages

and crossed on the boat itself, but'we had been warned

that we cEd so, at our own risk, and thought it more

prudent-to remain inside. Moreover, there was much

more upyelty about crossing a river in a traii?, than

standing on the boe below. 19ý

On the other side we weré run up once more on

to the Éegular lines and found a dining car in readi-

ness, the third during our nine montbs' experience

on this -continent, including the one between Boston

and New York-.-

We were now on the Northern Pacifie Line..- and
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had been told how much comfort and convenience'

would there be found.,

The food was very fairly good, but the attendance

most wretched, as they only provide one waiter for

either side of a long and crowded railway dining

car.

Most of the food ordered -was already "out," and

we sat swaying backwards aud forwards in the burning

sun which was piercing throiýgh the car windows,

vainly beseeching the one over-driveu waiter to take

our order.

Finally, after spending au hour and a quarter in

au atmosphere, like a cucumber frame we came away,

having Ead two or threè spoonsfal of soup, two square

iaches of fish, and a small piece of rather tough

spring lamb," coffée too cold to drink, and, some

ice which -was far too hot to, be eaten.

We reached Portland, -the Oregôn capital, in, tlie

early afternoon, ve.ry hot 'and very dusty, to find

the heat still more trying. and oppressive in 'the

city than anything we had yet -encountered in our

ourney thither.

Portland is a busy, thriving and perfectly uninterest-

ing American city of some 40,000 inhabitants prettily

situated on a branch of the Cý1umbia River. It can
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boast the usual amount of Il elegant publie buildings,".,

and being both a railway terminus -(Northern Pàcifie)

and large seaport town, increases-,every year in impor-

tance and trade capacity.

Like many other go-ahead American chies, it bas

quadrupled its population during the last ten yýýgs.

The hotel accommodation was very fair, although

the French cuisine ývas not, perhaps, all that the

fancy of the ma-nager painted it. The heat, however,

was so great in quantity and so overpowering in quality

that we were not tempted to lounge about the long,

wide, dusty streetsmore than was absolutely necessary

to procure tickets for our j ourney to L"Vingstone, where

we should strike south for the Yellowstone Park.

On one of these raids into the town we noticed a

great, stir in the Chinese quarter. The usual bake-

meats were displayed in barrows-the inevitable ga'-

nished pig, ducks, rabbits little plates of various-

vegetables ; and carriages fillgd with Chinese -who

were beating- heavy drums and cymbals : a funeral

was evidently on band. On inquiry we found that a

Chinese womau had killed herself the previous day,

and this sort of Chinese Il wake " was being held in her

honour. F
In order to see the far-famed Columbia River, we
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had arranged to go by steamer as far as "the Dalles"

(11 or 12 hours from Portland). This takes in all the

best part of the river scenery. Hence we were to go

by train to Livingstone, and on buying our tickets we

made two discoveries concerning the Northern Pacifie

line.

In the first place, the travelling on that line is

very expensive compared with other American lines,

and, secondly, their scale of charges is arranged some-

what curiously.

For instance, we had to pay the same sum (50 dols.)

to go to Livingstone that we should have paid to go on

just double the distance to St. Paul.

There' was no explanation given of the fact that the

company expected you to pay as highly for travelling

1,000 miles as for travelling 2,000 miles.

It is, doubtless, a question of competition. From

Portland to Livingstone the Northern Pacific has a

monopoly, and can charge what it likes; but between

Livingstone and St. Paul, it comes into competition

with other lines and must regulate its prices accord-
A, ingly.

We were up at five o'clock on the morning of our

start from Portland, and on board a fine large steamer

by 7 a.m.
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The day promised to be a very hot one, even at that

early hour and falfilled our worst féars.

Some little children were brought on board and

placed by their father in charge of tbree nuns who

were returning to, their convent, a few miles further

up the river.

Two of these nuns were uninteresting, but the third,

a dear old sister called Il Mother Joseph," was, in truth,

a born Il mother," and had a charming face. The chil-

dren had evidently known hér before, for they flew into

her arms with g.reat glee, and seemed hardly to regret

their father when he left the boat. It was quite melan-

choly to see Il Mot1ýer Joseph" petting and making

much of the little creatures, understanding their ' little
Ways and fancies so well with all the divine patieiice

and unselfishness of motherhood.- What a waste of

good Imaterial 1 However, it would be hard to blame

the conventual system too strongly.

It is not only amongst 11uns that we find motherly

hearts forced -into unnatural channels, often overflow-

ing to the childrén whose real mothers are only bored

and worried by their responsibilities,

The scenery of the Columbia River is quite as beauÉi-

ful as it had been painted to us. The river is wide and

sweeping, "and yet not on such an enormous scale as to
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lose all beauty or outline, as is the case with several of

the famous American rivers, which. are more like

oceans. Then, again, the beautiful snow mountain,

Mt. Hood, was always before us, and a chain of ex-

quisitely tinted blue and purple mountains in the

distance.

From Portland to, the Cascades this description holds

good. Thence, on to Il the Dalles," the river becomes

wider and coniparatively tame.

We passed a very curious collection of rocÈs standing

put bleak and bare and serrated, to our left, called Cape

Horn.

There were also one or two waterfalls, pretty and

graceful, but seeming small io us after our Yo-Semite

experiences. ,é

At one oeclock we had to leave our steamer at the

Lower Cascades, and'gq by train for six miles, to re-

embark at the Upper Cascades for Il the Dalles."

The rapids at this point of the river prevent- a

Wteamer plying to and fro, and necessitate this transfer

to a second boat. We had some pleasant companions

on board, more especially an American gentleman who

resembled aScotchman in appearance and an English-

man in speech. He had lived for eight years in Eng-

land, besides having travelled much on the Continent,

oi
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and had consequently lost his Yankee prejudices, and

grafted a wise liberality of judgment on to the Ameri-

can freedom. of view and speech. Two of our other

companions were a pleasant young Prussian doctor of

science, from Berlin, and a man 'from New York who,

claimed to be English, but who had lived out of the

old country " for thirty years, and who, like many of

his class, was more bitterly prejudiced against his

fatherland thau aiiy féreigner could be.

He considered Ilthat an Englishman abroad was

the most contemptible being on the facè of -the

earth."

Haviiig -no inclination to take up the cudgels with

such au adversary, we left him and his Aiiglophobia

alone.

Meanwhile, the heat, which had been steadily

increasing, became al-ost unbearabie. We found out

afterwards that we had been travelling with the ther-

.mometerat 10a" in the shade.

At seven o'clod-Iz- in the evening, on arrival at Il the

Dalles," where we had to wait for three hours, it was

almost impossible to put one's feet to the bedroom

floor ; the carpet burnt. like fire.

At Ilthe -Dalles " we joined the train which had

left Portland at t«hree oýe1oýk_-înthe afteriioon, our
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river expedition having necessitated our earlier morn-

ing start.

A terribly hot night spent in the railway cars brought

us to Sunday morning. As a whole, I think the

scenery of the Northem Pacifie Une, after "the

Dalles" is most disappointing, considering what ex-

aggerated accounts of its superb beauty we- had re-

ceived. We passed two huge lakes, the CSur d'Alea

and the Pend d'Oreille, but these are more immense

thau picturesque. There are some fine gorges, and

one or two grand ""bits," but nothing, I think, that

can justify the wonderful description that one hears of

the grandeur of the line. There are miles upon miles

of long, dreary, monotonous stretches of tufted grass,

with a few trees here and- there, before you come within

any possibilities of gorge or ravine. The travelling,

however, though more expensive, is fax smoother upon

the Nortbern Pacifie thau upon most of the other lines,

and I conclude that the road is therefore better made,

which may account for the higher rates.

Moreover, at long last, the dining car is an accom-

plished fact on this Une, not a reminiscence of the

past, or a mere hope for the future. There are dining

cars attached to the trains, and., after waiting an im-

mense time, you can get a more or less eatable meal
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e4 on board." Between Livingstone and St. Paul the

enormous stretches of wheat :fields make a wonderful

show in August, we are told, and this seems to be one,

of the great attractions of the Northern Pacifie line,

But as we were travelling ouly as far as Livingstone

and a month before the harvest, we gained no benefit

from this fact. A hot Sunda was spent alternatel-yy 
.0 ýSitting outside the cars for air and coming back again

to escape the fierce rays of the sun. Another suffoq at-

ing night, -and on Monday, by 2.30 p.m., we had

reached Livingstone, exhausted our railway tickets,

and were at length, forced to come to a décision on

a point w1lich. had exercised our minds for some

days past.

Should we, or should we not, take a round ticket

'for the Yellowstone Park?

These tickets, which cost S40 each, cover the train

from Livingstone to Cinnabar (about three hours),

take you into-the park, give you five days' board

there, and allow for the various stages through the

park, ît being optional to extend the limit of time

by paying hotel bills when the -five days' coupons

are exhausted. The drawback was, that we wished

*to do one or two things not included in the pro-

gramme, ep2d, moreover, our Yo-Semite experiences had
VOL. H. 29
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put us very much out of conceit with stages, and we

ngement fdr:were hoping to be able to, make some arra

aprivate carriage

As usual, noý oire could give us the smallest informa-

tion or advice upon this or any other point connected

with the expedition, and 'Il Appleton " was of course*

sublimely above detail, recommending, in a general

sort of way, 'Il camping out and fishing and hunting

An American bride and bridegroom, on a honey-

moon trip from Saint Louis, were even more at sea

thau ourselves. At length it ended in our taking the
1ý e1ý

round tickets, trusting to be able to add or alter accord-

ing to circumstances and our own feelings later on.

We reached Cinnabar railway terminus at half-past

five, amidst drizzling rain and found there no station,

only _a wooden shed. It was fýrtunate for us that we

had left our heavy baggage at Livingstone, instead of

bringing it on to, Cinuabar to be left at the depôt
ýý2î 1;

there.

Once more we clambered into a high, covered stage

!j i and bega'n a olting ourney over rocks and mud, which

reminded one too forcibly of previous sad experiences.

The entrance to, the park is not very striking.

Black, bare hills rise up on either side, a river wind-

ing to the trave11ersý_left and- a dreary expanse of bog
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and mud to be waded through, chiefly Il against the

collar." For the first three quarters of an hour the

tossing and jolting were terrible, quite destroyi-ng all

chance of comfort or conversation but matters improved

towards the last half-hour, and I had some interesting

talk with a pleasant American, who had lived much

amongst the Indians and took a hopeful view of them.

He believed ý more in education than 'heredity -aiid'

thought they possessed some very grand qualities-

being made so fierce and treaclierous chiefly by the

ill-treatment, and cheating of the whitýes, who pauperize

wherever they . go. He mentioned the case of one

Indian village he knew well, where the people had

lived in clean little Il doby " huts, and were busy and

happy until the railway came t'here. A year later ha.

saw those people again and said that the change which

had come over them was enough to make oues heart

ache. They had become drunkards, liars and thieves;

utterlv de raded-, lazy and useless; just living from

hand to mouth, upon goverument, and having lost all

self-respect. Where such opposite opinions'are given

as the result of persoual experience, it is impossible

for any outsider to come to a conclusion on the

subject.

The Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel was to be our
29-2
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first resting place in the Park, and our last experience

of comfort and civilization, before going farjher afield.

The hotel (86) was quite new, barely opeiaed and

still smelling strongly of plaster and whitewash;

large and roomy and very fairly comfortable. The

first view from it of the famous Minerva Terrace is

disappointing. 1

The hotel stands on a plateau, shut in by hills,

some 7,000 feet above the sea and is not unlike Las

Vegas Hot Springs in situation.

Facing the hotel, to, the left,'rise the Minerva

Terraces. At a little distance they look like low hills

of chalk and shale, witha few shrubs dotted over their

base; but coming closer, you perceive that they rise

in graduated steps, formed by a sort oý condensed fbam

that appears to be flowing over these 11 Terraces," but

which is in reality a crumbly soft stone formed by the

magnesium and silica deposited by the waters of the

Hot Springs. 1 j

The tints are very beautiful; pure white billowy

snow; then every shade of rich brown, toning up to

crimson where there has beén iron in the deposits;

then again the faint, green and yellow colourrng whieh

denotes the presence of sulphur. The temperature is

unpleasantly liot, but just endurable by me naked
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hand, and the deep turquoise or sapphire blue of the

water makes a striking contrast to the crimson and

brown and yellow deposits which I have already

mentioned..

Near the hotel is a large, extinet geyser, rising up

lik-e a monument of rough blocks of brownish-coloured

silica and magnésium.

Under its eaves, hundreds of pretty little brown and

white birds (a species of swallow) have bÙilt their

nests. These nests are made entirely of mottled mud.

In shape each is like a fair-sized Indian drinki-ng

bottle, thé mouth being twisted downwards. The little

bird flies in through this, and sits looking out of his

home, from the iiarrow porch. One nest was broken,

which enabied us to see how beautifully they were

smoothed inside, although the outside has this rough

and mottled appearance.

It may be as well here to say a few words, for the

benefit of the uninitiated, on the subject of these hot

springs and geyser formations. I have already said

that the Minerva terraces look as though they had

been formed by a thick crust of silicious magnésium

deposit upon the undulati-ug grounds, which, doubtless,
originaliy resembled those of the surrounding country.

Buusen's theory is that where volcanic: éruptions

1
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and hot springs occur, the earth's crust is specially thin

at those points and die boiling, seýething mass whieh

makes the interior of the earth is forced through the

surface, either in' the form of lava, as in volcanoes, or in

boiling water, as at these hot springs.

Geyser is an Icelandie name signifying Il spouter " or

rusher." It is a hot spri-ng which erupts periodically

in basilica or rock quartz. When a geyser ceases to

erupt it is dying out. The- hot springs are chiefly in-

crustations of lime and magnesium, but it is hard to

draw the line between geysers and hot springs.

Some of these geysers rise, on eruption, to a height

of 70, 80, 100, even up to 250 feet.

The rainbow effect of the sun shiDing upon these

spouting waters is very beautiful.

After working for intervals varying from, five to

twenty-five minutes these geysers will subside, some-

times for-an interval of hours, sometimes of weeks and

sometimesevenofmonths. SomeofthemeruptmuchL.,

more frequently than others. For example 1101d,

Faithful " at the Upper Geyser Basin goes off regularly

once ili'Sixty-five minutes; 41 The Giantess " only once

in fourteen days, and other smaller geysers at intervals

of two and three days. .,
The only known and sure connection between any
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two of these geysers is that between Il The Grand " and

41 The Turban," whieh invariably go off and subside at

the same moment.

These are separated by some yards of distance at the

mouths but must be connected subterraneously. The

cones of these geysers are made of silicious coral.

Dr. Halcock (the great Yellowstone authority), in

Washinorton told. us an amusing story of his being in

the Park on one occasion with a number of savants,

amongst whom were one or two scientific Germans. A

great discussion took place about some wonderful- and

novel deposit which had been found in the pool of one

of the geysers. Was it a silicious deppgit, or the result

of the confluence ofthe waters

After much, disputing and difference of opinion

amongst the learned, the mystery was solved. One of

tbe party haël thrown in an old shirt which had been

fossilized by the action of the water. On the Minerva

Terraces, by the way, we found several trunks of trees

entirely covered over by this silicious deposit.

Bunsen's theory of the intermittent action of geysers

is as follows

The boiling point of water depends, as we know, upon

the height of the pressure of atmosphere; the Weater

theýpressure, the higher will be the boiling point.,
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Now .9. 1 .2d' is the usual boiling point, butthis, point

is not reachpd by "these'geyser waters under 219'.
,because t1here is not only tÈé ordinary pressure of the

atmosi)bere to be coDsideréd, but the pressure of the

column of water in addition.
- As this latter pressure is removed by the spouting

of the water, the geyser graduallY cools down. again toý

the ordinary boiling point and the waterssubside, to be

acrain héated up tQ .9. 19', when the play begins once

more.

In voleanie districts Cie earth's crust, being very thin,

is extremely hot; thé rains and snows com e down and

are 'heated by this burning earth 5 rising in steam,

which condenses again to, watèr and is forced up,

carrying with it the silica which !brmý--t1È>-ýcrustation

round the orifice of the geyser.

The steam, when condensing, makes or finds a

reservoir ainongst the 1-ocks for its basin. It runs off

the side of the cone to the river, being replaced either

by soaking in -from above or condensing from be«Low, as

has beeù already described,

When this action of the. steam ceases, the geyser

becomes extinct.

The geysers of Iceland have been longest known

,probably you-nger than tho'e in the Yellow-
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stone whiea antedate Icelaiid ýas Iceland antedates

New Zealland.

In Icelaiid there are 70 sprinors to 200 acres and two

notable geysers.

In New Zealand there are 71 springs to 61 acres of

ground.

In Yellowstone Park 1,300 springs to .92,000 acres 6f

ground.

The geysers in the Yellowstone Park were first

discovered by Cïark in 1806, but Iiis account was -hot-

believed by the authorities.

In 1'871 Dr. Haydon got a bill through CoDgress b1ý
whieh 3 275 square miles were reserved as a national

park to preserve this district from adventurers.

The volcanic area is almost entirely comprisîý'd

within these limits.

C-Teysers ca-nnot exist without the presence of this

volcanic condition, although volcanoes may exist with-

out geysers, properly so called.

The absence of'zevsers in theeast of America is due

to the absence of volcanie conditions there.

Having dej*mined to see the Yellowstone Park as

quietly and comfortably as possible, we began by a' few

.4ays« rest at Mammoth Hot Spn«n- gs Hotel, watching

the rest of our fellow-travelle.rs off on the second
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morning, for their five days' rush thr'ugh the xeyser

district. The rain that -had greeted our arrival had

disappeared, giving place to brilliant blue skies and

beautiful effects - of cloud, light and shadow, which we

watched for hours from our verandah.

We went for daily strollsall over the formation,"

whieh is the teclinical name for the Minerva Terraces,

and learnt much of the shape, bolours and peculiarities

of these wonderful natural-curiosities.

Each evening, towards sunset, the rain came on and

drove us indoors, and more than once we had a

thunderstorm. The hot steam from Minerva Terraces

looked very beautiful then against the angry dark

purple and crimson clouds in the background, whilst

on the other side, a lovel rainbow gave promise of a

clearing shower.

Part of the time also was spent in making arrange-

ments for an indepepdent and leisurely drive througli

the Park to all the objects of interest, which should

give us ten days to see what is usually hurried over

in a third of that time.

We were quite determined to charter our own

vehicle, to have our own driver, and to be utterly and

entirely free from the hbrýôrs of any more publicý

stageing, so far as the Yellowstone Park was èoncerned.
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It was, ho-wever, one thing to form this resolution

and quite another to carry it out, in a place so entirely
free from the healthy breath of competition.

One man had the monopoly of all the stages, waggons

and horses available, and it took us two or three days,

and exhausted a large stock of patience, to coine to

anything like terms with him.

At length, having arrived at the conclusion that we

really did know something about the matter and were

fully prepared to pay liberally for extra comfort but

were -equally prepared to resist extortion, the terms of i, ý1ý

the treaty were duly signed and delivered, and at

8 o'clock one morning we were safély packed into our

very diminutive spring cart, with a melaucholy-looking

and very silent driver in command of the expedition.

The National Park covers an area of 65 miles north

and south by 55 miles east and west,

On the principle of taking life veýy- quietly, we

intended to d-rive only four or five hours the first day

and to sleep at the Il Norris Geyser," where most t

travellers only pause for lunch, ôn their way to the

Lower Geyser Basin. îiý
15

'For the first three miles out from. Mammoth Hot

Springs the road, was monotonous, but we then came

upon some very fine rocks covered with yellow lichen,
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standing boldly out on both sides of the valley and
river and called 111 The Golden Gate."
1 Here we dismounted for a better view, and the effect

of these ruorged rocks in the foreground -with a purple
haze of leafless trees in the background was very
striking.

The springs about the Park destroy e etation to a
great extent, but we passed one -prettily wooded peak

called Bunsen's Peak, after the great scientist.

Some few miles further on came thé Obsidia 1 Cliffs

which, like most other things, are rather disa ný ipg
at first sight.

They had been described as beinor perfectly'black

rocks, composed of gla8s.

.Now they looked very much like any other rock

formations, but where the pieces had been broken off

and crumbled down, the glass-like stone was very

apparent and shone likè jet.

Leaving these behind 'we -drove throuah, some

monotonous woods where the trees had been eut down

and merely s ewn al g the path, for they are not

worth the exzse of transportation.- and only serve to

bank up the roads. Then we came upon a series of

pretty lakes.

First came Beaver Lake, dammed across by green
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turf dams which have been thrown up by the

beavers.,

Swa-n Lake Myrtle Lake, and Mineral Lake were all

as,;sed in turn. These pretty sheets of water, with

occasional plateaux of green grass fringed by pines

brought us at length to Norris Geyser Basin, four bours
le

from. our starfing point. IÏ
This basin covers several acres of white and- coloured

deposit, ground, full of bubbling hot springs, and several

of the smaller geysers areý in the neighbourhood of it.

The little wooden mountain inu where we intended to,

pass the ni ht was much crowded by tourists at the

time of our arrival for it was j ust the mid-da meal

time, and those goïng through the park or returning

from the expedition hâd all met here for dinner. All

the latter looked sunburnt, and most of them were

terribly stung by mosquitoes.

The Norris Geyser Inn could only boast of three or

four wooden chambers all of whieh were occupied when

we arrived, so we went into-a hot stuffy room for some

dinner, and then hearing that our Saint Louis bride

and bridegroom had returned from. the park that

inorning and werécamping out close by, we wandered

through the w"ods and came upon a very pleasant

al fï-esco entertainmente



Mr. and -Mrs. Dozier and some friends had impro-

vised a table from the fallen logs, and were regaling

upon potted meats and lager beer in the open air, to,

escape the beat and confusion t'hat reigned within doors.

They were much exhausted by their rapid travelling,

but full of the wonders and beauties they had seen, and

after some excha-nge of experiences, we returned to our

primitive rooms and to such rest as the flies and mos--ýy

quitoes would allow us.

These rooms are peculiarly simple in construction,

consisting merely of boarded floors, ceilings of brown,

paper nailed over rafters, and walls made of strips

of brown cardboard just tacked slightl' together over

the wooden boarding. Every sound is, of course, audible

all over the inn, and as there is frequeùtly a spare inch

or two between the wooden boards of tSe walls, you can

see as well as hear your neighbours on the Qther side.

Next morning at 9 o'clock our little 111 buckboard

arrived, and we drove on throngh the woods, the

scene being varied b the most beautiful skies, which

seem to be peculiar to thîs Park district. I -have never

seen more billowy, foam-like clouds, of pearly white

against, such intense blue sky.

AU these woods are full of the pretty little ground

squirrel or Il chip munk," which abounds in these
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regions. It is just the size of the ordinary squirrel,

andhas the same brown sides, but. the back is covered

by beautiful stripes of black,"b-rown and tan colours.

These little creatures live in the earth, but come

tearing out of their 'holes on the approach of aDy

stranger, and rush along some fallen tree trunk, look-

ing at you with bright bead-like . eyes and little ears

cocked knowingly to, one side.

We were now driving along by the Gibbon River,

which flows through, the Gibbon Ca-non, and a stiff

climb down the c&àon sides gave us a fine view of the

magnificent, Gibbon Falls.

Three and a half hours' driving from the Norris

Basin broug«àt us to the Lo'wer Geyser Èasin, where we

were to dine, but not to stay until our return journeýy,

as we wislied to get on at once to the Upper Geyser

Basin, where aU the most beautiful sights are to be

seen.

By three o'clock in the afternoon- we had discussed a

very bad dinner, and were ready for the latter half of

our day's work.

-Midway between the tw- places we came upon the
ec Middle Basin," known as Hell's Half Acre. In spite

of such a discouraging name this is a most beautiful spoL.

On one side rises up a huge cauldron of smoke and
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steam, whieh blows across a beautiful little piece of

water called the Prismatie Lake, from the beautiful

colours thrown upon it by the sun shini-na through the

clouds of drifti-n-g-st-ea-m-.

The shores of this lake are also of various coloured

earths, deposited by the hot springs. Here we saw

every shade of crimson rose, -ýnd faintest pink. The

waters reflected the loveliest shades of turquoise and

sapphire blue. The sky had its own lorious and dis-9
tinctive blue tint, and the earth round the lake shaded

off to yellow, gold, dun, and brown, through every tint

of primary colour, the exquisitely tinted vaporous

clouds of steam catching the sun's rays and throwing

them off into rainbow hues.

Such a feast of colour I never saw before, and we were

luckily there just when the suu was at its highest

power.

Close by was a beautiful hot spring of deepest

turquoise blue water, with fringes of deep sapphire,

called Il The Môming Glory."

Further on we came upon some of the noted geysers

of the Upper Basin. Amongst these were the." Giant,"

the Il Grotto, the Il Splendid," a-nd Il Castle a""

of which were steaming, and some bubbling over, but

none in a state of active eruption. The Il C-fiantess
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goes off only once a fortnight, the Beehive every .leileilei
two or three days as a rule, but had been unusually

quiet at the time of our visit. When an eruption is

immînent,-ý a great amount of smoke is emitted,

generally after a loud rumbling noise. Then come

clouds of steam, and finally jets of water, whieh rise

by degrees to the greatest possible altitude of the

special geyser.

Most of these geysers have a cone around them,

rising from. six to ten feet, and composed of the

deposits left by the waters.

The Il Beehive " is so named from, the shape of its

cone., which, is smaller than that of some less important

geysers.

The Il Tynan just opposite 'our inn has a yellow

cone, and resembles a giant spon e in formation.

Ilavm*g secured our rooms, we sat in the verandah

anxiously awaiting the first eruption of Old Fafthfül."

This is a most beautiful geyser in action, although it

does not rise higher than 120 feet, and bein soý 11119
abs o-Tutely regular and dependable sÊares the usual

fate of human beings who possess thesè sterling

quahiLies, and is much less appreciated thau-those wUo,

being unreliable and eccentric, ;ge consequently more

highly prized,
VOL. 1-T. 30
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Our rooms at the Upper Geyser Inn wc..ý.re similar to

those we had just vacated, but the food, if possible,

was worse.

The rarèfied air was most exhausting to our un-

fil accustomed lungs, and there was too much opportunitý

for the study of natural history to make going to bed

an absolute and unmitigated pleasure, in spite of

weary bones.

Having made ihe surly old manager come in to, kill

huge winged beetle that was careerin around my

brown paper, ceiling, I got into, bed, but alas 1 not to

ýs1eep1*

Mosquitoes and moths raged around, and just as I

was dropping off, a second enormous beetle feU flop on

the pillow, and had to, be killed with flapping towels

before any rest was possible.

After 6 a.m. sleep IS impossible in these primitive

inns, and breakfast is punctually at 7.30i a.m. The

old gentleman. who mauaged this special home treated

us aU like a pack of school children.

It was neéessary to get up at a particular moment,

to, breakfast on the stroke of the clock, and to, dine

exactly at 12.30,just when it was most impossible to eat.

In the morning we went for, a stroll on the forma-
U, tion opposite our inii.
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We investigated the orifices of the Il Beehive " and

the 111 Giantess," the latter being remarkable as having

no clone., simply a little lakelet of loveliest blue water,

with blue and sapphire rock linings for its inner

walls.

Then we climbed up the tiny terraces of crustaceous

formation round 111 Old Faithful," nearer home, and

were surprised by the smallness of the orifice out of

whieh t«his great column emerges so regularly.

In the afternoon we took our Il bu-ck-board, and

drove to the Il Specimen Lake," a half-dry bed, where

one can see the process of Il formation."

These specimens look like soft s ongy coral of green,p
pink, crimson, and brown.

They can be easily crushéýdý-hy the foot, and assume

pretty or grotesque forms when left alone to hardèn

gradually.

As the 'I'Splendid," close by, absolutely refused to

41 go off for our satisfaction, we had to drive home

without seeing him. erupt; but after dinner both the

Castle and the Oblong went off, and we had a U
fine view of them, but admired neither so much as our

dear G, Old Faithful."

In order to see some famous el Paint Pots as they
are calledwe took another and far worse road than the

30-2
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one we had come, in returning once more to the Lower

Geyser Basin. On our way we passed a great deal of

the Yellowstone gentian. It is more purple in colour-

ingthan the large sapphire Alpine gentian, and grows

several inches from. the ground, but is similar in form.

and size to the Swiss species.

Carpets of gentian are found in the National Park,

also monkshood and lupin in great profusion. but the

wild flowers at this time of year did not compare with

what we had seen in the Yo-Semîte Valley.

Some mile and a half before arriving at the Lower

Geyser Basin W'e got out of our carriage and walked up

a small hill to see the mud or paint pots.

Imagine a basin some 355 by 25 feet, full of seething,

boiling mud of various colours-white, cream., pink,
and crimson-and you will, have a fair idea of the

celebrated Il Paint Pots " of the National Park.

The water beneatli is constantly throwing up this

coloured, mud in the most fantastie and often beautiful

shapes.

Flowers, birdsý-nests, poached eggs - these were

constantly forming and disappearing as'the mud rose

and fell.

It was most fascinating to watch the constant play,

and speculate on the next curious combination, but the
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mud spouts out'sometimes on coats and dresses in very

inconvenient fashion.

There is just the one mammoth Il Paint Potý" but

the pools and springs in it are innumerable,,

Some of the mud is thrown several 'féet into

the air. Many of these springs throb regularly

likea pulse, without being strong enough to,

throw up the mud from their Pink and crimson

breasts.

As we came away, the 14 Fountain," the chief geyser

of the Basin, erupted very beautifully fer fifteeù or

twenty minutes" throwing off its waters in clouds of

,diamond drops, and in quite dîfferent fashion from any

of the geysers we had seen.

Interesting as the Upper Geyser Basin is, it was-a

relief to get away from the strong sulphur surroundings

.after the second days stay there. The densely sul-

phÛrous atmosph'ere, in addition to, the rarefied air,

seeined to affect both appetite and sleeping powers,

and the misery of washing in sulphur water was great,

On this second visit to, the Lower Geyser Basin we slept

there, finding pleasant and quiet rooms in a cottage

belonging to the hoteLý A terrible drive next morning

from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. across Il The Divide " took us to,

the Yellowstone FaUs in the neighbourhood of the
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Yellowstone Cafion, whièh is the most màgnificent bit

of the whéle paxk."

The Geysers are of course extremely interesting, more

especially to, a scientific man, but to, casual observers,

to have seen one good geyser Il go off " is to, have seen

them, all, whereas the glorious Caiion remains a joy

and beauty for ever.

The road thither from the Lower Geyser Basin is at

first very monotonous, through woods of burnt trees,
plateaux of green meadows, and low hills shutting in

the horizon.

For the first three hours the travelling was terribly

severe. We jolted on over stumps and ston-es, several

times having to, ford rivers on our road.

We walked up all the worst hills, for the Il collar

wôrk " was most severe upon our poor horses. I never

saw worse roads. No attempt has been made to clear'

them, and our driver went doggedly over enormous

stones and mots of trees, finisting up by driving

calmIy over two, large fir trees w1lich had been thrown

across the road and left there.

We st-ru:ek here and insisted on getting down, but

the &I buckboard " went triumphantly across the huge

trunks.

A dozen times it seemed absolutely miraculous that
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we escaped an upset, and the fatigue was terrible. We

had taken some very stringy mutton. sandwiches with

us for lunch, as there was no resting place, but it was

absolutely impossible to sit still - anywhere and eat

them, on account of the swarms of mosquitoes that

came round and drove us off.

The prettiest and best part of the thirty miles drive

between the Lower Geyser Basin and the Falls Hotel

is the last seven miles of the road, after the fork has

been passed, vhich. would lead in another nine miles to

the"Yéllowstone Lake.

We reached the Falls Inn, a'most primitive little

house, at four o'clock in the afternoon, very hot, very

tired, and very dusty, and had much difficulty in get-

ting rooms, as the accommodation is limited.

There is a system of telephoning arranged throughout

the Park, but we soon found that it was impossible to,

trust either that our order for rooms would be sent or

acted upon, unless it happened just to suit the conve-

-nience of the aggents who transmitted or received the
message.

The one terrible drawback to the enjoyment of

life at the Yellowstone Falls (after the food, which was

absolutely uneatable) was the enormous size and mad-

persistence of the mosquitoes.
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There were, of course, no such luxuries as mosquito

curtains. For that matter there was not a blind to

any window, in the bouse. It was necessary to hang

up waterproof cloaks and dress in the dark as usual,

but this was a minor trouble compared, with the

mosquito plague,

The Upper Fall is within five minutes of the inn,

but the mosquitoes haunt the place and make it impos-

sible to look out of more than one eye at a time, and

that in the most surreptitious manner. The rapids

above the Fall are extremely picturesque, and the

Uýper Fall is about 160 feet high, the cauldron below

foaming up like a young Niagara.

Next morning we had looked forward to a happy,

idle time spent on the rocks, overlooking this beautiful

fall. Our Paradise lasted some nine minutes, after

whieh we were positively driven back by the horse flies

.and gai tic mosquitoes.

in the afternoon we took horses and rode up a rocky,

mountainous path behind the inn for -three or four

es along the Grand Can'on.

Our way led past the Lower Fall, whiell reminded

me somewliat of the Nevada Fall in the Yo-Semite

Valley.

This Lower FaIl is 300 feet high, almost double the
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height of the Upper Fall, but is so picturesque as

the latter.

Every returning traveller had told me that I never

had seèn and never could see anything to, compare in

beauty of form. and colour with the Grand Ca-non in

Yellowstone Park. Havin '*ýeen more of the world

than many other people, this constant reiteration was

a little aggravating. 9

Beeause they had never seen anything so beautiful,

did it follow that"I must endorse the opinion ?

There is much contrariety in human nature, and I

set out for the Can'on involuntarily prejudiced and

unconscious1y determined not to admire it in any such

extravagant fashion.

But I am fain to confess that in spite of consider-

able experience and great prejudice beforehand, I

must also take rank amongst those who stoutly affirm,

that they have never seen anything to equal it for

beauty. The colouring at first seemed faint and was

rather disappointing, as I pointed ont triumphantly

to, my companion.

By degrees criticism, was disarmed and gave place to

an almost awe-struck admiration. The beautiful,

bold, and sometimes. grotesque forms of the rocks

which run sheer down into the Caùon, often almost-
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meeting those from the other side, combined with the

ma vellous colouring, made up à picture that sur-
passed our most exaggerated expectations.

Theý bold, fantastic forms of the rocks would be

beautiful enough, 'but add to this the most delicate,
varied, and gorgeous célouring that can be conceived,

and the effect is magical.
There may be found every shade; faintest, lemon,

sulphur and orange, blazing white and softest cream,
toning into rose pinrç.; deep crimson and glowing red;
then every shade of brown, from lightest fawn to

deepest vandyke; then comes the contrast of emerald
green trees with the rose pink and 'cream, and above

all, the glorious blue sky reflected in a rushing stream
of foam and faintest green shades,

The sides of the' Can'on are from 300'to 500 yards
apart, and the height of the sides from 1,,200 to 1,ý00
feet.

From Il Look 0 ut Point," about two miles from the
hotel, the best view of- the form4ion of the Canon is

u be had.
There the rocks assume' tbe gmndest shapes,-

staiiding bolder out, far across the Caîion. On the
very top of one crag, right in the midst of the Cafion,
and absolutely inaccessible, was an eagies nest made
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of twigs and leavesý A poor little eagle inside was

crying out pitifully for its food.

A thoughtless or cruel traveller had shot the mother,

but I fancy a kind old eagle friend was going to

take care of the pSr littlé motherless creature, for I

saw her- flying towards the nest as we stood on the

rocky promontory, and after this the plaintive cries

seemed to cease.

We went on for another two miles beyond 41 Look

Out Point " to Il Inspiration Point," the colours be-

coming deeper and more beautiful as we went further

up the Caùon.

At length, reaching our haven, we dismounted and

walked on to the furthest crag.

As Il Look Out Point " gives the best view of the

rock formations, so Inspiration Point affords the love-

liest glimpses of the beautifaf colourin of the Can'on.9
One *great beautyat this latter point is à view in the

middle àistànee of a small but exquisitely coloured.

rock of deepest Indian red, close to, one o

saffron yellow. k

These two small rocks of such intense and burning

colour seem to gather up and focus aU the lovely tints,

around tÉem, giving as it were the key note to the

whole glorious col phony,
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The grand colourî-ng of the rocks is partly due to

the hot-water springs in their neighbourhood, com-

"bined no doubt with volcanie action at some early

period.

I should strongly advise all lady travellers to secure

a horse beforehand Éor this expedition, otherwise one

is tired out before reaching Inspiration Point and apt

to give in and console oneself by thinking that the

is just as grand from one of the other numerous

Cr gs.

The walk was described to us as an easy stroll, but

it is over four miles of good stiff woýk either way.

Several men, tired out with previous exertions, gave

in at Look Out Point, and so lost the most beautiful

part of the Ca'on, for the colouring cannot be seen to'

the fullest advantage at any nearer point.

Imay here-remark upon the great. 1,1 game swindle

of the Yellowstone Park.

The game and the fishing are two of the chief

attractions held out to male, travellers, but as a matter

of fact no 8hooting is allowed, in the park, and notices

,to that effect greet you at every turn.

There is a certain amount of fishing to, be had it is

true, but nothing to, justify the frequent assertion that

the only drawback to fishing in the National Park is that
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the enormous quantity of fish to be caught makes the

amusement tedious.

On the Grardiner River, on our way from, Cinnabar to

Mammotb Hot Springs, there is a boiling spring in the

river, and the proper thing to do is to catch your fish in

the latter and throw it over with your rod into the hot

spring, where it will be boiled in a few minutes.

A gentleman we knew determined to make the ex-

periment and did so successfally, but he had to wait

three hours for, his trout and this could hardly have

been \ entirely due to want of skill, were the fisli as

plentiful as they are represented to be.

It was said that bear and mountain lion miglit be

shot in the park, but no one seemed very eager to avail

«himself of this permission, if it were genuine.

A few years ago the park was overrun by the udians,

but they have been successfully driven away no onlyio
making occasîonal raids from, the north-east cornkr, and

then with a view to theft. The bears "axe more dan-

gerous. They are sometimes tempted by the smell of

the meat hanging outside the tents of campers-out,

and make adventurous descents from their mountain

homes -occasionally, to carry away a few pounds of

savoury steak.

Some of our party went off to the Yellowstone Lake,
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but as that would have entailed another thirt six

miles of driving and there was no facility for camping

out to, break the journey, we gave up the.expedition,

and our friends, on their return, said we had been wise

in so doing.

The drive is a, fairly pretty one, with a view of

«nountains in the. very fax distance, but the lake itself

seems to be chiefly remarkable fdi exîsting at all on

such high grounds, 8,000 feet abovýe the sea level.

It is a large sheet of water, twenty miles long by ten

or twelve mileà broad, and will doubtless repay a visit

when some accommodation for travellers has been made

there, or for those who are camping out and eau there-

fore see it in peace and. quietness.

The food was extremely bad all through-the park

after leaving the Mammoth Hot §prings Hotel.

As all the meat comes from the same place to, Norris

Geyser Basin and is distributed, thence to aU parts,

this must be elliefly the fault of the cooking. It was

always cold, biedly served, greasy and generally uneat-

able and we were reduced living entirely on bread

and butter,

Now, bread and bjýý- with good air is doubtless

quite sufficient U6&dîsbýnent, but it is very wearisome

to be forced to go _through the form of eating othef
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things which only the stomach of a ho'se could

digest.

As the park clivilization is advancingwith such rapid

bounds, doubtless these matters will be look-ed into, and

improeed.

Several people in the Falls Inn elected to go back to

the Mammoth Hot Springs over the trail'of Mount

Washbourne and thence on horseback to Janeys, " a

little inn about twenty miles from, the Mammoth Hot

Springs Rotel.

There is a stage from Il Janey's " to the latter but it

cilly rfàs twice a week and would not fit in with their

plans, so the whole journey had to be macle on horse.

back and occupied two days.

Not feelîng at all able for such an expedition at the

time, we were, reluctantly obliged to glve up the 'idea

of it.

The rest started from the Fàlls at eight o'clock on a 14

wet, miserable morning, which gave no sign of clearing. 1
The ascent, whieh is very steep, took four and a half

hours, but fortunately the sun came out at the last for a
1

few moments and they had -a fine -view of the whole

park from the mountain top.

Another four 'hours of riding brought. them- to

Janeys 'ý'for the 'ight.
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Here a poor little bride of twenty, who had been

overdoing herself very much by going on foot the pre-

vie à y to Inspiration Point, after the terrible j ourney

ftom the LowerGèyser Basin,, completely- gave in.

The disconsolate husband telephoned to the Hot

Springs Hotel for a waggon to take her back, but

by next morning-the young lady (who looked more

like a child of fourteen than a staid matron of twenty)

had-revived and insisted upon riding her horse for

the last four and a half hours, so the cart was sent

on a fruitless errand.

For ourselves, we spent another day at the Falls,

braving the mosquitoes, and then ordered up our ý1'1 buck-

board " to return to, the ýNonis Geyser -Basin by a

new GG stump " road, which, had been barely open six

weeks when we went over it.

There was no mistake about the stumps. The

road had been made very simply, by cutting down the

trees through the woods to within ten to twenty inches

of the ground., 9
Under such conditions, of course, only two-horse

vehicles eau pass.

If you are lucky, the wheels escape the stumps,

whilst the poor horses perform a very ingenious sword

danceamngst-them,1
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If you are unlucky, or the driver careless, the

wheels go right over the stumps, and the sensation

is far from. pleasant, even if you are 'not entirely

upset by the performance. The drive istwelve miles,

and very uninteresting on the whole. We took three

hours and a half over it, reaching--the Norris Geyser

at 7 p.m. A new inn. was being built here, to

be opened îu 1 SS 77, and we were amused to find that

our own old resting-place had only been built six

weeks.

It does not take long to run up brown paper

ceilings and walls, and-these mountain inns -are built

and deseý,te& at a few week-s' notice.

Even the grand-looking red iloofs turn out to be a

sort of pal)ier inc'tché,, made of fire-and-water-proof

paper.

The monetary arrangements forthis expedition are

very convenient for the traveller who is forced to,

have a good amount- of ready ýnoney at band, but

does not wish to risk it in these out-of-thýý_way

mountain inus and expeditions.

You eau lodae all money alad valuâbles in the office

of thé Hot Springs Hotel on first entering the park-,

you can then get a letter of credit, which will carry

you through without a cent in your pockets. Every

VOL. 11. 31
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bed, meal, horse or waggon is eÈtered on this letter,
and the grand settlement is made upon your return.

July is, I think, the best month for visiting the
National Park. In June the snow is often still lying
on the ground, and in August the place is overrun

by tourists and the air begins already to, feel a
little chilly.

The.LNlammoth Hot Springs Hotel seemed the very
climax of civilization on our return from, the park,
and we enjoyed a quiet Sunday there again, watching
a whole party of some seventy or eighty deaf and

dumb people who were to be 'Il personally conducted
through the park, and who came from. an institution
in the Eas'tern States.

It seemed a happy- idea to, féast their eyps upon
such' a sight as the Yellowstone Ca-non as nature
had denied so much enjoyment to, them.

They were almost without exception middle-aged
and even elderly people, and seemed wonderfully
bright and conte«nted. They talked a great deal to, each
other during the meals, using only one hand as a rule.

Their orders had to, be given in writing and were
generally well wr*.tten, but rather deficient in pre-
positions, as we remarkect when the - black waiter
brought us a'few for inspection,
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Before closing this chapter on the National Park,

I would on ce more strongly condemn the too frequent

practice of rushing through all these wonders in

five day%. Physically and mentally alike, it is

mpossible to îDring away any true picture of them.

under such conditions.

-'A fortnight at least is required to see the park

ith any satisfaction, and I should strongly recommend

those who go there without the intention of camping

out not to take any tickets beforehand, but to,

spend a few days at tbe Mammoth Hot SpriÈgs Hotel,

where they will be able to ma-e their own arrange-

ments for a private team, and settle their route in

peace, striking an average of --experience- amongst

those travellers who will from. day to day be returning

from, the expedition.

The slight extra expense of - such a course will be

more thau made up to them. by their extra comfort

and independence.



CHAPTER V.

AMERICAN MINES AND SALT LAKE CITY.

ON the morning of our departure from the Mammoth

Hot Springs Hotel, we reached CiDnabar in time to,

catch the 8.45 train a terribly-ýslow one, whicla took

four hours to, get tbiough a short fifty miles.

On arriving at Livingstone, we were met as usual by

the cheerful intelligence that a Il storm cloud " had

burst and destroyed a bridge 80 miles east, and that

eonsequently our Nortli Pacifie train was hopelessly

behind tîme. The delay might cover four, five,.ten or

even twelve hours!

Th-ere was nothing for it but patience and endurance.

The heat was intense; there was no waiting room. at

the depôt, and no information to be gained by staying

there, so we strolled across to a little hotel run by the

North Pacifie Company, and managed to, get some very

fair food there, returning again for news. None had

arrived and the station master prop«hesied our detention

until midnight at least.



It was now four o'clock in the afternoon, so we

returned to the inn and I had just made preparations

for a little rest there when my friend rushed in to say

that the train had been suddenly telegraphed -and

would come into the station in ten min-Utes.

Tàis is always the trying part of such delays. It is

impossible to, place the smallest faith in any official

assertion or to relax your watch. with security for five

minutes. As tlie train made 'Up a ýgood deal of lost

time, we reazhed Helena (the capital of 31ontana) by

9 e-ýlock in the evening and were driven to« an hotel

in the town which lies about a mile beyond the

station.

Helena and Butte City are now what Leadville was

fiveý years ago, the great centres of the Americau

Mining Interest and we had determined to spend a

day here to see something of the mining district. The

town itself is hot, dusty, andýever increasing in size and

importance,

It is at the base of some hills and is surro'unded on

all sides by the mountains. These hills -are dry and

bare and with no vegetation about tliem, but are rich

in mines, as one may see by the numerous euttings

that have beeia made in them. Thé sun beats down

pitilessly on this city of the plains, whieh has not a tree
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to shade it, and the heat and dust in August were

terrible.

A fellow-traveller at breakfast next morning turned

out to be the stepmother of our host at the Sierra

Madre Villa, near Los Angeles.

She and her husband had come on our train theL

previous evening and were on business which might

detain them for weeks or even months, in Il the city-"

It is very curious in America to watch, the way in

whieh quite elderly women seem able to uproot them-

selves at a moment's notice and go off for months to

some desolate city to live there in a boardeng house or

hotel.

1 suppose there is not the same difficulty in Il leaving

-home" in a country where for the majority there is

no such thing as Ihome " at all, j udging by our

Englisli stancTard.

In the afteîrnoon we took a carriage and drove all

over the hot, dusty town.

There are some good houses in Helena and a great

deal of wealtli in the place, but even the récent 'hiport-

ance of th,8 city is waning now in favour of Butte City,

and many of the 411 placer'e mines -have beèn conse-

quently deserted.

The," placer" mines are ihose where the gold and



silver 1 are comparatively on the surface, mixed up with

the earth itself aiid washed out ftom. it by a very
powerful stream. of water, brought from the surrounding

hills by woodeD aqueducts and directed against the

soil containing the mineral deposits. ?

The force of the water separates the particles of

gold from the surrounding earth, and both flow-together

into a wooden pipe, thence into a wooden receiver,

where, being heavier than the water, the gold sinks to

t 'he bol-tom and is carried away, when the working days

are over at the end of the season, to go throuc,,rh the

ordinary refining processes.

The uncUi-ground mines of course require much,

more labôur aiid more complicated machinery to bring

the quartz up bodily or in the form-of rubble from the

very bowels of the earth.

We saw several of these placer raines being worked

by two or three men, apiece and the earth between the

hills is covered with, mounds and inequalities where

the work has been started, but these superficial mines

seem to have been pretty well exhausted by this time.

Thé sides of the mountains are perforated, by excava-

tions where mining has gone on; but Butte City is the

latest mining craze and has monopolized most of the

labour.
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One of the chief mines in the neighbourhood, of

Relenit is the "' DrLimlammun," about 18 miles from

the city, and owned now 1:ýy, au Englishman, who bought

it from the celebrated Il Tommy Cruse " for a million

zind, a half dollars. ,-'Tommy," however, still retaiDs

some interest in the speculation.

This successful mînér (an Irishman)' begau life

without a cent, always havingfirm faith thà't he should

some day CG strike gold."

His faith was aniply justified, for to-day he is one of

the richest men in Helena. Two months before our

vi'sit he had married, at the age of sixty-five, a young

woman of twenty-six.

A grand wedding took'place. He gave his bride and

his brother S50,000 a-piece on the wedding-day, and

spent, I grieve to, say, S 150,000 more iu making every-

body in the town drunk on the auspicious occasion.

Our driver told us with great pride that he di4j nof\
believe there was a sober man in Helena for three daySý

afterwards 1 '

One' thing I noticed in Helena as a very distinctive

féature of the place, namely, the very great -taste in

dress d4layed by thewomen. 1 r do not miQan magni-

ficence or mere show of costly material, which might be

expected in a rich m*n*ng district, but I was-struck lay
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the real1ý' -good innate taste,, whieh no money can
buy.

Sitti -nom out ou the balcony one evening, we watched

numbers of laffies drivin, and walking in the compara-

tive "cool of the evening," and each one had some

dainty touch about, her attire. It niight be a waist-

band, gloves and bonnet en suite, and contrastincri Z>
pleasantly witý a pretty coloùred own. Aoain, it9 'In
would be a neat toilette of grey and black- ; of fawn and

brown, or rose pink and, rench grey. The white dresses

had all sorne pretty todéh of faint collour about them

whi.--h would be repeated in hat or bonnèt., but never

'11-insisted " upon too strongly.

This' is not a question of moine' for the materials

were generally of the most simple; but the eve for

colour possessed by these 'Il mininom ladies wouïd not

disgrace a Paris boulevard.

Retracing our steps from Helena to Grarrison, I must

confess that- we were more struêk by the -beauty of that

portion of the North Pacifie line than before; but in

Switzerland scenés of equal beauty would be accepted

as a matter of course.

At Garrison we rechecked our baggage for Salt Lake

City, and thence crawled slowly along toButte City,

where a dëlay of five rz six hours in the connection of
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the trains gave us ample time to see something of the

mining in this famous district.

The mines are high above the city and at a distance

of a mile and a half from it.

"Express waggons" pass constantly to and fro for

the use of the miners and mine owners, and we got

into one of these. Being an empty time of day, we

had the vehicle to ourselves and also the advantage of

a guide in the good-natured, rAd-haired young man

who drove us, and who had himself been overseer of,

one of the mines for' two years, so knew eve~ry inch of

the ground.

Butte City is much smaller than Helena, having only

a population of 5,000 compared with the 10,000 in-

habitants of the latter place. This difference, how-

ever, does not strike one at first sight, because Butte

City is so much less compact than the Montana capital

and lies scattered on many hills.

It is as dirty as any "black country" manufacturing

towns, being fuil of mills and smoky chimneys. The

mines are all on the high hills above the town proper.

The whole distance is an ascent, the road being lined by

small houses- and stores. "Centreville " comes first,

and on the very crest of the hill is "Walkerville,"

where the chief mines are situated. The "Lexington,"



the Il Moneton," and tlie Il Alice " are three of the prin-

cipal mines being worked at present.

The Butte City mines are chiefly silver mines. Gold-;'

is found in them., but in very smaU quantities; Iliust

enough to swear by," as our driver said.

There had been great depreciation in silver owing

to some fanchester operations with cotton, and the

prospects of Butte had been seriously injured in con-

sequence. It seemed strange to think that our far-

away Manchester should be affecting this western

mining town so disàstrously.

We called upon the manager of the Alice " mine,

but unfortunately he was not at home. We had

visions of going dow-n the mine in a cage, but never

realized them5 and should, probabljy, not have been

much the wisèrrhad wé doue so.

Amen'ean miners are too busy and practical to waste

time in taking people down in the iron cage, whieh

would entail takinom two men off their work to go down

in charge.

The manager of the Il Moneton Mill " said rather

gmiiàpily that be would -'have gone down with us Ilim-

self, but that he was obliged to go to Butte City that

afterncon and could, not spare the men to go, so we

were foreed tq content ourselves with watching the
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cage ascend and descend with the busy work-

men.

Our driver, however, had leave*to ta-e us all over

the Moneton Mill, and terribly hot work it was!

Wood is burnt in all the furnaces, and I could not

have believed that such terrific.heat could be obtained

from wood fires.

The terrible crimson glow of the furnaces as they

opened a tiny trap-door and - let me look at the whirl-

inor mass of molten mineral- -and earth remains with

me as a sort of hoirrible nightmare.

An immense amount of inery is used in these

mills. The process of separating the silver from the

other bodies (such as lead, quicksilver, lin-le, &-c., &-c.)

are so many and so costly that it is difficult to realize

that the profits can b2,ý very great.

The separation is effected by the varying deorrees of

heat, which melt,.the baser metals and carry them off

in liquid form from. the silver ore.

The quic-silver is carried off in vapour, but being

dropped into water condenses again and is thus saved

from destruction,

We passed great beaped-up masses of loose grey

rubble which had cpme from, the famaces and glowed

underneath. like fire when stirred up by a shovel.



The silver, which has to be refined many times before

it is free from. dross, is placed in small receivers,

,and looked like a fairy silver sea, cold to the touch.

-and of the coiisistency of thick paste. From the mill

we went t-o the mine close by, where two holes in -the

ground, some twelve feet square, were being worked

from-1,000 feet below the surface of the ground'.

AU the miners looked pale and exhausted. The heat

is most enervating and injurious. They earn frôm. three

to, ihree and a half dollars a day, and earn it, hardly.

The overseers are paid four and five dollars a day. Our

driver had been foreed to, give up the wor- after two

yeaxs as a matter of health, and to take to themore

wholesome occupation of driving. Re toïd us he.-never

drove in the morning, but male all his money between

the afternoon and Q'S.0 a.m.

Being asked what he could find to do in the small

hours of the morjuing, he answered that he drove the

men to and from the gambling houses. An immense

amount of gambling goes on in these mining towns,

and the men savè little from their high wages in cou-

sequence. This man used to bè a great gambler him-

self, but had given it up, and said he felt no temptation

to it, and was certainly much better off so far as money

went.
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He thought Butte City was lm roving in these and

other matters. Theold reckl ss pioneers were either

dying out or being suppressed the higher standard

of publie opinion.

Men came to the 44 city " now with wivés and children,,

and this had a softening effect upon the place and

helped to civilize it. There were few 1111shootings

Dow and a year or two ago these had been most com-

moue

1 fear Aonesty is not the strong point in Butte City,

however, for we had met kind old Mr. Sutro in the

Yellowstone Park ý (from Sutro Heights), and he had

been severely robbed the one night he spent at Butte.

Moreover a gentleman travelling at the same time ae-

ourselves had been roused in the middle of the night

by a policeman, who had seen two trunks carried off

from the inn and wished to know if the man were justi-

fied in taking them. It was a case of theft, but I

believe, in this instance, the property was recovered.

Returning to Butte City after our mining expedition,

we took an evening train on the Utah and Northern
'3$

line for Ogden, where we should change for Salt Lake
lmty"

A
We were now on the narrow gauge," and the

sleepers were proportionately uncomfortable. The heat

tif



was so great that it was absolutely impossible to sleep

with the windows elosed, and the sheets were conse-

quently an inch deep in blacks. My face and hands would

have rivalled those of a sweep by morning, but any-

thing seemed preferable to suffocation behind the

heavy 41, sleeper curtains -in such an atmosphere.

The night was very hot, and we passed some great

altitudes, when I was invariably awakened by the

feeling of intense oppression and difficulty in breath-

inge

Àt length, to my infinite relief,-dD-Y broke with the

most glorious colouriing of deep prnk and crimson

abov'ýe and below two lines of darkest purple hue, the

one being the sky line, the otIer the line of hills in the

distaiit horizon.

The jolting of the train on- the narrow gauge was so,

great that several times in the night it seemed as if we

must leave the rails. This is indeed no unusual occur-

rence. A gentleman told me that his son had travelled

on this line a few weeks previously, when the train -did

leave the track and one poor man barely escaped suffo-

cation, for the jar Il snapped to " the spring of Ihis

narrow top berth, closing him inside it. Mercifally

some one saw the catastrophe, and he was extricated

before life became extin'et,
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This possibility is another objection to upper berths

in a sleephig car.

When we ]:lad safély arrived at Ogden, a considerate

friend told us that he had been in the telegraph

department at some station the previous niglit, and

heard some of the instructions w1iicli were not caleu-

lated to cheer nervous travellers. Il The- track is in a

very da-ngerous condition." Drive slowly at suc«à and

such a place,"

The country is bleak and barren until the first

influences of the Mormon settlement begin to

appear.

The whole line, however, is remarkable for the great

profusion of sunflowers. 'These are smaller than ours,

and about the size of a Il single" dahlia, and have

very pretty brown centres.

I trust Oscar Wilde duly appreciated tliem when

he was in the neighbourhood.

Passing through Idaho, we came upon an Indian

reservation of much the same type as those in New

Mexico, only the "Idoby" houses were replaced here

by a sort of Europeanized wigwam. These were not

made as usual with the bark of trees, but by a number

of sticks fastened together in wigwam fashion, and

covered't with modern-looking 611-tenting." It was
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pitiful to, see one poor old Indian, quite blind, who

was being led along in rather ruthless fashion by a

little Indian daugÉter. She had put a leather strap

over her shoulder, one end of whieh was attached to

the poor old man, and she 114 hauled " him along to

beg, as any stray traveUers came in sig«ht,

We stayed for breakfast at Pocatello, and for dinner

at Camp Logan, the famous Mormon settlement, where

we dined at the house of a Mormon said to possess no

less than seven wives. They produced a very good

dinner, the best fowl we have eaten in the States, and

excellent meat. The meat in the Mormon settlementw>

is, however, universally superior to any we have had in

the eastern or western states.

At Logan we entered upon a very diffèrent scene to

the barren country we had just left. Here the valley

îs cultivated and fertile. Irrigation is universal, with

the result of good crops and beautiful shady trees.

Nearing Ogden we came upon our first view of

the Salt Lake, which lies at some 'distancé from. the

rail.

The lake is of immense size, measuring seventy-five

miles in length and thirty miles in breadth. Salt

Lake City is built on the plains, nestling amongst

hiUs. Seventeen miles away lies this immense reach
VOL. Il. 32
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of water, and beyond that again a magnificent range

of, blue mountains.

1 sliall speak later of the great beauty of the lake

itself, to which the ordinary traveller does not do

justice in his absorbing interest in the human element

of the neighbourhood.

The whole valley from I;ogan-,is fringed by immense

masses of bulrushes, whieh grow -hére in the greatest

profusion, and make a beautiful combination with the.
sunflowers.

AU the U*T*gation is carried on from the mountain

streams, and, tlierefore, the rest of the country we had

just passed. Montana and -Idaho, could be reclaimed

in similar fashion if ouly labour and energy were

forthco'ing. Salt Lake City, from its situation on

the plains, is iniensely hot in summer and -equally

cold in the winter, so, does not appear to possess much

advantage in the way of -climate.

The grand wide streets, lined by poplar, boxelm,
and other shady trees, and with running streams along

their whole length, are very beautiful.

The city is intersected at riglit angles by these

widé' imposing boulevards. It possesses t1iree streets

of stores, two of whieh are parallel to one another, and

file third, Main Street, upon which our hotel was
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situated,, runs at right angles to these. The heat on
the night of Our arrival (August 6) was terrible. A

heavy, breathless> thunder-laden atmosphere made life
almost insupportable, aùd our rooms, even looking

north, were like small ovens.
We went to, the Il M'alker House " in prefèrence to

the Il Continental," but I believe a thir-d hotel close
by, called tbýe 11I2ý1etropolitaî,", is superior to either
of the others, but is. not mentioned in the guide-
books.

The day after our arrival was a Saturday, a pouring
wet, raiserable, bot and muggy day.

It was impossible to go out until the afternoon,
when we took a carriage and dxove for some bours all

over the place, the day having'eleared up by that
time, fortunately for our chance of sight-seeing.

Our driver was an enthusiastie Mormon,, Who eme
originally from Macclesfield, in Cheshire, but has

lived in Salt Lake City for seventeen yèars, and has a
wife and four or five children in the Mormon settle-
ment. He talked much of the tenets of the sect, and

spoke with great respect of polygamy as a high state
of living only possible to the best and most virtuous.
He said he had no second wife himself, part.1y because
he could not'afford one, and -partly because he could
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not live up to the high standard required of those who

are allowed this religious privilege.

Salt Lake City is divided into twentyý-two 111 wards."

Each ward has a bishop and a school of its own, as

also, two teachers., who are told off to look after the

moral and religious development of that special ward.

Tbe whole Mormon territory is divided into stakes,

each stake having its own president.

The president of Salt Lake City is Taylor, since the

death of Brigham Young, but he was in hiding at the

time of our visit, owing'to, thé Il persecution of the

The'president has two counsellors, and there are also

twelve apostles. These apQstles seem to possess great

powers, and the president was chosen from amongst

them.

When a 'man wishçs to take a second wife he must

first secure a certificate from. the Il teacher " of his

ward, who seems to be quite a detective in matters of

morality.

He must also have the consent of his first wife,

who gives the ' second wife to him." This always

strikes me a" peculiarly elever bit of Mormon policy.

Finally, the apostle and bishop of the ward must in-

dorse the permission. Such a man must show that he
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is able -to support a second wife, and that his charactei

is sufficiently blameless to allow of his being worthy of

this Il great privilege." ý The Mormons assert that to.

live the true Mormon life is to live the very best and

purest of lives. Adultery certainly seems to be pun-

îshed with Spartan severity. An elder in the City

(whose name I suppress) had always been-highly re-

spected as a man of great mark, aud the husband of

two wives.

Fifteen years ago he was away on a mission in Eng-

land, and had there lived wîth some other woman.

This was suspected, but could not be absolutely proved

at the time.

When we were -at Salt Lake City the matter had

been proved beyond dispute, and, after a lapse of

fifteen years, for this one offence the elder had been

turned out of the community and degraded from his

office.

One of the Poor man's wives (married to him for

forty years) had died only two days before of *a broken

heart, in conseqýience of her husband-s disgrace. 1

did not before know that-'Brigliam Young had had the

contract for the ttah, and Northern Railroad, some

seventeeu years ago, and thus made most of his money.,

We drove past the Beehîve," a small white house

4
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with a beehive on the roof, where some of Briaham's

numerous wives still live; a very picturesque gate close

by, called the Eagle- Gate, from a stone eagle which

mounts guard over it,' and, finally, tfie handsome

modern stone house built for receptions and entertain-

ments, and called the 11, Amelia Palace," after one of
Brigham's favourite wives. As a rule, the richer Mor-

mons wisely have différent establishments for their

various wives, but the poorer members are foreed to

keep two, or even three, under the same roof, and they

declare that there is much less quarrelli-Dg under these

circumstances than in most English hoiiseholà.

We went, into a charming little white cottage,
smothered in trees and flowering shrubs, called Rose-

bank, where we were kindly received by a shrewd,
honest-lookiug Englishmàn., Who lives here with his

wife and child.

-%:'-He came to Salt La«ke City ini 1854, and has been

lâ-èk twice to the old q9untry since then.

He is a Mormon in name, and seems quite content

to _qýe in the city, where he has built his house and

planted every tree and shrub round it, but I imagine

that he has little faith nowadays in the Mormon

-creed. He looked with some distrust at our driver,
knowing him, doubtless, as a good Mormon, and spoke



with evident embarrassment. Had he been alone I am

sure he would have been much more communicative.

No," he said, I don't think much of them. Why

are they all running away and hiding nowadays ?

That is wh.Y I don't think they amount to much. Why

don7t they hold their ground ?

-As -amatter of fact,, 1 believe not more than 5 per

cent. of the ' 31ormon population in Salt Èaýk-e City are

polygamists.

Some cannot afford it; some are not consider d

worthy, and cannot stand the stern investigation f

their lives necessgy before granting a. polygaméus,

Il permit," and others probably entertain our Engâsh

idea that a real Il -home " cannot hold two wiveg. There

are 150,000 inhabitants in the- territory of 'Utah, and

about 30,000 in Salt Lake City; of these latter 14,000

are Cientiles, eDgaged there in trade, railways or

ning business.

We drove away from the lake side of the city

about three miles into the mountains, and came upon

Camp Douglas, a beautiful spot, where the United

States military station is located. It isa sort oiglori-

fied 'I'Presidie.-" Pretty little red sandstone houses

are provided for the officers (married or single); there

are shady trees about, the mountains in the back-
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ground ; a lovely view over the plain s and city of Salt

Lake in front, and, far away, the blue lake itself, with

the line of dark purple and blue Mountains beyoncf.,

Close to Camp Douglas is the deep ravine between the'

mountains, over which came the Pioneers of '47 with

Brigham Young at their head.

They were a band oÉ 140 enthusiasts, travelling over

these scorching plains with no settled plan, but trust-

ing, to a vision from, the Lord to show them, the right

path-

Joe Smîth, their prophet, had been shot before this

weaxy march began. All their hopes were centred now'

in Brigham, and he lay sick on a heap of buffalo skins

in the bottom. of the waggon, as the weary procession

moived slowly onwards.

As they came over this deffle in the mountains, the

bare sage-bush-covered plain lying before them, the

Mountains around and the blue lake in the far distance,

the story "goes that Brigham. rose up from. his rude

couch and looked with dazed eyes around, as though he

saw some vision.

61 Drive on," he said this is the spot whieh the

Lord bas chosen

So they descended into the vâlley, whieh was then as

bare and barren as the rest of the country, with no
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apparent promise of the, wonderful ve etation whieh9 U
shôuld crown their labours of irrigation in the

future.

Here they stopped, and began at once the work of

planting and sowing. By next day many of their seeds

were already in the ground, and the foundations of the

present cîty had been laid.

It is a wonderfal story, and somehow enlists one's

sympathies even against olle's iud-crment.

It seems as if Brigham must'at one time have

believed in himself, to, have wielded such power over

.the multftude.

When wealth came to him, no doubt he lost - his

simple faith and enthusiasm and grew greedy and

grasping. Probably then his visions changed also and

developed into, convenient instruments for gaining his
lown ambitious ends.

Brigham had seventeen wives and fifty-seven

children, many of whom are still alive and working in.

the cityin commercial houses.

There are some really fine, stores in Salt Lake

City; an enormous block of buildings called the 61 Zion

Co--operative Store" is the mosù important of these.

We saw the house where Brigham, Younu's renegade

wife Aune Eliza " lived, and whence she escaped.
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It is a comfortable-looking, pretty, square -white

house, and its appearance is certainly at variance with

the story of her hardships, and of how she was forced

to do washing and other hard household work. Our

young iMormon declared that Il it was only temper on

her part," that she was Iltreated with all possible

kinduess, but was a bad woman to start with, and had

run away from a good husband on accoulpt of his

poverty. Brigham is said to have been in ignorance of

this latter fact. She hoped to have become his petted

and favourite -wife, but failing in this, she is said to

have tried to rouse publie sympathy and indignationý

bv lecturinom upon her wrongs. How true is the

saying, that one story holds good until another is

told!
Our driver had also known Elder and 2NIrs. Sten-

house. I have always felt great interest inthe latter

since reading her book, Il An Englishwomau ý in Utah."

Here again we were to besomewhat, désillusionuffl-.

The man profýssed to, have liked Mrs. Stenhouse

personally, but he declared also that her story was

aU gas."

In her book , sh e , declares that her husband was

forced, to, take another wifé, as much against his wish
A

as her own. -Our Mormon friend asserted that this
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was impossible, that no one is fôreed or even urcred.

to, do so, that it is considered a greatprivilege, only

accorded where seriously desired and where the man

can grive satisfaétory proof that lie is fit for the respon-

sibilify and able to meet the expense.

The 'Mormons assured us that there never was a

time wheu any human being was prevented leaviing

the city the moment he expressed a wish to, do so.

Il Oný the coutrary, we want to get rid of them as

soon as- possible. We want only those here wbo, are

true and sincere believers in the revelation we have

received."

It seems that although any offenc,.m.ý against the

Mormon moral creed is punislied by excommunication,

yet where the offence is not heinous ànd the repen-

tance is co nsidered sin-cere, those who have fallen may

be re-baptized into the Church, and in any case they

are free to attend the meetings at the Tabernacle, which

are open to all.

We hcad purposely arranged W spend a Sunday in

Salt Laký_ City, in order to attend the Tabernacle

worship, which takes plàce every Sunday at two o'clock

in the afternoon.

The Tabernacle has been so, often described that 1

will only remind my readers that it is a low oval
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building,, composèd éntirely of wood, with the excep-1 %, Iýý
tion of forty-six Iqw and very thick sandstone pillars

which support. it. \Do*n below., the building is airy

enough, for the w*'do\s between these stone pillars

are left wide open on eith \r side, but the galleries must

be very stuffy and daik, iý eceiving light and. air only
ffrom two skvliahts in the r

'e '-' 
0\0

The outside roof is of brown wood, put in like bricks.

The inside roof is plainly whitlewashed, but relieved by

hundreds of festooned wreaths ý0f now dead leaves and

shrubs, whicli were put up there for the opeDing

festival many vears ago.

The Tabernacle must be a vè,ry trying place "Ito

fili with -fhe voice even makincr due allowance for

good acoustic properties.

Some 3,000 or 4,000 people only were present on

this particular occasion, so fortunately we were by no

means crowded on this scorching August day. At

the upper end of the immense building is a very fine

organ, built by the brothers.

Seats on either side the choir divide the young men

from the young women.

The worshippers are ektremely proud of their choir.

The singinig was very fair, but slow and drawling as in

a Methodist or Presbyteriau church.
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In--the middle of the platform are four or five red

velvet covered long seats whieh develop into a sort of

pulpit in the centre.,

On these long benches sit the various officers of the

church, counsellers, apostles and elders.

From these central pulpits addresses are made by

those called upon for the purj:ýàse by the authorities.

There appears to, be no pre-arrangement on this

score. On the afternoon of our visit, a young elder

was suddenly called upon who was very evidently not

prepared and we sufféred in consequence.

Below these seats is a long table -covered with a

white cloth, upon which are rangéd rows of silver

tankards containing the water, and silver cake baskets

containing the bread for the sacraments.

The bread is brought in great piles of eut slices,

the elders sit round, pulling it inio, little strips, and

then again breaking týhse into smaller pieces as

quickly as possible, but the process seemed inter-

minable.

Meanwhile the service began.

It was opened by a hymn which might have been sung

in any one of. our own churches. Then came a short

prayer, beginning with- Il Our Father," but -extempore

and ratlier common-place. Then another hymn was

A-MERICA«N MNES AND SALT LAKE C=.
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sung, suitable to the sacrament and referring to the

death and atonement of Jesus Christ. Then au

elder arose, lifted his arms and with outspread hands

like Aaron in the picture books of our childliood,

41blessed t'ne bread." The consecration prayer is as

follows

Oh God, the eternal, Father 1 We ask Thee in

the name of Thy Son, Jesus Christ, to bless and

sanctify this bread to the souls of all those who

partake of ït, that they may eat in remembrance of

the body of Thy Son and witness unto Thee, 0 God 1

the eternal, Father, that they axe willing to take upon

them the name of Thy Son, and always remember

1-fim and keep His commandments, which, He has

given them, that they may always have His Spirit to

be with them. Amen."

Then came au address £rom the youngr elder I have

already mentioned, who seemed nervous, and said he

had never spoken to so large an'audience before. His

address was just the sort of third-rate, common-place,
Bible and water" discourse that might be expected

from a. young curate in an out-of-the-way Englis]:L

village; a bird, hopping round its cage and afraid of

1 attempting the least little bit of Il fly " on its own

account. He referred to the'Bible characters, to the



Jews, to Cornelius, St. Peter, the angel, the jailers,

&c., &c.

He puffed out and amplified his texts, without

bringing a single idea out of them, and was altogether

as utterly dull and common-place as the most conven-

tional person could desire.

At length he came to au abrupt pause and then another

elder got up and Il blessed the water " with similar

gestures and prayer to those already used for the bread.

Up came the young elder again, to, our infinite

disappointment, with a weary discourse on baptism.

The Mormon church does not recognize infant

baptism. Eight years of age is the limit they fix

when a child may be c6nsidered responsible for sin

and capable of au intelligent repentance.

The ouly one thing savouring of anv oriffinality was

this young elder's explanation of Il eternal punish-

menL' Even sliould it only last an hour, it would

still ÊË eterhal, because it is God's punishment, -the

punislim'ent of the Eternal."

This sounded ingenious, but was probably not really

original. He did not mention any of the special

tenets of the ' sect, butwhen he sat down another

rubicund, robust-looking brother rose up and referred

to the Il present persecution of the Church."

AMERICAN XI.ýNES AND -SALT LARE CITY. C)4r)4ý
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He dd-mitted that it was a chastening, but 11 hoped

no oulookers would think this meant that the

brothers- were greater sinners than the rest of the

world. On the contrary, aU the grosser sins such as

adïiltery,' dïàiïké-n'ýn--ess and thieving are absolutely

unknown amongst them. Judged by the same

standard as the rest of the civilized world, they could

already'stand forth as a 'pure and peculiar people.'

But God wanted to give them, still greater blessings,

and fo this end He was forced to bring them to a still

higher state of grace, and crop off such minor sins as

pride, covetousness, and self-will, and for these they

were now sufféring."

The tone of the man's remarks and his glorification

of the present standard of Mormon righteousness made

one féel that the chastening was urgently needed and

had not yet clone its work so fax as &piritual pricle was

concerned.

In due time both the water and the bread were

handed -round to us all in our seats, and even the small-

est children partook of them.r .
Another hymn and a final ' short prayer brought the

service to a close, and then we stood in the doorway to

let every one pass us and to, notice the types of the

various faces.
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One of the strong arguments for polygamy is that a

fine healthy race can be produced by this means alone.

I am bound to say that I saw no sufficient justification

for the doctrine in the appearance--xkýfhe--Salt Lake

City.Miormons.,

As a rule, the men and women are hard-featured

careworn and anxious-looking. The children cannot

compare for health -y appearance with our own rosy-

cheeked little ones in a wholesome English village. 1

never saw so many Il homely " (we should call them

ugly) looking women in my life.

Polygamy must indeed be looked upon as a sacred

duty to induce the men to take more -than one wife

from amongst tliem.

After the service we strolled to, -the Il Temple " close

by. This is a massive white stone, building which, was

begun thirty-three years ago and will be finished in

another seven years so as to complete the term of forty

years ; the same as that spent, in building the temple

of Solomon.

Meanwhile the Temple at Logan has to be used for

aU great official 'fanctions, for the Tabernacle is re-

served specially forworship.

The waUs of the Salt Lake Il Temple " are more than

nine feet'thick, and it will contain three stories when
VOL. H. 33
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complete. The stone windows are very pretty. They

are-ver deep owing t,,o the eat thickness of the walls,y gr
and are alternately s'quare and oval on the différent tier'-

of the building.

The Temple is au oblong, 200 feet long by 100 feet

wide and 100 feet high.

There are four towers to it, two at either end, and

an entrance gate will be placed at each of these tower
_J ends of the building.

No visitors -being allowed, without permission, to, look

at the unfinished bàilding, I knocked at the wire door

of a small adj oining office" and a gruff voicè said,

Come in!

We found a very neat, tidy old man sitting in a

smaU cosy room. with glass book-cases. Papers were

lying on a table. He took us througli the building and

-gradually thawed a good deal in manner. He was

a Seotelýmau who has been a Mormon for forty years,

-- but, who -onlv came over to Utali Territory about eight
ro lad 1eft-wif6-

years ag , at the age of seventy-týwo. He

and children in Scotland and canie over quite alone!

It was to save their souls " he said quietly, when I

asked the reason for this sudden and late uprooting of

It appears that unless a woman is sealed to a man in



Salt Lake City as his wifé, she h.ýs no chance of salva-

tion. The wife was not a believer and declined to

come; so he left home and country and came off alone.

It seemed so pitiful to think of the poor old fa'atic

starting at such an age, on such a journey àlone,'ýand

with this ùnselfish object in view, that I was quite over-

come by the idea of such heroism and devotion,

Fortunately I restrained my admiration and felt "'no

temptation to indulge in it later, wheu I found th#

the, old fox liad secured a nice, comfortable le young

wife over here she being- under forty and' he over

eighty years of age.

The marriaore was arranged by a mutual friend, and

the woman declared herself quite willing to take the

old man on his own terms Il and not expect him'-to gad

about with her."

He was a nice tidy old man, and she certainly kept

him very clean and comfortable. I asked what his

Scotch wife thought of the arrangement.

Well," he said, Il I gave her the first chance. I -

wrote to her three times, begging her to eDme to me,

ite third time I told her I could not live al -ne, I

Must bave some one to look after things a bit and keep

the house clean and tidy and she refused to comé, so

I married tbLis young woman."
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The new wife is alwajtà ùrging him to take yet

another partner, Il for his soul's sake."

cc Maybe I will before I die, but time enough for

that; I am in no hurry! said the poor old octo-

genarian.

A strong Scàtch accent and the loss of all his teeth

except tw- in the front made conversation somewhat

difficult.

I asked him a good many questions about his creed,

and the grounds for the Mormon belief in polygàmy.

Re asked if I were married, and upon my replying in

the negative, said he hardly liked to enter into the

subject. However, what he did tell us was told with

the greatest delicacy and real refinement of feeling.

Theoretically there seems to be a good deal to, be

said for the doctrine., putting, of course, our own

religious préujudices aside.

Practically, 1 do not see that Mormon children are

any brigliter or stronger than our own, and I think

those Mormons who really have the self-restraint and

moral instincts necessary to act up to the highest

conception of their presént creed might exercise tbLose

qualities with equally good results in a monogamous

home and lead a higher and happier 1ifý.

This old man believed firmly in the presence of



good and bad spits around us, and in their power to

appear upon certain occasions. He haà had several

such experiences, two of them taking place in Seotland.

On one occasion a very bad companion of his

younger days appeared to, «him in bodily presence, after

which, he said, he had certainly felt more tempted to,

evil thýan before.

Another time he was praying in his workshop, when

he suddenly felt bowed down to the ground by a

terrible weight upon his left shoulder which seemed to

crus«h 'him to the earth. He prayed, "Il Oh, Lord Jesus.,

deliver me!" and in a moment the horrible pressure

was removed.

-The only vision he has had in TJtali was when he

went to the Logan Temple, some time ago to have

more thau 100 old friends, now Cicpassed awa'y,"

baptized through him into this Church. To do this it

is necessary to remember the name, residence, birth

and death dates of each individual, and he had collected

a list ' of 140 and was with his present -wife in the

templë -for the cerémony.

Just as it was over he saw a woman about fifty

years old standing near hirn wfth a reproachfül lookon

her face as though she said, Why were you not

baptized for me also ? He described the woman7se 1

A3RR CAN =ES AND SALT LAK CITY.1.1
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appearance to, his wife, who recognized it -at once as

that of a sister of her ow^n.

We left our old Scotchman with a hearty shake of

the hand-111 I like a good grip," he said-and a Il -rod

bless you " fýom him which I am sure will do us no

harm anyway.

He told me tbat he had tried several communities

in Scotland before he came across the "Latter Dav

Saints," but Éound no peace anywhere, until one

night by chance, forty -vears ago, he entered a meeting-

house and heard their doctrine preached, since which

time he has Il never experienced a moment's doubt."

It had the real ring of truth in it," he said earnestly.

Surely these t«hings should teach us wider views

and show us that spiritual pabulum is very much like

physical food.

Some cau digest strong meats and wines and require

them; others would choke if fed uýon anything but

bread and milk or a little chickeu and fish at the

Utmost.

Every Saturday morning the poor Mormon cl faitliful"

bring in their tithes to the Il Tith*n'g House," where

everything is weiglied and counted, and a tenth -r

every produet is exacted.

The poor woman who brings lier eggs to, market



must forfeit one out of every ten ; ten pounds of

butter pay the same tax ; milk, cream, and vegetables

are duly measured andtithed as well as- tlie more,

important property of horses and câttle. The property

thus confieea-téd is supposed to, go into the pockets of

the elders for the support of the church expenses and

thé -building of the Temple. However great the

expenses attending the latter may be, it is difficult to

suppose that some balance' of this laýge weekly sum

does not remain to the advanlaome of the officers of the

éàurcli.

Beiiig determined to speak tD some one at the Bee-

hive," I strolled past ona day and asked two nice-

looking girls who were sitting on the lawn (daughters

of Brigham Young') if they could direct us to any

park or shady place where we miglit rest for a time.

They answered very pleasantly, but in the negative,

and did not- invite us to come in as I confess I had

hoped might be the case.

Salt Lake City is said to have a square or Il green

for each ward, but these seem. to exist at present in

the imaginations of the guide-book writers.

Another day we took the afternoon train from Salt

Lake City for Lake Point, a favourite bathing place on

the Salt Lake itself. We had pleasant open 1ýailway
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cars and a most refres«hing breeze as we travelled over,

seventeeu miles of fertile plains before reaching the

lake. There are several bathing resorts on iÈe shore.

61 Black Rock," Il xarfield," and Il Lake- Point 5ý arè all

.on one side, and a newly-opened place called Il Lake

Park " is in the other directýpn. We chose Lake Point

as our stopping place, and found a number of little

wooden boxés there side by side, which serve for

dressing-rooms. You axe provided with a serge

costume and a straw hat, for the sun is intense in

August, and then you can run down a little wooden

pier and so, into the soft, warm, briny water of the

lake. e

There are a few stones and rough rocks ae-the

bottom, but in general there is pleasant soft sand as a

footing. The water round the shor is fortunatelyne 
s'shallow, not more-than two a If (or three feet in

depth, for it is almost impossi e to- swim in it on ac-

count of the abnormal buoya \ cy of the water, which

makes it qqually difficult to, sink there.

As the difficulty in swimming is that Ylou find your

legs constantly -in mid air; so, the trouble of floating

arises from the fact, that the least drop of water in

mouth, ears, or eyes gives intense pain, owing to the

strength of the brine. In fact, any one getting hisý



mouth full of the water would be in great danger of

strangulation.

A bath in Îhe lake, however, was most delicious and

refreshing in spite of these drawbacks, and gave ràe the

best possible opportunity of adnam**ng the extreme

beaVty of the surroundings from a point waere the

exquisite deep blue of the waten and the lov.ely moun-

tains could be seen to equal adý&ntage.

We returned to Salt Lake City by au evening train,

and revelled in a gorgeous sunset, the colours of the

after-glow remaining with us for nearly an hour.

This lovely lake expedition seemed,, to take the

rather unpleasant 413lormon taste " away and leave

only the remembrance of the great natural. beauties of

the situation in a distrièt which certainly owes its

present fertility and prosperity to the indefatigable

energy and industry of this body of-believers, fanaties

or impostors ?

I trust t-his choice of epit-hets may meet the various

views of all my readers.

AMERICAN =ES AND SALT LA CITY. C)4ýQ
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CHAPTER VI.

A MONTH IN THE ROCKIES.

BEiNt ready equipped for our start from Salt Lake

City by 10.30 a.m. one fine hot morning in August,

we heard at the last nî'ément, as usu-al, that our train on

-,éhe Denver-Rio Grande Railway had been telegrap«hed

t-wo, bours late.

This meant for us a two hours' dawdle about the salon

and hotel offices, for it was not worth while to unpack

for so short a time, and the heat was too, great for any

walkiiig to, be possible.

Arrived at- the station we haël another hour yet 'to,

wait, and as the tiny waiting-room was already- full we

sat meekly on our bundles in the -hot suD , not knowin g

wheu the train might choose to, arrive.

A wreck and'a -wash-out wýre- pleaded as usual in

excuse of the delay.

We lost three more hoursý en route when fairly

started. I belïeve the D'ë R.C-r." trains are never

expected ta keep within six or seven hours of theirî«



specified time, and no doubt there is some reason for

this in the very mountainous country through which

they travel.

The misfortune is that time is generally Il made up

at the most picturesque points of the route, with a

cruel disregard of the artistic appreciation of the

traveller.

The country, on first leaving Salt Lake, vas flat, ýut

soon showed the same curious rock formations which

we had already noticed in Arizona. These rocks stand

out alone in the plains. They are not very high, but

oblong or square in form, and in colouring of soft brown,

grey and pink. The Il D.R.G." line is on the narrow

gauge, and the sleepers " are consequently more

stuffy than usual. Our first bit of really grand scenery

was ât Il Castle Gate," where the whole train dis-

mounted to admire the towerinom huge masses of

magnificent granite rocks, chiefly crimson and yellow

in colouring.

A hot night spent in the cars brought us next

morning to Cimarron, w'àere an observation car is put

on for the Blac«k Can'on of the Gunnison.

To my mind this is the most beautiful scenery on

the Une, although I am aware that the Grand Ca'on of

the Arkansas is considered'finer,
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The observation car is an open car, with reversible

wooden seats placed down each side of it.

Only a certain number of passengers can be, accom-

modated, and a greàt rushing and squeezing began

the moment it was understood that the car had been

put on. The car béiÉg open overhead, the heat from

the, sun was intense, and whilst waiting at the depôt

sunstroke seemed inevitable.

Once off, however, a slight breeze was stirred by our

rush through the hot air, and the scenery and excite-

ment made us oblivious of everything but the beauty

and danger of the situation. It was, indeed, nervous

work to be swinging round the tremendous curves of

the canon at a 111 making-up time " p'ace, and at the

tail end of such à long train as ours in au open

observation car.

The Black Ca~on'is very beautiful. The higli rocks

rise grand ând maj estic on either side ; they are of deep

crimson dashed with a kind of mica that glittered in

the sunshine like myriads of silver stars.

So we rushed along, getting what glimpses we

could, and at length, in about forty minutes, the best

part of the scenery was over, and we trooped back into,

our ordinaxy cars, deliglited with wliat we had seen,

but nothing loth to return to some overhead shelter.



In another hour or two we had reached the Marshall

Pass, whic«h is remarkable both as a piece of magnificent

engineering and also, for the great number of snow

sheds along the route.

The road for the rails is eut up the sheer side of the

mountain, and our train had- to be bisected, -and an

extra engine was put on each half of it on account of

the grade.

Where the road for the rail has been eut on these

steep mountain slopes the snow is apt to, collect and

,11 bank up " in the winter; therefore at all the most

likely places long wooden sheds are put up over the

rails to allow the snow to fall from their sloping roofs

into the-;valley below, instead of remaining on the track.

These sheds, of course, interfère mueh with the

view, and have the same effect, as passing through a

number of tunnels would have.

Windows and ventilators must be closed to, exclude

the foul air and smoke, and the choice lies between

these outside or suffocation inside.

There are no less than twenty-three of these snow

sheds up and down theMarshall Pass.

From the top the view reminded me very muýh of

the drive into the Yo-Semite Valley. There were the

sarae stretches of mountain all around us, viewed once
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more from, a level. On the whole, however, I was dis-

appointed by the sce-nery of the pass; but some young

girls in our carriage, who had made the expedition the

reverse way on the previous afternoon (and were now

returning home), said they much preferred their firsit,

view of it.

We had several members- of the Il Grand Army of

the Repub-ie " with us on this occasion.

Some two weeks preViously they had all been re-

ceived and fêted in San Francisco, visiting that city by

invitation and amid much rejoicing,,

Some of those we saw looked too -voune to have

fought, more than twenty years ago, at the time of the

American Civil War.

There were, however, many veterans amongst the

numbers. Most of those we saw looked as though

they had never known a days drill since '64.

Finding that we should reach Colorado Springs at

midnight instead of six o'clock, we decided to el' stop

off " at Salida (the junetion for Leadville), and were

very glad to get some rest there after the heat and

,fatigue of the previous two days.

Next day we took up the same train (fortunately

only one hour late this time), and so insured seeing

the Grand Cal'on of the Arkansas by dayliglit.



The observation car was much crowded, and the

absolute necessity for holding up umbrellas to avoid

sunstroke was a great drawback so far as scenery was

concerned. The can-on, m a whole, is tame compared

with the Black Canon; but the one bit called the

"Royal George," which. lasted for about fifteen

minutes, is very magnificent and stupendous, the

rocks rising higher than in the Gunnisôn country,

and being even bolder in outline.

After passing this, the scenery became again flat and

tame until we had left Pueblo behind, a low-lying un.

interesting village, and were approaching Colorado,

where the eurÎous, low, crimson, rock formations began.

once more.

By seven p.m. we had reached Colorado Sprinoms, a

pretty. village lying right out in the midst of the plains,

and here W'e changed cars for the little branch line to

Maniton Springs, whieh is only four mîles distant.

We had chosen the latter as our head-quarters

because it is more romantically situated than Colorado

Springs, nestling on the hills, close under the famous

Pike's Peak and being also much cooler thau the former

place. Maniton is also rather more conveniently

placed with regard to the various expeditions in the

neighbourhood, but I should recommend afew days'

A MONTII IS THE ROCKIES. 6>r-,.n
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stay in each villàg" both have their special

advantages.

The beautiful line of the 111 Rockies " to our left and

the very strange rock formations belonging to a portionÇ.ýp ci
of the 1,1 Garden of the Gods " to our right, made the

short distance by rail between Colorado and Maniton,

intensely interesting."'---

Maniton, nestling amongst the Rocky Mountains,

ernînded me somewhat of a Derbyshire village with

its picturesque villa houses, only here they are built of

wood, not stone.

The Il Manitou House " faces the rail and must be

noisy. -We chose in prefèrence Il the Mansion Vouse,"

under the same management, but further from, thâttle

mountain depôt.

The famous Pikes Peak is disappointing in outline

1 thought it would at least have a real peak or cone

about it, whereas it looks like a bare granite wall at

the top,-and a little snow alone points it out from the

surrounding peaks and proves its greater altitude. It

is 14,000 feet high,

The earth aH round Maniton is deep crimson in colour
and so aré the rocks. The Williams Canon, close by,

has low sides, but the rock formation is very pretty and

the contrast of the deep crimson with the green shrubs
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around is very happy. A quantity of low 'le scrub oak,"

onions, chokebérries, wild cherries, and wild hops make

the undergrowth both varied and beautiful.

There is a stalactite cave, calléd Il The Cave of the

Winds," on this route, but we determined to Viisit the

Il Great Caverns " of the I'Ute Pass " instead, so returned

when we had gone some three or four miles up the

Williams Canon and drove into the Ute Pass, a pass

amongst the mountains with an excellent mountain

road winding up on one side.

The rocks here ' are most'eurious, especially one very

high up, which is called the Il Pulpit " rock fýom its

peculiar shape. Parallel with this is the entrance to,

the cave. Thèse caverns had only been excavated the

year before we saw them and extended only for a mile

at that time, but were infinitely more interesting than

the Mammoth Caves, although on so much smaller a

scale.

To begin with, the stalactites were not only curious

and fantastie in shape, but the colouring of deep

crimson, white and yellow contrasted very favourably

witU the. ekened---speelmens---,uf- -the --- Kentucky

caves.

Bunches of carrots and parsnips, flocks of sheep,

vineyards of tiny g'rapes, rams'heads, men on horseback
VOL. IL 34
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and a dozen other eurious formations were pointed out

to, us in turn.

The prettiest part of aU is an upper chamber where

the stalactites have formed a miniature natural
CG organ " with pipes of crimson, brown and yellow

which, when struck, give out a beautiful harmony of

high treble and fine deep bass notes.

About a mile and a half furtUer up amongst the

mountains than Maniton is a preti,y little settlement

called 116 Iron Springs with a good hotel and a spring

which tastes like iron champagne.

Driving there from Maniton, we passed three small

springs, one of soda, one of sulphur and one of mag-

nesiifra. At Manitou itself is a handsome bath-house

w-lère soda baths can be had.

I stould feel much inclined to try the Iron Springs

Rotel were I to, find myself in that neighbourhood

again. The place is much quieter than Maniton, the

walks must be extremeýIy beautiful and the air is

decidedly cooler.

One of Our first expeditions from. Manitou was to

Monument Park, which we undertook without knowing

what the road- would be like. It turned out to be one

of the worst we had yet experienced, and our driver,
who was young and careless, did not save us a single
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jolt or jar.. We were to visit the celebrated Il Garden

of the Gods en route. The entrance to this is only

one and a half miles from Maniton* but the garden

extends for two miles and a half further.

The rocks here are, as usual, deep crimson and of the

most fantastie sbapes. Many of them look like monster

mushrooms thrown carelessly on the ground. By

degrees the formations become larger and at "the

Gate " culminate in two bold sheets of brilliant crimson

rock, standing across and guarding the entrance on the

other side, thrown into graced relief by a glorious blue

sky, whilst a lower ledge of dazzling white rock makes

the contrast of colour still more striking.

Near this gate axe a number of solitary crimson

shafts -of rock standing straight up from, the ground

like stone sentinels, set there by the Gods themselves

to guard the entrance to their gaxden.

Passing throughL this magnificent Il Gate " we came

upon Il Glen Eyrie," a prett-y low-turreted crimson and

clive coloured wooden house, nestling aiùongst lonely

trees. at the mouth of a can~on overlooking the plain

and backed by the grand crimson rocks of the Garden of

'the Gods.

This place belongs to an Englishman, General Pà1iýaer,

'the president of the Denver-Rio Grande Railway. Ile
3 4
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lives in New Yor«k, spending only two out of the summer

months in this beautiful mountain home.

We drove for many miles across this wide plain, the

road getting worse and worse, until at length we

reached Monument Park, which is a collection of most

curious rock formations. In the Il Garden of the Gods "

the rocks'are crimson, old red sandstoneAnixed here and

there with Scotch granite.

In Monument, on the contrary, the formations

are aU cream and el w coloured and a' sort of Il cou-

glomerate " of linicxed with tiny flints and pebbles.

The shapes are if possible more cunous thau fhose we

b ad already seen, but on a smaller scale.

Whole sides of the rocks are jagged out into, mush-

room, heads and fringes of various kin.ds. This must

no doubt be the result of the action of water, but the

puzzle is why such soft material ahould have offéred so,

many points of resistance whieh has resulted in this

constant curve of outline.

We spent a happy week at Maniton, hoping to go

from. thence to Denver, but our plans were delayed as

usual by anotlier Il wash-out " and the new s that Il all

trains going to Denver had been abandoned."

The delay might be a question of three hours, three

days, ýor three weeks no one could givè us '*e

î
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slightest reliable information on the point. These

constant Ilwash-outs" and casualties make the real

difficulty of travelling anywhere off the beaten track fû--

America. It is impossible to foretell how often or for

how long one may be delayed. Our time was now to be

eounted by days., A cloudy, uncertain day, after a night

-of pouring rain, brought no furthèr news of the chances

ýof reaching Denver.

We determined to risk it, including a visit to, the

South Cheyenne Caàon from, Colorado Springs. We

sent our baggageý on to, the latter place, and set off

in our buggy by ten o'clock, driving once more

-through the beautiful 11 Garden of the Grods " and theu.

,eut across ' t«he valley and up a steep winding hill on to

a breezy table-land called el The Mesal," This was a

lovely drive. The mountains were behind us, a fresh

breeze blowmýg over the plains, and our way led through

this beautifal park land high up amongst the hills,

eovered with grassy mounds like fortifications.

Quantities of sun-flowers, the satiny wliite Colorado

ý-poppy and several varieties of wild heather in purple,

pink and whiteý clothe the beautiful table-land.

The little town of Colorado lay in the open plain

below us, -and beyond was the larger and more imposing-

looking Colorado Springs." We drove down to, the

A MONTIFI IN THE ROC=S.
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latter and put - up at a most picturesque inn, called

The Antlers."

The entrance to the South Cheyenne canon from

Colorado Springs is said to be four or five miles, but as

we d.rove it easily in half an hour, I should doubt this

measurement. Your buggy must be abandoned at the

entrance to the can-on. The grand crimson rocks

towering up on either side are very limposing.

We walked along a lovely winding road for half a

mile to a little frame house, where we deposited our

luncheon basket, and then went on for another half

mile to the vaterfalls which lie between a narrow part

of the rocky gorge.

Some very steep, narrow wooden steps leadup the

sides of the rocks, from whence a good view of the falls

can be obta-ined. These falls are said to be seven iii

n but it is in reality one continuous fall, finding
f nh annels as it dashes down from, the top to the

bottom of the gorge, twisting and turning from one

rocky bed to another.

We toiled up over 150 stéps, and then collapsed.

Helen. Hunt" (Mrs. Jackson) is buried at the very

top of one of the highest mountain peaks in the South

Cheyenne Ca~on, and my ambition had been to pay àý

visit to her grave.
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The elimb, however, is very severe. The brilliant

sunshine had given place to a grey, lowering sky; the

rain was becsinning to fall in- large drops, and distant

sounds of thunder were audible.

To crown all three active-looking men, who had

started for the shrine, gave-in, and passed us on their

return so with much relactance, we determined to do

the same. W, e had already ýeen the prettjy little white

wooden house in whieh she- and her second husband

had lived in Colorado Springs.

'he rain came on in torré"ts as we returned to the

frame house and we were soon wet through. There

was no fire here, and no chance of drying our soaked

garments, so we toiled back throuah the caîion wilth

our basket as best we coùld, and trusted to escape any

-severe consequences from the exposure.

Colorado Springs is a very pretty little towia, all laid

out in boulevards of green trees at right angles, with

running water at each side of tke road, as at Salt Lake

City. There are many beautiful little wooden houses

here and a numbar of good stores on a small scale.

Altogether, it is a pretty, flourishing little town, and I

could1magine that one miglit lead a very lýappy and

peaeefal life there.

Later in the afternoon we droye down to the depôt,
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hoping to hear something definite of our chances of'

getting a train to, Denver that day. As usual, no one

knew anything at all, and the officials were far from

civil in their ignorance. 1

The man to whom we spoke in the office sat with his

Iegs high above his head, and néver attempted to alter

his -position, but let me stand over him for ten. minutes,

pumping at a dry well.

We came away in despaîr, but determined to, come

down'again about five o'clock in the afternoon, on the

chances -of getting off, whieh we did, after sitting on

our bundles of rugs in front of the rails for an hour or

more, as ther'é was no other accommodation for us.

Colorado Springs is only seventy miles from Denver,

but we managed to spend four hours in reaching the

latter place.

Soon- after starting we had a capital view of Monu-

ment Park from the railway, and might almost ha-ee

left that expedition out of our programme at Maniton.

We passed also a pretty little.village built on two spurs

of the mountains between which the rail passes, and

with a small sheet ofbv'ater called Il -Palmer's Lake

facing it.

No one would tell us if we might zet out here for

some food or not. We could do so at our 'own risk."
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ýiunger carried the day over prudence. We serambled

down to swallow some scalding coffée and rush back

into our carriages, to be kept there shunting for twenty

minutes or more. This is frequently the case. The

train morves -on suddenly, and without the slig«htest

notice* If you are a man, or a gymnast, you may

manage to, Il take " the 'high step after the carriage is

in motion; otherwîse you are bound to, be on the safe

side and rarely leave your train.

It was, a weary, weary journey after the darkness

came on, but even the crawling of an American train

has limits.

-13y ten o1clock we had reached Denver, and were

soon afterwards comfortably housed în the Windsor

Hotel, a magnificent block of buildings, almost rivalling

its namesake in New York.

Denver is a really beautiful City, not unlike Colorado

Springs in appearance, but on a very much grander

scale. One fine boulevard street is called "Brcîadway,"

and certainly deserves the name far more thau ifs-tor-ý-

tuous, wiuding namesake in New York.

There are ma-ny other smaUer boulevards, cutting UP
the City into rectangular divisions. Some of the

Denver publie buildings are very fine, and would do

credit to, any of - the Eastern states cities. Amongst

A MO-ý-TH IN THE ROCKIES. C)A
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these the Court House stands pre-eminent, with its

imposinrr dome and gold figure of 41 Justice" at the

top.

Lastly, Denver possesses some very beautiful houses,

and these are chie"fly of stone and red brick. Unlike

most of the Western towns, there are very few wooden

houses to be seen here. Il

Many of these. stone and brick houses looked as

though they had been transferred bodily from Fitz

John's Avenue in Hampstead, and evinced quite as

muca artistic taste as could be found there.

The pinky, cream stoue found all throucrh the RockyID
Mountain region forms a beautiful contrast in house

building to the dark wooden veraudats so much affected

in these hot climates.

The Denver,--sýtores are excellent, quite as good as

many in New York and Philadelphia, anci there I

found the very bast Turkish bath establisliment that it

has ever been my fate to, visit during a wide experience

of siîch buildinos.

The heat was very great during the daytime, and

the views all round Danver of the beautiful Rocky

Mountains so enticinc that after a couple of days' rest

we packed up and determined to make some mountain

excursions. The fitst expedition was to bç made to

1 r



Idaho Springs, a pretty little mountain resort about

thirty-eight miles from Denver in a westerly direction,

which has been immortalized in Black's charming novel,

Green Pastures and Piccadilly."

The train runs through the magnificent Clear

Creek Caîîon," the scenery becoming really grand after

passing Il Gorâene' a mininor town of some importance,,_

where the ca-on is entered. No one portion of'it can

quite eqùal the grandeur of the Royalý'Gorge 'of the

Arkansas., but as a whole the Clear Creek Caîio*n is

quite as 'beautiful and even more interesting, because

the beauty is more evenly distributéd. Idaho'is a pretty

mountain villace, lyinor in the plains where the canon

wideus out into a plateau. It is very peàceful and

quiet, but breathing is a difficult matter here, as at

Santa Fé, for Idaho lies 7,500 feet above the sea level.

Last year tliere was a population of only 1,500

inhabitants, but as a splendid new school has been

Uuilt at acost of S25,000, I concl'de that these num-.

bers are likel to be auamented.

Idaho is famous for its soda and sulphur springs, and

is much frequented by those who suffer from neuralcria

and rheuiùatism. The water is very soft and pleasant,
and the natural temperature of the bath is sufàciiýntly

warm, to be comfortable. My friend and I got hold oT

A MONTH IN THE ROCKIES.
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some horses and side saddles in the afternoon, but
found it impossible to charter any sort of guide to, go

up the mountain peaks, so we started off alone to find
our way as best we might, and after much uncertainty

and retracing our steps more than once, found our-
selves at the summit of -a steep mouhtain from whence
a glorious view of the Rocky Peaks could be obtained.
It was a nasty climb with no ver defined track. They

horses, although quiet, seemed uuaccustomed to the

work, and were very nervous in coming down the pre-

cipitous mountain sides, and zig-zagged in conseqùence

to, sucli an extent that I thought w-e should never reach

the bottom. at all.

That oue, daho hosts should have had no consideration

for our necks was, perhaps, only to be expected; but I

cannot understand their risking two good horses to our

tender mercies, who appeared as . ignoralât., of the

country as we were ourselves, and this witho\tevenU
takiiig the trouble to inquire whether either of us\had

ever mounted a horse before. There is a curiou

natural. Hot Cavern close to Idaho which has been

excavated to a distance of 800 feet, the inside being as

hot as in a Turkish bath room. At the end of the ex-

cavation is a natural. spriDg of water, utilized as a bath,

and said to possess great virtue in cases of rheuma-
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tism. A tiny oil lamp gave the only glimmer of light

to, the dark cavern at the extreme end, and we admired

the courage of a lady who was about to be left quite

alone here for her bath, as wè went in to look at the

cave.

Having unhitched our horses from the rail where we

-had left t1iem and mounted ourselves as best we could,
there was still time before darkness came on to go

some miles further up the Virginia Canàon, whieli is a

side caRon opening into Clear Creé'k, anéf' sparsely

inhabited by miners, for the whole district is ric«h, in

mines. A

The great mining district, hQwever, is Georgetown,

ouly one hour by rail from Idaho, where silver, leaà

and a little gold are found.

We went on there next day. The scenery all the

way up the creek is very fine, and Georgetown, though

less picturesque than Idaho, is likewise beautifully

situiýtecl under the shadow of the Rocky Mountai's..

and is said tô-be the highest town in the world, having

an altitude of 83500 feet.

From Georgetown we took a ee buck-board " and

stafted for the le Àrgentine -Pass." This is a long and

rough days work, but is well worth doing, as it gives

one of the finest and most extensive views- over the
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whole Rocky-Mouutain'region. The road is very bad

and winds continuously for over four hours, through

a gorge by the side of a bubbling mountain torrent and

with high rocks surrounding one on either side.

The water of the torrent is very muddy, as is

universally the case in these mining districts, owing

to the 11 wash " of the gold. Troughs are provided

to catch the gold deposit as thé water passes t«hrough

t'hem to its rocky bed.

The road grew steeper-and steeper as we approached

the Great Divide, a eurious ridge-like chain of

mou-ntains, and once on the top of this a glorious

panorama lay before us. An amphithéatre- of rocky

cragrs faced us, then chain after chain of purpliiig

mountaius in the foreground and middle distance;

fart'her still the faint, dreamy, cloudy outline of

South Park. -Close to our right rose the rugged black

mountain called Gray's Peak, with a beautiful little

lake of 'emerald water nestling at its stony feet.

Patches of suow lay on the higher ranges, and

beneath our feet such jagged, rugged stones as gave

one the idea of some giants playground.

Turning towards the side from whenc.-.->. we had

approached Il The Divide," the mountains were a

beautiful shade of crimson purple, very soft, but quitq
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decided in tint, and the contrast between these, the

green-valley below them and the grey snow-covered

mountains beyond was most, striking.

Far away in the dim horizon we could j ust trace

our old friend Pike's Peak, and in another direction

the dim sliadowy outline of the mountain of the

Holy Cross. We climbed sevéral small peaks to

see this glorious view from various points.

Presently we hèard a cry like t«hat of a prairie

dog, but at 12,000 feet above the sea this was

impossible. We soon solved the mystery by finding

several little coneys, a cross between a ground sqgirrel--,-

and a prairie dog in size and-appearance,

The descent, from the Divide was *a really perilous,

proceeding, owîng to, the wild and erratie way in

which our boy drove, tearing down hills as steep as

a house with the most utter sang-froid. Even at

this breakneck pace we took two, hours to retrace

our steps to a point in the can-on where a side road

leads up to a beautifal sheet of water, called Il The

Green Lake." "le

The road to it is very steep and' ery picturesque.,

The lake is small but very -deep and dark, and

rerainded me much of the Kýnig See in the Austriau

Tyrol This idea is favoured by the bleak look given
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to the Green -Lake by the fact that most of the- trees

running down to the water's edge have been burut:

so mucli American scenery is spoiled by the stunted,
blackened mots so common in these forests where

fires occur very fýequently.

We went on the lake in a boat and saw some

wonderful trees at the bottom of it., an unmense

way down, and which. can only be seen from one

or two points when the water is very clear. These

trees have been petrified by the action of the water,
but the branches are intact, and they look such

monsters lifting their great weird arms towards vou

as you. peýr into- the depths to make out their forms.

Enormous stones are also to be seen at the bottom

of this deep lake, similar to those found close by
on the dry land, in a place called appropriately, Il The

Battle-field of the Gods."

At this latter point hundreds of enormous blockr>

of granite lie about in wildest confusion.

The question is, how did tliey get there ? Certainly

not from the sides of the adjacent mountains, w1iieh

are of entirely différent construction. The pre-

sumption is that these enormous granite blocks are

the result of an upheaval. of the earth. A rock

against them, higlier tha-n the rest, gave us a -fine



view of the surrounding country, and was approached

by a very stiff climb over a quantity of rocky débris

which has fallen, so, as to, make a' sort of natural

cavern., called Il The Cave of the Winds."

A-nother ' day wg went still farther into the

mountains beyond Georgetown to, Silver Plume, to

see.a silver mine there and more especially, to travel

on the - wonderful Il loop lîne," whieh is considered

a marvel of engineering. After crossing a bridge,

the rail from Georgetown makes two complete loops

in a series of Il contours " from side to, side and

so, gets on to the higher grade, for Silver Plume

is a continuous ascent amongst the mountains. It

is most curious to look down from the railway car

so many hundreds of feet upon the little mining town

of Georgetown. and to realize thaï; you have risen all

that height by the curving and looping of the line.

Arrived at Silver Plume we were left as usual to

find out the mine we wished to -visit for ourselves.

It is called the Il Victoria Mine," and lies about a

quarter of a mile from the little ining town, straight

along the track of the rails. This mi-ne is not from.

11200 to 1,500 feet deep as are those at Butte City. A

tunnel, approached from, the level ground, bas been

made through the rock of the hill to a distance of
VOL. II.
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1,000 feet, and a shaft of 150 feet only made through

the hill from abo-ve to the end of thîs tunnel, where

the Il Iode " has been struck.

The Iode (or streak of quartz in whicEL the silver is

found) runs here almost in a horizontal line for some

distance, but gradually becomes more perpendicular

towards the outer opening aýove * the tunnel., We

toiled through deep mud and water along the line,

of rail made for transportation of the trucks, in piteh

darkness, save for the flicker of our guide's lamp, a*d

by degrees became wet through, for it was impossible

to, foresee a single puddle.

At the extreme- end several men were at work,

breaking up the ore with pickaxes, and we beard the

Volces of others similarly employed at the top of- the

shaft.

OnI the initiated can recognize the silver ore.

i The lead ore sparkles more brightly, but is betrayed

by its greater weight. One of the prettiest and most

golden-looking bits of ore turned out to be simply

copper, a severe disappointment to me, for I was

beginning to think I knew something about the

various kinds of ore after spending some time in the'-

Western mining districts,

Returning once morè by the loop line, which seemed

lit



even more wonderful seen for the second time, we

went straight, on to Denver, repassing Georgetown,

Idaho and the beautiful Clear Creek Can'on; a noisy,

party of sixt.y-five members of the press were with us,

returning ftom a holiday expedition through California.

One of them, the editress of a paper in Falls City,

was very communicative, and introdùced her nephew,

a rowdy and rather giggling youth of twenty-two, who

was an editor of some other paper. She presented me

with her card, which was made of thi)î birch, -bark ànd

inscribed:

Alice E. Runnels.ý

Editress

Hearthstone,"

Falls City Journal.

They-*said they had been much fêted in California

and were returning home greatty delighted by all the

kindness and hospitality shown to them in the Far

West. Most, of the men had their wives with them.

Americans seem io have a curious notion that a woman

requires a holiday as much as a man does and that

the monotonous round of household duties may pall

as much -as business cares axe apt to doe

This Il auntie," however, was the onl editress in
35-2
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her own right; and seemed to ýe much appreciated

accordingly.

The utmost limit of time th#ýy friend could spare

from her Australian tour had now been reached, and

we parted next day with many regrets, she to retrace

her steÉs to San Francisco and take steamer thence

for the Sandwich Islands, and I to pay a long-

promised visit in Toronto, and to see something of the

parts of Canada left out in our autumn travels there,
before returning to EDgland for the winter.

My last and most pleasant association witli Denver

and the Rocky Mountains is the memory of a pleasant

dinner and evening spent at the house of the hospitable

Dean of Denver.

Denver, in addition to other advantages, can boast

of afine cathedral wit'à some very good painted glass

and one of the most beautiful toned organs that I have,
ever heard ýiayed upon., It was built in Boston and

is much. appreciated b the dean, who' is himself a born

musician.

He and his little daughter and I strolled into the

cathedral one lovely summer evening, when the

intense heat ýof the day had given place to a heavenly

breeze. The grand crimson shafts of the setting sun

were glancing througli the cathedral windows, giving



au ideal beauty to the stained colours, and the little

child sat by my side as the dean went toi the organ

and pealed forth some beautiful Il voluntaries," ending

up with exquisite variations on the hymn, Il Nearer my

Grod to thee."

The dean has a most symr)athetic 'musical touch,
but- was extremely modest on the score of the perform-

ance which gave me so much pleasure.

Il I think you play beautifully, papa, and so does this

lady," said the little eight year old daughter, with the

calm assurance that sounds sô quàint to our coùven-

tional English ears, and yet so childlike and natural to

these little Anglo-Americans.

The pure American growth is too a't to be priggish

and self-conscious, but a little English Il cutting,»

planted in American soil and flourishing under the

bright, clear, American sun, develops into a very

fascinating flower, even ie early childhood.

The Rocky Mountain district has lost the romance

of the unknown since Miss Bird wrote her fascinating

volume or444e subject some ten or twefve years ago.

The parks, 41 North," Il South," and el Estes," are aà

well known now as many parts of Switzerland.

Ad'ertisements of hotels in and stages to 111 Estes

Park greet you at every turn, and no doubt the great

A MONTH IN, THE ROCKIES.
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influx of touristý brings what we should call a

Cockney " flavour tothese distant regions.

But it will take manjl-years of even Yankee enter-

prise to rob 111 the Rockies of all romance or "of any

of their intrinsic beauty.

Men may come and men may go," stages may
run, hotels may be built and opened, loop lines and

railway tracks may be engin'eered amongst these

glorious can-ons, ".'Lýlountain Je ms " may depart, but

the mountains themselves stand fast for ever, as grand

and majestic in tàeir beauty as wbLen no Lumàn eye

>.had. rested upon them.

To many of us nature seems to lose all value if her

bta.auties must be shared by otlýersý.ýo, such I would

say, Avoid the Rocky Mountains whieà will soon

be as well known as Chamou-ni or the Mer de Glace.

But the true 1ûd worthy worshipper of nature will

find plenty here to reward 'hira even for the miseries of

a sea voyage and the discomforts of a weary journey

by Ameriéan rail. >

Taking into considération my strong prejudices on

bo.th thes& ppints, it would be impossible to pay the

Rocky Mountains a greater compliment thau - by

recordihg the above as my honest, conclusion, after

spendÏng a month in their neighbourhood.



CHAPTER VIL

CRICAGO5 THE THOUSAND ISLA-.N-DS, lý10--'NýTREAL.

Z,
1 have said so much already of the discomforts of

American travel that it would be hard to paint the

picture in darker colours, but I may safély affirm that

of all wretched journeys, the one between Denver and

Chicago was facile princeps.

This was owing iu, great measure to the intense heat

and much also to the overcrowding of our car. Every

berth was take-n, there was little or no ventilation

possible, for the fine black dust comes through any

aperture in torrents along the Nebraska Plains.

-- There were eig«ht or ten men in the car, twelve

ladies and eight children,. fôur of whom were in arms.

.Low as all the ladies and all the children were

forcedb end accommodation in one tiny làvatory, and

the lood for the babies had a-Iso to be prepared in

there, over 111 Etnas," it was impossible for any unfbr-

tunate spinster to get neât'. the place until well on in

the morning.
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The misery of dressing in your berth and then

dragging your dirty, weary, melting body out at a,

wayside station for breakfast or dinner, with the

thermometer registeriing 950 in the shade rnay be

more easily imagined than described. The heat over

those plains was really appalling. Men and wom'en

alike were plying fans like punkahs all the time. It

was amusing to watch the ýusiness men in Chicagoý

fanning themselves violently in the street with large

palm fans as t«4ey went off- to their counting-houses

whilst the waiters in the hotels were always se*z-*.,ng

these palm fans from the table and using them,

ostensibly for" your benefit, but in reality as much for

their own.

i travelled from Denver on what is known as the

Bürlington short route and saved several hours by,

doing so. Some parts of the Platte ýr-River are

picturesque, but on the whole the route is most flat

and uninteresting. 1

M7e dined on the second day at Lincoln, a flourish-

ing to and the capital of Nebraska. No beer or

spirit any kind is allowed in this state, which is

on of the 41 temperance,-%tates " of America "and the

rule held good even on our dining car, which wâs only

put on the second evening, for supper, when we had
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left Lincoln far behind. Until we were well out of the1
Nebraska tèrritory all wine and beer Il on board " were

kept well under lock and key.

Passing through Iowa the third day, tliere was

again no beer to be obtained, but for a very différent

reason; every bottle of beer, eider or wine had been

drunk up by the heat-tormented passengers. Iowa is

much more green and fertile than Nebraska. There

are plenty of trees there and good crops of wheat and

Indian corn.

On the cars'I had found a pleasant, intelligent

companion in a woman who was travelling with her

liusband, a manufacturer of mechanical tools, living

in some little western town in Illinois State. She

was à superior woman and evidently M*ade valiant

efforts to keep up an' interest in music and literature:
in spite of the entire absence of any advantages foý

their culti-Vation in her unlonely,- smoky, manufactui-

Ïng surroundings, and in spite also of having the entire

eare and management of four children, to. whom she

was evidently a most devoted mother.

When we had di*scùssed books and oratorios,

Beethoven sonatas, Handel and Mendelssohn in turn,
I could not help contraftin' her pleasant, intelligent

conversation with aiiy talk that would be possible with
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the wife of a small manufacturer in a remote district

in England.

The children," however, to whom she was returning

after a six -weeks' absence, were naturally her dearest
interest, and once fairlystarted upon this theme, she

seemed perfectly content, and I am sure made no- less

devoted a mother for being anxious and able to teach

her children something that might -lighten the

monotony of their lives in the future and throw a little

poetry into the hard prose of manufacturing mechanical

tools in a remote American town.

In speaking of the ages and characters of her children

she touched unconsciously on the subject of heredity,

which has always interested me deeply and which is, I

think, too persistently igpored by most of us.,

One experienc7e went too much into detail for the

ordinary reader, but she told me also that before the

birth of her second child, she accompanied her hu-sband

on a business expedition and was of necessity left very

much alone in hotels, becoming in consequence very

Melancholy and morbid and crying sometimes for

hours together. The child (a boý, -now of twelve years

old) has inherited j ust this temperament, crying on the

smallest provocation and showing a general tendency to

hysteria, uncommon in a"ýboy of his age and very

- -iîîiiîiiliý Umm"
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difficult to, combat. Fortunately the mother learut

wisdom b two experiences, and being persistently

bright, happy and cheerful herself before number three

arrived, he had turned out a sweet, bright boy, two

and a balf years old at the time I met her and > evidently

the very apple of her eye. Only the wilfully blind or

àbsolutely unintelligent eau ignore the truth that the

character and temperament of a child is in the hands of

its. mother before as well as after its birth into the

world. The old Gréèk7s were wise enough to recognize

this fact and to keep Il the mothers " of the state sur-

ounded b all bright and beautiful influences.

'I arrived at Chicaomo-on the secôrnd da after leaving0 y
Denver and put up at the Il Palmer House," a crowded,

bustling and not very methodical establishment-.

I cannot understand how people can call such ini-

mense caravanserais home-like or comfortable,, -however

magnificent -the rooms or however satisfactory the

cuisine may be.

It is like living in a small city. It is quite a con-

siderable j ourn ey from the dining-rooms to, the drawing-

rooms, and theloffice is crowded by hundreds of men,

shuffling, smoking and talking, making it quite unap-

proachable for a lady who may wish to make any

in(îuiries there. At the same time it is exasperating
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and hopeless work to be foreed'.to send messages to and

fro by some unintelligent black waiter,

Having heard, like the rest of the world, th-at

Chicago was the place where a pig goes in at one end

of a machine to come out as sausages at the other end,

and being told that it was absolutely necessary to pay

a visit to the famous Union stock yards if I wished to

see the most characteristic thing in Chicago, I prepar d

to go out there, little thinking how bitterly I should

regret the expedition. To my mind, no woman should

see such a horrible sight, although in saying this 1 am

conscious of falling in with the usually eurious notion

that in some w'ay cruel sights are less degr'ading to

men than to women.

Anyway, I did see this horrible,, erformance, and

describe it as a warning to others wli' mïght be tempted

to go over the yards in question.

Menever I have mentioned the cruelty of pig-

killiug in Chicago, I have been asked whether I ever

saw a pig killed in England. I am happy to say that

1 have never doue so, but if tËé process in England is

half so barbarous, I think the Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty ýo Animals should interfère.

It is easy enough to, talk glibly of muscular move-

ment after death and to declare that the pigs were
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really dead when they were shrieking and squalliing,

,kicking their legs and rolling theïr eyes in agony. if

people can stifle conséle'nèe and remorse by -believing

such statements, let them do so. For myself, I amçl_
quite convinced that these pigs were capable of intense

sufféring and did suffer intensely long after their

throats were eut. When a man in a fit of j ealousy,

cuts the throat of his sweetheart (a matter of constant

occý1rrence) she does not, as a rule, die instantaneou

or even inevitably, and she does most certainly s uffer.

'Wby should-we take it for granted that pigs are so,

much less -sensitive ? I am sure they do their best,

poor animals, to try to prove to, us the contrary

The great boast in Chicago is that a certain Il yard

can kill so many ttousands of pigs in one day. No

wonder the work is done ha:stily and inefficiently where,

this sort of com' etition -in numbers goes on.,

The stock yards are situated about seven ýéig]it- _ý'-

miles from the city itself and we had to change street

cars and devote nearly an hour to, the jouriey there,

drivii)g through, mile after mile of wretched, squalid-

looking suburbs. The yards occupy many acres and

have given rise to quite a little town, with large hotel

and station for the exclusive use of those in the trade.

Chicago is the great market of the West and the
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meeting place where speculators fro' the East come

up to buv the s.-ock ttat has been reared on the great

stock ranches of Nebraska, Kansas and Colorado.

Arrived at the entrance to the stock yards, we

passed innumerable wooden pens full of cattle of every

description sent in from. the Western grazing grounds

and shipped off from here to all parts of the world.

We wàlked a long way through these stock yards

befora reaching the first pi a--killing yard, Hutchin-

son s.

Before entering the building and all along our walk

I had noticed various covered wooden bridges running

round the four sides of large areas of ground. Along

these bridges a perpetual and forced procession of the

miserable pigs is kept up.-

They cannot turn right or left in the narrow wooden

passage and are forced to go on, being crowded by

fresh pigýfrom, behind. On they go to their inexor-

able fate. One by one, they pass through a door into,

the'building where a large iron hook is fastened on to,

one of their legs and they are hauled down some steps

on one of which stands a man with a carving knifé.
but tne wr CIL

He makes a hastv slash at the throat etýhe

animal is not killed only slung on, to be caught by

another man who unhooks it, throws it into boiling
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water to loosen the hair and it is thén passed'on to a

cruel machine with jagged iron teeth where it is

thrown ruthlessly backwards and forwards until all

the hair of the skin is removed.

I saw pigs kicking, struggling and most évidently
in torture after all three of these fiendish per-

formances.

The poor animals are then ru'shed into an immense

room where they are eut in two and left to hang until

all the blood has drained off. The carcases are then

removed to another room where the hams and various

joints are eut off and finally into the salting room, and
t'ilthence to the packers'.

I shall never forget the hideous sight of the agony

of these poor kleking, writhing creatures, thrown into

boiling water and then pitched to and fro on this

éruel machine and living through it all! This, more-

over, in a Christian country, where no -doubt anti-

-vivisectionists abound 1 What humbugs we-are after

all

We get up indignation meetings over scientific

cruelty on a very small scale and with at any rate a

laudable motive, and yet let this horrible, unnecessary

torture go on unchecked!, It is onl a question ofy
time. They could kill the poor wretélaes outright if
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they would only consent to, kill a few hundreds less in

the day c# each yard.

To make the satire complete, 'la societ for they
protection of animals " has an office outside the yards,

and begs that any case of cruelty Il may be rep'o'rted."

I should have liked to report every single man

employed in the yards and still more their employers,

who live in beautiful houses in Lincoln Park and have

fattened and grown rich on this-fiendish cruelty.

But after all, we all eat lobsters anà crimped cod,

and veal that has been bled to death,- and Pât é de foie

gras. The Chicago stock yards are only a degree

more cruel; but I came home sickened and disgusted

by the sight of them.

Chicago is essentially a city of parks," owning no

less than six of these delightful, breathingspaces.
àrk le finest of these

Lincoln P is' i lying 'to the
'dl north of thei city and close to the Michigan Lake.

The lake itself is, as usual, too big to be beautifuli

The shores are flat and the immense expanse of water

might belong to a smaU sea.

The park, however, is very fine; long and narrow,

with numerous grass plats, intersected by gravel, walks

and very beautiful trees.,

There was a fine piece oF artïficial water where
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numerous boats were plying, rowed by young men and

young women; shady groves where nursemaids were

sitting with their small charges, whilst the more

energetic people played croquet, cricket and base ball

and even Il kiss in the ring."

A number of acres of ground in Lincoln Park "'are

devoted - to landscape gardening and planted with

gorgeous beds of brilliant coloured flowers.

I drove back to the city by Dearborn Avenue, whichý-

contains some of the handsomest residences in the

city, aU of which are built of stone.

Since the great fire of 1871 no one is allowed toý

build a wooden house.

In this avenue one large wooden house remains,

however, whieh belonged to the mayor of the town

and possesses now the historical interest of having

been the only house saved in that quartei of the city.

It stands in its own grounds, and having a blaInk

space on either side, escaped the géneral destruct 0ýe11>,"My driver told me that previous to the fire most of

the houses were small and low. Now the Chicago

buildings compete with the monster publie erections

n New York, and many of the. streets reminded me

very much of Ludgate Hill and other portions of the

City " in London.
VOL. 11. 36



The Post Office, Court House and Government offices

are all magnificent buildings.

Chicago has also several. large and handsome

churches. Most of the cc stores" are wholesale, which

confirms the likeness to, our own Il City."

The Chicago people have one very ingenious device.

They cover the first few stone steps from their houses
with carpets and rugs which are kept in place by heavy

stone'. Then they bring out chairs and cushion-s, and
improvise a pleasant lounge for the hot afternoons.

Some sit on chairs or 111 rockers" on the top steps
others on the lower steps, and the carpet prevents any
bad effects from, chilL

I drove back to my hotel through a brick tunnel

under the bed of the Chicago River, which divides the
town into three parts-North, South andWest., This
tunnel is built 53 "feet below the river bed. It may
give some idea of the rapidity of growtli- of an Ameri-

can city to remind my readers that in thLe year 1830
Chicago possessed one hundred inhabitants-in 1880,
the census gave a return of 500,000.
Before closing this chapter, and with it aluàost the
last of my strictly Americaýz experiences, _' I should like
to say a few-words with regard to'the. vexed question of
111 tips " or le wails " to servants, waiters, &c.

ac) A YEAR IN THE GREAT REPUBLIC'.
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Every American with whom I have discussed the

question (with one or two honourable exceptions) has

assured me that the practice was almost absolutely un-,

known this side the Atlantic, generally inferring that

any experience contrary to this dictum must be charged

to my own stupidity as a Il foreigner in giving what

was neither exacted nor expected.

Driven from this ground, they e invariably taken Ïi'
up as a last resource the theory tait the practice was

utterly unknown a few years ago, and is distinctly

traceable now as a growing tendency generated by

English.,and Continental influence. Americans are

-equally éiýger to criticise and condemu the presence

and enormities of the great Iltipping plague" across'

the Atlantic.

I can only say that if we, English have introduced the

practice into America, no teachers ever found pupils so

apt to learn.

I have no wish to condone our own offences in this

Une, and think the whole system, as carried out at

present, a rotten one; more especially where you pay

for services twice over, first saving your landlord's

pocket and then bestowing as much or more again

upon the hotel servants themselves to escape black

looks and grudging service. But I do wish to say that
36 6
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it is absurd for Americans to persist in the obstinate

assertion that it is quite unnecessary to give fées in au

American hotel, when I have seen the very people

who enunciated this extraordinary theory produce a

quarter at every meal.

fi you wish to get any food at an hotel in America,

it is necessary to give a fée (and a good one) witÉin the

first twelve hours of your arrival as a retaining fée,"

and-, to keep up constant 111 refreshers " every few days

should your stay be prolonged-otherwise black looks,

cold meat, interminable pauses and a general crash of

crockery may be coni-dently expected.

N w in American hotels, the number of waiters to be

éonsidered and Il remembered " is very considerable.

Breakfast and luncheon are invariably served in a

separate room. from. the diniing.-room, and there are,

moreover, éýfférent rooms again for a late or an early

breakfast. Âll these changes imply a change of

waiters; and, again, transieiit guests can rarely insure

the same table each day for lunch or dinner., Illaving

tyDicall put salt on the tail " of your special bîrd,y
you may find that he has flown, a few hours later, or

that you have flown to a différént pait of the room,

which comes to the same thing, and the like expensive

process must be repeated again and again.
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When making a stay for a few days in any hotel, it

is absolutely necessary to produce a dollar on the first

convenient occasion, and to intimate pretty clearly

that there is li more to follow-" should the service

prove satisfactory.

Now, as there is no separate charge for Il service'-' on

:an American hotel bill as with us in England, I do not

in the least degree grudge these Il fées but I do resent

being told over and over again that there is no neces-

sity for them, and that the whole question is an absurd

fancy on my part. More thau once my friend and I

purposely deferred the, presentation in order to prove

the truth or- fallacy of these assertions. I can only say

that our experience on these occasions was far from,

pleasant, and might have proved physically painfal.

We persevered through black looks, cold meat, in-

terminable delays, even to the inevitable crash wheu

,our plates were placed before us. I must do- the

waiters credit on these occasions for having given us

fair warning and most unmistakable hints, but we

were proving a theory and were wilfully blind and

deaf.

At length napkins became conspie-uous by theirý

absence, and were hurled at our laps when asked for.

After all, a dinner napkin is a soft missile, but wheh
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the plates themselves came uncomfortably near our

heàds we thought it high time to, abandon theory for

the more prudent acquiescence in facts and the indis-

putable virtue of the Almighty DoUar. 1

After much experience, the only différences I could

detect between the systems of &I tipping," as practised

in America and England, were as follows:

In England, you give your 111 tip "' on departure when

your stay has bèen a short one. 1

In America, you must give one on arrival, a refresher

midway, and some slight 41 acknowled crment" when you

leave; and a dollar mi Amerlica goes little further than

a shilliiag in England, under similar circumstances,

would do. Moreover, you must take into account

three or f6ur waiters in the clining-roora (in large citv

hotels), the head waiter who opens the door when you

entý,r, and expects a large II remembrance " on your

depatture one or twýo Il bell boys," who have brought

iced water, or anàweied a,,question in the passages; a

ehambermaid,,,ý- and at least two* 111 elevator " boys, in

addition to one or two "-hall boys," whom you have-

barel identified until the morninom of your departure.

Making due allowâce for all these, the area over,

which, the tips are spread is considerably larger than

with us, or even on the Contineni. . The one redeem-

la 0
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ing point, on the other hand, is that. over here in

America hotel-keepers do not profess to- save you all

this worry and trouble by putting a fixed charge 111 for

service " on their bills, as they do in England, which,

of course, merely means that you have to tip them as

well as theïr servants.

To show that I am writing uncler rather than over

the mark in saying aU this, I shall make some extracts

from a newspaper cutting written evidently by au

American, but one of the few who will speak the

honest truth on the subject.

It is headed, A Nuisance and an Exaction, and

begins by giving the experience of another American

gentleman, who, with a wife and one daughter, spent

two months at an hotel in Il Long Branch." and found

t heir fées for 14 tips " alone amounted to 200 dollars,

This included five dollars a week to the hostler 61 to in-

duce him not to founder my animals; " so the gentleman

was evidentl doing things on a big scale. The writer

of the article goes on to say, Il I am beginning to think,

after all, that the European landlords are a trifle more

frank when they'pût most of thèse -fées in the bill.ýý

Why did he pay ? I hear an inii ocent reader exclaim.

This sage person thinks that he or she has stz=k at

the root of the grievance,
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The question will answer itself if the speaker will

spend a week at an American hotel. I shall be willing

to abide by the result of that brief experience. It is

idle -to talk about this subject to, one who bas not

been through the trials. To one who has it is uný-

necessary.

A few cold breakfasts, a sleeplèss night in a badly-made

bed, a few persi§tent brushings by determined broom,

boys, an interminable delay in getting a pitcher of

iced water, the absence of hand towels in the publie

wash r'oom.. except suchý as ar-e carefully spread across

the palms" of the obsequious porter, and finally the firm

clutel-1 that- the hall porter takes upon even your

féather weight -umbrella every time you enter the

door. These things, I say, will soften the stoniest

heart just as dripping water will dissolve granite.

To the people who grow indignant over this Éecital

1 can only say, Il Try a week witbout, fées -and just see

where you land." Well, we tried forty-eight'hours not

,at an American watering-place in the season, but in an

ordinary city hotel, and had no wish to, prolong the

experiment.

Having given an honest opinion on this subject,

much at variance with the ideas of most of my American

friends, I should like to men'tion one other small
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matter in connection with American travel where my

experience differs entirely from, that of Mrs. Pfeiffer,

with whom, I have some slight but valued personal ac-

quaintance.

I have not at hand hèr very interesting and clever

book 3 entitled, 111 Flying Leaves from, East to West,"

and must thereforetrust to memory.

.LNIY distinct remembranee is that she makes special

mention of the lack of courteous assistance given by

railway officials or fellow-travellers on this continent

to the helpless foreigner encumbèred by hand baggage.

Now my experience was the exact reverse of thise

It is true that the English porter, whose absolute de-

votion can be purchased for sixpence and whosé un-

wearied civility and patient endurance seé m to have

no price, is unknown in A m>erica, as he is unknown in

France or Italy. But I have travelled in no country

where' fellôw-passengers were so unfailingly kind and

helpful to women.

Travelling in a côuntry where there are no regular

porters to be had, it is necessary if possible to-reduce

one's hand baggage within such limits that it'can be

carried independently.

This, however, was often practically impossible.

Travelling for Ulalimited weeks or months duringIls-
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winter in the Èastern states; a number of wraps âüdý

rugs were indispensable, and when spring came and we

went further afield, many of the warm, wraps could
certainl n constant

,y be left behind, but it was the IY
necessary to pack up sufficient clothin for three or four9
days, to be carried by hand either when in.,the railway

-cars or on mountain expeditions where no regular bag-

gage could be conveyed up caùons and mountain tracks.

The anxiety of reaching or changing cars under

such conditions was very great in anticipation ;, but

when the critical, moment came I found, almost invari-

,ably some kind friend at my ejbow whom. I had per-

haps not even noticed béfore anà who would say to my

unutterable relief, 111 Allow me, -madam! seem. to

have rather more than you can manage. Let me fix

it up for you." -

Sometimes the grand "I conductor " himself would

leave his train for a few minutes to run across to the

next train with some of our light baggage. If not, an

American gentie. m»an would invariably come forward

and help us in the most- courteous and kindly way,

never, in one single instance, makingr any such slight

attentions the excuse for thrusting any farther ac-

quaintance upon us, unless we encouraged him to enter

in"nversation,
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The only really tipsy man I ever saw in America

was a fellow-traveller in our car, going from. Boston to

New York.

He was a pleasant, gentlemanly-looking man to start

witb' but had dined, unfortunately &I not wisely but too

well," on board the train and indulged in a good deal

of champagne en route. 1

But even under these trying circumstances, the in-

stinctive American courtesy to any woýàau in difficul-

ties came triumphantly to the fiýént. W, e arrived at

the New York Cé'"jtral Station late 'at night and my

friend, her maid 4aud I were struggling in the grasp of

half-a-dozen shouting, bellowing, Irish-American car-

dfivers ' who were seizing our numerous bags and bun-

dles and carrying them off in various directions. 1 had

entirely forgotten my tipsy friend, having gof safely

out of his way when leaving the railway car, but he

eame gallantly to the rescue, shouldering a huge par-

cel of my rugs and a dressijag bag and hurling defiance

at the crowd, repeating over and over again in a most

reassuring voice, '11-Nobody shall get the better of you

whilst I am here ! 1'll look after your interests-; nobody

shall lay a finger on your property, madam, as long as

I have a pair of arms at"ur service."

'Having seen us safe into the haven of a carriage, he
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took off his hat most, politely and retired, ordering.the

driver to take us at once to our hotel.

Ifdrink steals a man's brains away, it is at, least a

mercy when it leaves him his courtesy and chivalry

intact.

I think the reason for the widely differincr opinions of

rs. Pfeiffer and myself on he subject lies in the

différent C'Onditïons under whieh we travelled,

31rs. Pfeiffer was accompanied by a devoted husband,

whereas we were travelling as " lone, lorn females."

Amencan men are so much accustomed to look after

the comfort and well-'beina of their womankind, tbat,

it would never striké them. that a woman travelling

with any male companion could need other assistance.

Now this is, a safé theory to hold so far as Awierican

women are concerned, because thèy reduce their band

bagcrage to a minimum and are not generally under-

taking long and arduous journeys over several thou-

sands of miles even in theïr own country. But the

most devoted husband, has after all oply one pair of

arms, and there are limits to his, carrying powers; so

that :Nýlrs. Pfeiffer probably fell, metaphorically, between

two stooIS&

el Having a male protector, she was presumably inde-

pendent of outside helpî but having doubtless likee
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ourselves a good amouut of imyAinienta, she fared

worse on the whole than we did, so far as this matter

is concerned. 1 1

611 Tout compris, tout sera pardonne

I hope if Mrs. Pfeiffer reads this chapter, she may

accept the explanation, and acquit the Americans of

any lack of kindliness or courtesy, two of their most

attractive and, 1 think, undeni-able qualities,, j

Wishing to see Niagara once more in her summer

beauty, I took the "Michigan Central" train from.

Chicago and spent another day théie, this time at the

Clifton House, close to the Suspension Bridge-on the

Canadian side.

The view from. the verandah must be beautiful on a

fifine day, but this August day was unfbrtanately dark

and dreary, and as rainy and cold as any day -vre had

spent at Niag= during the previous November.

It was a] mo t a relief to -get away and find mystIf

once more en route for Toronto,, where I spent a very

happy week with the lemd Canadian friends to whom. I

had taken letters of introduction the previous auturan.

The trees in Toronto were looking lovely in the

surnmer, and the fields were -covered with "golden

rod" and other sufnmer wild flowers.

Rosedale, which had-looked so beautiful even in late
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autumn was sfili more bewitching now, and we had

several delightful drives in the neighbourhood.

With maiq regrets I packed up once more, for my

'V berth was', e-ngaged on board the 14 Celtic," White Star

Une, and several last places still remained to be seen

before drawing my lengthened tour to a close.

I left 17oronto at eiglit o'elock one eve-Ding by the

Grand Trunk Une for Kingston, 'having decided at the

last moment not to take the steamer the whole way to

Montreal, as the sky looked stormy, and Lake Ontario

is said to have great possibilities in the matter of waves

and 111 breakers."

Our railway j ourney was rough and wretchýdenouzh,

and my bac«k ached for two days afterwards from the

effects of the terrible 'olting, but we eseaped a worse

fàte by water, as it turned out. The train was ttvo and

a half hours late, but this was of no consequence, as

the steamer was not advertised to touch at Kingston

until 5 a.m. The Pullman car took us alongside the

wharf, and we were allowed to remain there till five

o'clock but were then turned out into a small, uncom-

fortable waiting-room until the steamer dame up about

half-past five, and we went on board, îired, col-cl and

hungry, to find a number of miserable-looking' passen-

gers who had left Toronto the nig«ht before, and had
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evidently spent an uncommonly wretched time on

board. A heavy sea had got up about 8 -p.m., and

nearljy every one on board had sufféred very much,

încýuding some ' who declared they had cr's«ed the

Atlantic with much less discomfort.

Almost directly after leaving Kingston the St.

Lawrence River is entered, and the passage through

the Thoùsand Islands begins.

These islands axe great and small, and are dotted all

over týe immense stretch of river, breaking it up into

many channels.

Many of these islands have either large summer

hotels built upon them or pretty little houses with

bathing places attaehed, where the summer boarders

can find accommodation.

G-ay fittle pagodas with bright flags flying from

mark-out these pretty summer resorts, and give

a bright, lively look to the fresà green of the wooded

islands on a sunshiny day.

Our steait/*ér was crowded. There was scarcely room.

to plant a cUàir on deck, but the surroundings were so

beautitul and the day so fine that one lost aU sense of

discomfort.

About midday we came through the first rapids on

the river, which are small and insignificant; but after
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early dinner we passed through the Il Long Sault

Rapids, which are nine miles in length, and very

grand, 1>

The steamer tossed and creaked. and swayà up and

down amongst the dashing, foaming green waves in a,
way that was _quite, exciting; although. on board a large

steamer and with this wide channel the moments were

not so apparently critical as- some I have spent on a

Niïe dahabeeah crossing the famous Cataracts.

Nine minutes saw us through these first large rapids

on the St. Lawrence River, and others were passed in

turn the Il Cascades," Il Cedar Rapids," &-c., &c. We

could not go through the La Chine Rapids that eveu-

ing, for dusk was coming on, and the boat was too

heavily weighted to be safé.

1-made theex-pedition later fýom. Montreal, but did

not find it either more beautiful or more interesting

than the passage through the Long Sault Rapids had

been.

To return to the expedition I am describing.

Leaviiig the steamer at La Chine, we týoo«k the railway

cars and in twenty minutes reac«hed Montreal and

another monster Windsor Hotel.

As a town, I prefer Montreal to all the other

Canadian towns 1 have seen. NÔ doubt, life in Toronto
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may be pleasanter because it is more in the world and

less provincial. But Montreal is far more picturesque

than Toronto, and far cleaner and brighter than

Quebec.

There are fine shady boulevards of over-arching trees,

wide clean streets and some very handsome stone

houses. Winter also is more enjoyable in Montreal

tlian in Toronto, beeause the air is dryer and there is

more opportunity for skating, sleighing and toboggan-

ing and such winter amusements than in the latter

city, which is much damper and more liable to sudden

thaws.

Some kind friends in Montreal took me for a drive

to the famous Il mountain.," a long steep hill, rising up

behind the town, covered with lovely trees and shrubs

and having a'steep, winding carriage road which zig-

zags up to the very summit.

In autumn the,-tints must be magnificent, but on

this September day the trées, had sicarcely vet shown

any signs of Il turning."'

From the summit of 111 the mountain," the grandèst

view of Montreal may be had. -The numerous churches,

hospitals, City Hall, Grey Nunnery, the famous Victoria

Bridge, a tubulax bridge across the river two miles

long, all these formed a grand picture beneath our léèt,
VOL. ]U. 37
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and the numerous green trees and alleys -of foliage

planted all over the city and its outskirts make the

view one of the most beautiful town vie's that can be

concei'ed.

Coming down on the other side of the hill, we drove,

through the Protestant cemetery, which is built on the

side of the mountain and which, like- most Oof the

American and Canadian burial places, is far more

beautiful than anything of the kind in the Il old

country."

The site of the famous Ice Palace, which is built up

for every carnival season in Montreal, lies just below

the Windsor Hotel. Even in September notices were

already put- Ùp that rooms could be engaged for the

succeeding February, and the smali'pox visitation'

h-aving put, a stop to, alI festivities for one -- year, the.,

scene was expected to, be all the more lively the next

time.

In the same (Dominion) square is the cathedral of

St. Peter's, barely finished at the time of my -visit,

but looking very gay inside, as a fashionable fancy

bazaar was taking place there.

It is built after the model of St. Peter's in Rome,
and is said to be the exact half of the latter in every

dimension, buU this seems incredib1ý.
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Thirty years have been spent in the building of it

and yet the dome had only been put up a few weeks

before my arrival.

The Roman Catholic parish church of Notre Dame

is made entirely of wood, including the statues, whieh

are ornamented with gold bands and painted to imitalLe

marble.

The pillars are of coloured wood in imitation of red

and green serpentine. -Ruskin would be horrified, 'and

no doubt the whole thing is fa:lse, inartistie and pre-

tentious ; but I should not call it 111 tawdry " as so many
do, because the colouring is decidedly harmonious,

chiefly dark brown, green and gold with touches of deep

crimson.

The reredos, which is open and without any screen in

front of it, is really imposina, the various niches in it

being filled wille-h. carved and coloured images. Much

of the work was done in Paris and sent here from,

thence.

Going up from this church to, the roof by an elevator,

I saw the biggest bell in the world, which. was cast in

London.

The City Hall is a very fine building near the quay,

with the usual amount of handsome and absolutely un-

interesting committee and mayor's rooms inside. Close
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to the water's edge is the quaint Bon Secours Market,

where a thriving trade seems- to be driverr, and up a

very steep hill at the back of it, the Bon Secours

Church, the oïdest in the city, which dates back far

away into the dim Canadian recesses of a whole century

It is being rebuilt and decorated in an ugly florid

style, too commonly found in Éoman Catholie eh-Ltrehes

abroad. The grand Roman Catholie cathedral on Fifth

Avenue in New York is a glorious e:ýception to tbis

rule, and is as beautifui, simple and imposing as the

most fastidious taste could desire.

A clerical synod was being held in Montreal at the

time of iny visit, and the whole place was overrun by

black-coated and white-tied strangers from. the sur-

rounding dioceses.

Some of these I knew and heard a good deal of the

social arrangements on such occasions.

One of these latter struck me as very happy:

The clergy are billeted as a rule at the houses of the

various members of the Epis copalian Church in 31on-

treal. The synod bei'n'g held in Se3tember, ' most of

the resident families were away for their summer

boliday.

Instead of retu--m-ing to the inconveniences of enter-

taining absolute strangers witli a hastily gathered
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together household, they had sent the most polite

letters of welcome to their city with caiýe blanche for

a week's stay at the chief hotel in' the place. As this

plan gave entire freedom of action to the guests, the

relief no'doubt was mutual, . and . probably the expense

no heavier to the householder in the end.

In addition to clerical friends 1 recognEzed several

other American acquaintances in this wonderful

Windsor Hotel at Montreal, wheré! one seemed to be

always recognizing some well-known face.

Amongst others, I met again a very pleasant Amen-

can lady who had travelled with me from Niagara to

Toronto a week or two before, and who had interested

me during a long railway detention by her kee*n enjoy-

ment and interest in life at an advanced age and

having lost her husband and only child, and with

them all absolute ties in the world.

Instead of giving way to a morbid and melancholy

loneliness, she bad taken to oil painting as a relief and

distraction, and had shut up her pretty but now desolate

home in New York State in order to travel about for a

time and see sométhing of the world whilst still free

from actual infirmàtjy, and thus lay up a stock of

pleasant memories against the rainy day of real'old

age.:ýý>I wonder how many English, women at the age
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of 68, left so utterly and sadly alone. in the world,
would have had the energy and philosophy to, do like-

wise under similar circumstances.

Her only child, who must have been a very beautiful

wýoman, judging by a picture I saw of her, had died

on ly two years previously under singularly sad circum.-

stances. She had an independent fortune, having in-

herited two-thirds of her father's property upon his dying

without having made a will. Mother and daughter were

devoted to each, other, and both seem -to hýLve had a

passion for tjravelling. They lived together! ou their

pretty estate, but the daughter often made journeys

with friends of her own. On one occasion, some two or

three years ago, the mother had taken a young niece

to England and the European continent,

The daughter, meanwhile, spent the summér with-

friends in the Rocky Mountains, making Colorado

Springs her liýéad-quarters.

Being an ardent mountaineer aird posse.D-sed of

strong will pQýwer, although physically delicate, she

had already Ûnaïde the ascent of the chief mountains

i the district, one only, Long's Peak, remaining un-

achieved.

This mountain isnot so high as either Pike's Peak

orGray's Peak, but the ascent is more difficult. No-

à,
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thing'daunted, however, the poor lady set out alone

ith a guide, who was said to have made the ascent

already thirty times and was considered a safe and

experiencecl'man.

Thiey left their horses at some distance from. the top

and walked to the summît, and so far all went well,

Unfortunately they then discovered that a storm, was

blowing up beneath them, and they hurried, down

hopirig to escape the worst of it.

The guide said lie lady seemed nervous, a'most un-

usuaLthing for ber, and appeared very eager to get

down. At 3 p.m. they began the descent, the storm

bl-wing up towards them, andthe rain and slee.t

coming down in torrents.

The poor girl became more and more nervous and

bel ess, and at length gave in completely, becoming
pi

at-times almost unconscious

The guide could only manage to carry ber downa

few steps at a time, and meanwhile niglit came on

aiîd. he grew desperate. He told ber that he must go

for belp; that otherwise both of them, would perish inÂ,
the storm,

The poor girl implored him, to remain,, but he was

obiduraté.- and possibly he thought he 'was acting for

the est. At any rate he left ber at tan o'clock at night
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quite alone on this terrible mountain whilst the storm.

raged in full fury. At 4 a.m. he returned with his father

to find'that she had dragged herself on a few stepg and-

fallen over a precipice, for she lay at the bottom quite-

dead, and with a deep eut over her foreliead. The

poor mother meanwiiite had returned from. Termany,

and was stayl*ng alone at, a big London hotel when the

telegram. arrived anuouneing the death of her only

child, but giving no clue to the cause. She would in

any case have sailed for home in a fortnight's time,

but was mercifully able to'get a bérth on board a.,
steamer which left England next day, and she arrived

in New York to be greeted by the gad truth.

The poor girl left considerable sums of money to.

various charities, especially to those connected with

the protection and kindly treatment of dumb animals.

She, was passionately fond of horses and constantly

bought poor oý,er-wor-ed, ill-treated animals from. car

or stage drivers and turned them. out to gr;ýss en her

own estate in order to, insure them. a peaeeful old age.

Distant relations of the father axe unfortunately trying

to upset the will on the score of Il eccentr*eity,'ý mifeh

to'the sorrow and indignation of the poor mother, who.-'

worships the memory of her beautiful and accomplislied

daughter.
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She and I drove one afternoon to a fine convent school

called Villa ý-Jaria, in the neighboureood of Montreal.

One hundred and seventy-five boarders are- receiveà

here between the ages of seven and twentyýý,,- The

rooms are very fine and the education oughtlo be

excellent. Some say it is, others assert that it is very

superficial. At any rate the arrangements wete very

perfect. The dormitories were pretty and scrupulous1y

clean. High spring beds with white dimity eurtains
4^

and white vallances lined the room on either side.

These vallances roused my admiration by the very

neat way in which they were 'Plaited in innumerable

tiny plaits. Once a week the girls take them off their

beds, plait and tie them up for twenty-four hours, wheu

they emerge once more as fresh as ever.

,Each young lady here makes her own bed.

Theu we 'passed throug'â lar"e dormitories where1 9
the pupils sleep who requàre private rooms..

A central passage runs down these, and on either

side of it the rooms are. partitioned off for one or

perhaps two beds. Hanging curtains take the place

of door and wall in front, so that perfect privacy is

insured, whilst at night these "I door curtains " eau be

looped back to allow the air from the general passàgre-

(which is well ventilated) to, enter, >
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One odd arrangement downstàýu-s--was a number

of small music rooms side by side, èaýh large enough

f o. èontain a semi-grand ýiano a'id with glass walls on

both sides of iL A'41sister ' sits in a kind-'of glass

caore in the midst of these rooms, commanding a full

view of the pupils right and left, who can be trusted to,

practise alone under such supervision.

The pleasant-looldng, kindly sister who showed us

over the place declared that the sound of the pianos

could not penetrate from one room to t]Ïe other, but I

should much doubt this assertion and felt very gmteful

that the musical pandemonium was over when we

arrived.

The grounds are beautiful and very extensive, being

fitted up with swings, merry-go-rounds, &c. for the

children. Several whole families of from. -five to seven

children each are numbered amongst the pupils. The

place lookèd very bright and homelike. Several of

the pupils were receiving friends in one or other of

the various reception rooms when we *ere there, and

they seemed very cheerful and happy.

Another day I was beguiled into, a4eûding service

at the pretty English Cathedral to hear a Canadian

bishop, said to be the most powerful and eloquent

preacher on either side of the Atlantic Alas 1 1 t-ook

fÈ

I'r 

1
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the advice and came in for a very weak dilutioù of lhe

Bible and a diocese that shall be nameless!

The music, however, was excellent, and one practice

which. obtains there seems to me a very good and

sensible, one. A clergyman gave notice that he wished

for volunteers for a 14 congregational choir,"' that is

for members who would join the first hours practice

of the regalar choir and would sit amongst the rest

of the congregation in their usual seats when service

went on, to strengthen and encourage the congrega-

tional singing.

Leaving Montreal for Albany, via Lakes Champlain

and. George, I came in for my only uupleasant- experi-

ence with au Americau or Canadiau custom, house.

The Montreal Station is about as disgraceful a build-

ing as our own London Bridge, and it would be

impossible surely to condemn it more forcibly.

The scene there on the morning of my departure,

was one of wildest confnsion. We were forced, to

open every trunk, bag and bundle, and in the absence

of porters, all our hopes of helý rested w*th the

conductor of tlie Windsor Hotel omnib«s. Unfortu-

natély he had attached him elf wholly and entirely to

the one big strong man of the party, who could'have

dragged about his own portmanteaux with perfect
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ease.' Probably the conductor knew his prey and

scented dollars in the distance.

Býit he might at least have given the rest of us a

chance of competitioii, and would have gained on the

whole by doing so I think.

Anyway, there we were, men and women alike,

:ýtru gling to, drag- our respective trunks and portman-

teaux from underneath heavy Saratoga truuks and

kneeling down on the cold stone floor to undo the leather

straps, ouly to, find again and again that we had

troublei the waters in vain and that -the one Ilaugel"

of the Montreal Customs had passed us- by for some

more favoured traveller with stronger lung power.

However at, last, everythiug had been Il visited " and

checked, and to, our griaat surprise and relief we were

fairly off, trusting that our baggage might be fairly,:bff

also.

Both the la«kes I have mentioned are very beau-

tiful, but I prefer Lake George as the smaller 'of

the two, and the more decided contrast, to the general

run of huge American lakes, which are virtually

small seas. The two, la«kes are separated only by

a narrow ridge of land'about, three or four miles

broad. Lake George is bordered by high hills,

covered with exquisite green trees, and a number
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of small islands in the lake add much to its beauty.

As the Saratoga season was already nearly over, I had

decided not to waste any time there. The great point

of going to Saratoga seems to belto see American ladies

n triumphs of blanchi8sage, white gowns and white

petticoats which, ' have cost a small fortune to produce

in the first instance and to wash in the second, and

which, I am confidently assured, are changed twice or

even three times a day by the owner if she have any

pretensions to fashion.

1 believe, however, that amongst the best Americau

families nowadays, as with our own in England, sim-

plicity of dress on ordinary occasions is considered

more chic, and better evidence of good breeding.

I spent aD. hour in Saratoga and was not much im-

pressed by that hasty glimpse of the town. In Sep-

tembe.r. no doubt Saratoga is not seen at its best. It

seemed to me a miserable-lookincr place, with small

boulevards, wretched hou'ses and a few monster hotels,

where, no doubt, the unwary traveller may be fleeced

to any extent.

Newport, or Rhode Island, is the most fashionable

of all Americau summer resorts nowadays, and the

practice there of living in. villas and small furnished

cottages during the season must béat far pleasanter than
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staying in the monster, hotels of Saratoga. These
CG cottages," however, comma-ad enormous prices, vary.-

ing from. S500 to S5,000 for the short summer season.

I had returned tè the Eastern states too late in the

summer to, go through a course of Àmerican watering-

places. It is impossible to include everything even in

the programme of a year, a much langer time than

most travellers devote to this one continent.

So I consoled myself by reflecting that such places

would probably -have seemed rather tame to me after

all the wonders we had seen.

Moreover by this time neither purse nor wardrobe

would have been equal to the demands of an American

summer season,
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FLE-As are said to abound in San Francisco, growing

and thriving, amongst the sand on which tfiat city is

built. That this is the case I know from the sad ex-

perience of friends wlio live there; but I was fortunate

enough to escape any personal discomfort, either there-

or in any other American city or town.

A worse fate, hêývever, was in store for me, the one

night I spent at Albany, in the most celebrated hotel

in that city. 1 found the house both noisy and dirty,

and spent a most wretched nigtt there, leaving with

great joy next morning by the eight o'clock Hudson

River boat for New York.

Thelse boats are very large and extremely comfort-

able-a contrast in every way to the ones that ply

between Kingston and Montreal. 1 On the Hudson

boats you can dine à la carte, and (within certain

limits) at any time; a great improvement upon the
Cc wild beast " feeding scrambles that took place, at

stated intervals, on the -Richelieu Navigat4on Com-

pany's ste'amers.
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From Albany to West Point the Hudson River has

little to boast of beyond its immense size. The shores

are flat and uninteresting, being chiefly covered by coal

wharves and business manufactories.

But at West Point the -scenery changes, and 'here

the real beauty of the river begins for the traveller

going South.

It cannot compare witli the beautiful Columbia

River in Oregon, but is undoubtedly very-fine. Before

reaching this point we had passed the famous Vassar

College for girls, high up on the river bank above

Poughkeepsie.

The kind young doctor who had come to my rescue

with his French brandy after my Yo-Semite-Valley ex-

periences, had kindly begged me to visit his family at

Nyack, on the Hudson River, but time would not allow

me to have this pleasure, and I was obliged to pass by

the pretty little town on t«he western, shore, as also

(nearer the river's mouth) the fashionable, resort called

Yonkers some, seventeen miles from New York and

very beautifully situated on the eastern bank of the

Hudson. K-ind American friends would have welcomed.

me here also, but time and tide and the White Star

Une wait for no man.

The best known point on the Hudson River is on
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II.Palisades," being a series of great precipices rising to,

various heights, from. one hundred to three hundred

feet on the western side of the river, and stretching for

some twenty miles along its banks. The name is a

perfect description of the shape of these èurious rocks,

wliose rugged, desolate sides are crowned in very happy

contra*st by thickly-woodeà summits.

Having allowed myself one day's rest in New York

th pick up baggage and meet my friend's maid from

Canada, who was to accompany me to England, 1

determined to devote my last evening before going on

board the steamer to a visit to, Coney Island. It had

been an old promise that a kind and hospitable New

York friend should take me there before I loft the

country,,and as he chanced to, be in the city fo r a few

days at that unfashionable time of year (September)

the expedition was made.

Coney Island (as every one knows) lies just outside

New York Bay and ten miles from that city. It is a

very narrow island, about four miles long, and has a

capital beach for sea bathing.

There are three principal shore resorts, connected

with one another by a series of railway car

tracks.
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This line, which can be traversed from end to end in

a quarter of an hour, is said to pay better than any

other American railway.

These divisions of the island, Manhattan Beach,
Brighton Beach, and West Brighton descend in the

social scale and represent respectively the Brighton,

Ramsgate, and Margate of England.

There are some very fine hotels at Manhattan Beach,

repeated in a lower key at Brighton Beach,- and

dwindling down into the restaurants and tea gardens

of West Brighton. Every sort of "cheap Jack"- and

ten cent entertainment was going on at the latter

place, and the great excitement seemed to be to enter

a huge wooden elephant, built originally as an hotel,

and large enough to accommodate many guests in his

head, body and legs.

An elevator took curious tourists up one of the legs

into the hall of the body and thence to the monster's

head and ears, whence a good view might be obtained;

but the evening was grey and chilly, and -I felt no

inclination to penetrate into his huge, ungainly wooden

body; so we returned by rail to Manhattan Beach, and

after an excellent "farewell dinner " àt the Manhattan

Beach Hotel, went into the handsome concert hall

close by, which is built in the open and covered in by



an enormous tarpaulin of coloured cloth, loo«king like

a huge Japanese umbrella.

The ujîjml'* exhibition of the Il Burning of Moscow,"

arranged and li ' ghted up by fireworks, could not take

place tha t evening, on account of rain and wind ; so we

consoled ourselves by hearing some very excellent

music, whic«h finished upby the sadly-appropriate tune

of Il A sailing we will go! "'

Soon after this I returned to New York, and my

friend took me on board the Il Celtic," where I found

maid and baggage safély arrived, and also my ehosen

cabin., which proved later to be infested by cocliroaches.

The heat in New- York in September is vèry Erreat,

and as we were moored against the quay for the night

and were, not to sail until seven o'clock in the morning,

the close atmosphere had no doubt brought'out these

plagues.

I had chosen the White Star Line'in prefèrence to,

the Cunard as being less crowded and more comfort-

able, and found no reason to regret, my choice The

cabins were very comfortable (barring the cockroaches,

which disappeared when once "' we set sail), the

stewardesses were kind and attentive, the food excel-

-lent, and the general arrangements extremely

good.
38-2
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The captain was a bear, but as lie, siýoke to no one

on board with the exception of one favoured family,

who were personal friends, this did not affect the

passengýrs, and both purser and doctor were most kind

and gentlemanly men. . -

To add to the pleasure and comfort of the voyage, by

some spéciaf miracle I escaped sea-sickness entirely, for

the one. and I fear ouly time in n3ýy life, and felt

almost tempted to beliéve the reassuring words of the

Purser, who declared when I first came on board, Il that

no one ever was ill on board the Celtic." I did not

know he could stretch it quite so wide -as that," was the

comment of a sceptical stewardess when I repeated the

remark

I am a-fraid the ex'perience of some êther passengers

was scarcely so fortunate, but I am sure there is a widé

différence in the Il rolling capacity " of various steamers,
and I believe we were better off in that way than we

should have been 'in 6ther steamers on the line.

Even the little 114 Plucked Partridge " grew quite

chirpy again'after collapsing for a couple of days, and

began to think she had the maldngs of a good sailor in

her after all.

And yet we cameï in for the tail end of a pretty

bad storm, and'thé boat rolled over so mucli one



night that sleep was absolutely impossible fýom the

difficulty of keeping in one's berth at all.

'M'le had few passengérs on board, 'and those chiefly

men, and of a strongly Coiiservative turn of mind.

The exception to both these ëlassifications lay in

Mrs. Parnell, the mother of the Irish agitator, who

came over with us having only engag-ed her berth

overnight and comiiig on board only a few moments

before we sailèd.

She'is a most fascinati-ng old lady, the real type

of gentlewoman of the old school, with soft ýtwinklîng,

humorous blue eyes, a pale ô lexion- a most placid

manner, and that ràre chýrm, a lo'w and perfectly

niodulated voice, Y0ý n-gr, ol Liberal or Conserva-

tive., we all succumbed to her charm, of manner before

the voyage came to an end, and it amused me very

much to, see several of the ultra-Conservative youug

men who bad denouneed her most openly 4,1 as a

pernicious old woman " when she came on board, vieîng

with each other when we landed in paying her every

;attention, and helping her to, pass her luggage at

the Custom House offices in Liverpool.

One very heavy little wooden box with iron élasps,

upon'whieh " 1 sat sometimes in her cabin, certainly

looked suspicious, especially in face of the fact that
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she had lost or omitted to, bring the key of it. She

asked me laug«hing1ý one day if I féared Il dynamite

when I made some démur about sitting down on it.

I don't think the Liverpool officials féared dynamite,

but possibly they scented Il documents (knowing

the owner), for my last sigtt of the mysterious little

box was seeing it in the hands of a Custom, House

officer who was evidently' bent- on penetrating the

mystery. According to. Mrs. Parnell he could ouly

find receipted bills and family papers- to repay his

s earch.

The dear old lady looked charming w1heu she

lancied 'late in the evening., wearing a 1-landsome

silk gown, velvet mantle and bonnef with -turquoise

blue ribbons whicli showed up her prètty pale com-

plexioli to great advantage.

Expressing some fear that the dirty Custom House

floors would spoil Uer' dress, I asked wby she had

put on such a pretty gown and bonnet for the,

occasion,

"II thought I should meet my son," she answeted

simply, with pretty motherly pride,

She seemed as eager to look well in his eyes as

any young el about to meet her lover.

Alas my son" did not appear, but as we landed



on the last ý night of the parliamentary sesslion it

would have been scarcely possible for him to do S'O.

I am quite sure that no son, not even an Irish

agitator, would have allowed such a devoted mother

to land alone had it been possible. to be with her.

Another- passenger who interested me was a voung

Englishman, nephew of a well-known historianl,, who,

was returning from a literally Il fraitless attempt

at vine-growinom in the Sonoma 'countr to, the

north of San Francisco.

Many Englishmen ha« ve settled- down in tliat

country, and those who have been lucky in making

money can, no doubt., order their own .1ives to a

great extent; but this young fellow was, of course,

only at the bottom of the tree, and forced to associate

with ma-ny uncongenial companions. He had given

the life au làonest trial for eighteen months and

did not object to the hard work, but said he really

could not stand the associations, and did not think

fortune would be likely to come to him quickly

enough to justify his throwing up everything that

makes life worth living, nt so earlran age.

It is a good thing he made the discoveÉy- in time

to avoid wasting his life, as so, many poor féllows do

who return from unsuccessful ranching or orange
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and wine growing at the age of 1rhirty, perhaps, to,

-ý1find their contemporaries settled in life and aU

avenues closed to them.

At twenty-oiie or twènty-two this voung man had

still much of youth before him, and the' year's

experience of làard work and Il rougbing it out. West

would dohim no harm in the end.

.And so the 11 year in my life " has drawn to a

close and gone the way of all the other year,,-,', but-

leaving, I trust, the mark of some wider growth in

experience and tolerance.

Herein, I think, lies the value of au American

tour, undertaken, without prejudice and carried out

with deliberation, and, let us hope, with some amount

of intelligence.

England is pre-eminently a countrv of insular

prejudice, ignorant obstinacy - of opinion and a

dogmatie conventionality that is s-hocked by a w-ctnie,

but tolerates the thing kself if only people wili not

talk about it, or, better still, re-christen, it for ýc1ite

soèiety.

We travel on the -Continent and find nothing to

shake the splendid audacity -of our national confidence.

W-hen aU is said and done, foreigners, are, of course,

only a "Il very poor imitation of the real thing." Eng- wlý7
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land is the standard. We have a general monopoly'

incIudiîngý as some foreign cynie observes, the shortesf

and most direct route to the K gdom of Heaven.

The En-glish themselves ma resent the matter being
K 

gdo'
put in this bald wày, but it is an a solute and almost

unexceptional truth; and ev an on the face of

the earth who is not an Englîshman, but who has had

the pleasure of meeting us, knows it to be the truth,

probably by bitter experience.

No doubt this attitude oÈmind,'rotten and intolerant

i -if5, -fiè- îf
n itse s the-bottom of the dogged determina-

tion and almost brutaL streDgth of the English-charac-

ter, and sol as fteD happens, good comes out of evil,

and seems almost inseparable from it.

Or, agaïn, we travel to our own most clistaiat colonies

and the same glorification of England and England's

modes of thought and action, surrounds us. The.

colony may be a prýtty bad co-py, but we jàge it in-

stinctively, by the Englisli picture, which ought to be

its standard, and consider any shortcomings or altera-

tions a distinct and unquestionable flaw in the per-

formance.

But we go to America and the conditions axe entirely

different. 
%.

Illere we cannot pity the God-forsaken, foreigner.,el
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unaÊe even to speak our language, nor critieize the

shortcomings of a colonial settlement.

Here we have an enormous mass of English-speaking

meh and women, most of whom own distant kin§hip

with us, but who have cast off the swaddling clothes

of English. thought and action, and are, living their

free and independent life apart from any standard we

may clioose to set up.

The New York Il dudes ' are i-deed, accused, of a

disloyal adoration of everythiDg ll English, you know'"

but this is somewhat exceptional, and we are speaking

of Americans as a whole. Apart from some little inter-

national jéalousies, they have, I am assured, a hearty

esteem and affection. for us, but with the best and

highest type of Americau this comes from no servile

admiration. He admires what is admirable in us be-

cause it is admirable, not because it is English.

We may -sneer at political corruption in America,

but are, we ourselves so absolutely immaculate in this

line ? We may call their liberty licence; but they

may fairly retaliate that a good deal of our English

prudery hides a'considerable amount of English hypo-

crisy.

Some of us are very fond of discussing 1,1 vulgar

Ameriems," aùd their solecisms of accent and expres-



1

Sion, but 1 think there is quite as much vulgarity of

thought amongst the English, and it might be better

for s6me of us if it went no further than our speech.

, Moreover, accent, after all, is to some extent a matter

of opinion, as also are many expressions which we con-

demn, but which have quite as muchright to exist as

Our own.

An English lady, on my returii, speaking of a

mutual and very charming little American friend with

whom, I liad stayed in San Francisco, asked me

anxiously whether she hacl lo8t any of her American

wayà? evidently hoping that the answer might, be

in the affirmative, and consequently a favourable one.

I could not help smiling to m self and thinking how&..0 y
strange it would have sounded if the little Americau

girl, in asking after her English friend, had anxiously
inquired whether 8he had lost Il any of her Engýsh
ways yet ? "

During one day on board the 111 Celtic " I had the

eurious experience of really hearing an le English
accent," and very affected and artificial it sounded
to me after a year's absence from. it.

By the second day the old asàociations of a lifetime
had resumed thek. sway, but on that first day it did
certainly seem to me that most of our own fellow-
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Passengers, specially the men., were conspicuous by au

affected a%n-d swaggerin ' g enunciation of their words.

Suddenly, the truth dawned upon me. For the first

time in my life I was listening to 'Il English as she

is spoke."

It were a weary and ungrateful task to add up the

vices and virtues of the two nations, and strike a nice

balance, even wère any member'ýbf either suýfficienfly

experienced and unprejudiced, to, be able to do so with

aÉy degree of accuracy.

Is it -not a truer philosophy that would teac«h us

to leave comparisons alone and be content to, admire

gênerously and honestly what is to be, admireý in the

American nation?

From their freshness and freedom of thought, the
old country" need not disdain to learn some valuable

less-ons in exchange for the more unquestioned ad-

vantages of art and historical tradition, for which- the

New World must still worship at the shrine of the

older one.

I have endeavoured to write honestly, and, so far as

is possible, without prejudice of what I have seen and

heard. In spiteof such endeavours, many will doubt-

less be found to dispute most of my facts and almost

all My Conclusions«

IL- -- - -
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In a world of such infinite variety in taste, opinion,

and powers of observation, this must of necessity

occur'.
'In one sense each man does 111 live to himself." He

can onýy record the observations and impressions of his

individual experience.

To do more thau this is untrue, and gives to his

book the value o'f a secondhand guide-book. To,

do less than this is literary cowardice. -
Ci Speak boldly and honestly, or do not speak at all."

This has been my maxim, in these sketches, and"I

can honestly and gratefully add that I have never

spent a > liappier nor more profitable year than the one

devoted by this female Col'mbus to the study of a new

worlde
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